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Transnational Care Constellations: Mexican Immigrant Mothers and their Children in Mexico 
and in New York City 
 
Gabrielle Marcelletti Rocha de Oliveira 
 
The feminization of Mexican migration to the United States is increasing, and more 
mothers who migrate leave their children behind for long periods to be cared for by grandparents 
or relatives in Mexico. Women also form new families when they arrive in the United States, but 
continue to “care” for the children who stayed in Mexico. We know little about how 
transnational familial ties across the U.S. -Mexico border influence the educational trajectories of 
children who stay behind, are born here and are brought over from Mexico. This study asks how 
Mexican maternal migration has influenced care arrangements and education trajectories of the 
children in Mexico, comparing these to their siblings who were brought over to America or who 
were born in the United States. In this dissertation I address how U.S. bound Mexican maternal 
migration shapes and influences children and youth in both sides of the border. These families, 
or what refer to “transnational care constellations” include the following types of members: New 
York based undocumented mothers; the children they brought to the U.S. (also undocumented); 
their U.S. born offspring (U.S. citizens); children they have left behind in Mexico; and children’s 
caregivers in Mexico.  
Drawing on ethnographic method I examine transnational caregiving practices among 
women with children in New York and Mexico. After recruiting twenty families to participate in 
my study I established three levels of engagement with participants. Eight transnational care 
constellations constituted the center of my qualitative research. I spent time with them in Mexico 
and in New York and tracked half of them for over three years. The second level of engagement 




visited less times in Mexico. Finally, participants who belonged to the third level of engagement 
were forty mothers in New York City, fathers, caregivers and over sixty children and youth in 
Mexico who were not matched. In addition I surveyed over 200 children between the ages of 
seven and sixteen in three schools in Puebla to assess the impacts of maternal remittance on 
school achievement. Specifically, I compare the educational experiences and social trajectories 
of three groups of children: the ones left in Mexico, the undocumented children and youth 
brought to the U.S., and those born in the U.S. The ethnographic core of my dissertation work 
tracked twenty transnational families who are split between Mexico and the U.S over a period of 
18 months. I have traveled back and forth between different states in Mexico and New York in 
order to capture the dynamism of communities who are “here and there.”  The children and 
youth in what I refer to as “care constellation” share the same biological mother who has 
migrated to New York City, but their lives differ dramatically in terms of academic achievement 
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In the spring of 2010 I started my fieldwork in the city of New York. I lived in 
Manhattan’s Upper West Side and my neighbor was a busy mother who had a nanny helping her 
take care of her two-year-old toddler. One day my neighbor asked what my research was about 
and I told her I wanted to learn more about maternal migration and how it influences children 
and youths’ lives. “Well,” she replied, “what kind of migration are you talking about? I live in 
the same country, city, and house as my daughter and she is not being raised only by me. Sara, 
my nanny, is from Mexico and she has a kid there, you should talk to her” (Interview, Gigi, 
February 2010). As the U.S. media debate whether women can “have it all”—that is, a successful 
career and a family—migrant women like Sara wonder how they can care for them all: for their 
children in Mexico, children they have brought over to the United States, children who were 
born here, and (in some cases) children they care for professionally.  
This research explores the ways in which maternal migration shapes the lives of the 
children of immigrant women who are in New York City and in Mexico, with a specific focus on 
education experiences. This study focuses on the care arrangements and family relationships that 
follow maternal migration, specifically by studying how these changes shape children’s lives in 
Mexico and the United States. I argue that the influence of migration cannot be understood by 
looking at only one side of the border; as I show in Chapters II and III, understanding how 
mothers in one location negotiate their care for children in different spaces requires a 
methodological approach that entails transnational multi-sited fieldwork. Children’s lives are an 




“global care chains.” In Chapter IV, I show that caregiving practices regarding education 
decisions that derive from maternal migration shape and influence children’s experiences of 
education in a broad sense. I explore in Chapter V how schooling achievement and educational 
experiences differ for separated siblings in Mexico and in New York City. In addition, the 
gender of the child plays a relevant role in how these experiences unfold, as demonstrated in 
Chapter VI.  
Mothers often justify their decisions to migrate by stating that their goal is to provide a 
better education for their children, and indeed much of their transnational mothering is focused 
on that goal. But to stop at this statement would be a mistake. By focusing on the relational 
dimensions of maternal migration as experienced by members of what I refer to as a 
“transnational care constellation,” this research contributes to existing migration scholarship on 
how transnational migration and people’s mobility shape the lives of children and youth “left 
behind,” “brought over,” and “born here.” By arguing for the importance of attending to 
children’s lived experiences of familial separation and participation in care constellations, this 




Sara, a Mexican migrant from a small rural town in the state of Hidalgo, was my first 
interviewee in this research project. One day in a New York City street I saw her and told her I 
was headed to Mexico that summer to do research with children whose mothers were migrants in 
New York City. Sara told me she had a son, Agustín, whom she had left in Mexico seven years 




her relationship with Agustín. She did not hesitate, as she seemed excited about the prospect of 
me taking some gifts to her son on my upcoming trip to Mexico. Sara instructed me to come to 
her house in the following days to meet her U.S.-born son, Felipe, who was the same age as my 
neighbor’s child, who she cared for professionally. 
A day later I went to East Harlem to visit Sara in the one-bedroom apartment that she 
shares with her husband and Felipe. As we sat in the kitchen and enjoyed really spicy guacamole, 
I asked Sara about her crossing. Sara, like all other mothers who participated in this study, is 
undocumented. She crossed into the United States by foot across the Arizona border, which got 
her to the city of Phoenix. From there, Sara and many others were put into trucks and vans that 
took them across the country to destinations such as North Carolina, Chicago, New Jersey, and 
New York City. As it was for other women in this research, her crossing was difficult, painful, 
and something that she hopes never to have to do it again. Sara became dehydrated during her 
four-day crossing and passed out in the middle of the Sonoran desert. She remembers members 
of her group discussing if they should leave her behind and continue their journey. One man, 
who was a friend of the family, carried her for miles until the group found a place to hide from 
the border patrol. The crossing cost over four thousand dollars. Sara’s sister, Rosa, already in 
New York City, helped her cover half of the cost. Sara paid part of the other half with her 
savings and got the remainder from her other sister, Gloria, also in the United States. A single 
mother, Sara migrated alone, leaving her son Agustín behind with his maternal grandmother, 
Clarisa. Sara later met and started to live together with Marco in New York City, and together 
they had a son, Felipe. I asked Sara how it was for her to be away from her child in Mexico, but 
also have a child in New York City. She responded: “One feels divided, you are here, but your 




child here, with another man. It’s hard . . . but I think it’s better this way” (Interview, Sara, 
March 2010).  
As Sara talked to me, she also checked her phone, only to find a text message from her 
fourteen-year-old son Agustín in Mexico that read: “hi I want to go out with my friends.” Sara 
paused. She took a deep breath and typed a response while uttering the words out loud: “It’s late 
already, what did your grandmother say?” Agustín texted back: “She said it is ok as long as you 
allow me to go.” Sara responded: “You can go, but you need to text me when you come back 
home. It can’t be after 9pm, tomorrow you have school.” Agustín responded: “Ok, thank you.” A 
couple of hours later Sara sent a text message to her cousin to confirm Agustín’s whereabouts. 
Agustín did not come back at 9pm and his grandmother, instead of calling Agustín on his cell 
phone, called Sara in New York and asked her to call Agustín, because she was worried.  
In between the exchange of text messages and my interview with Sara, Felipe showed up 
in the kitchen crying because his cousin did not want to share her Spiderman toy with him. Sara 
tried, unsuccessfully, to convince him that he had so many other toys to play with that he did not 
need his cousin’s action figure. When he kept insisting and crying Sara told him, “Felipe, if you 
keep being like this I will send you and your cousin to Mexico to be with your abuela.” At that 
moment, I observed one of the many daily actions related to “care” that pertained to what I began 
to call a transnational care constellation. In the few hours I spent at Sara’s house during my very 
first interview, the small town in Hidalgo and the reality in East Harlem were intrinsically 
connected. The constant communication among caregivers, children, and mothers regarding 
everyday decisions and daily discipline made the physical border between Mexico and the 
United States more fluid. In a split screen moment, I was able to visualize Agustín going to 




a public school in New York City. During my fieldwork I was able to accompany both Felipe 
and Agustín as they got up and went to school. They both woke up before 6am and ate breakfast 
before they left. They both complained on the way to school and wished they could have slept 
another ten minutes. Agustín received money from Sara every week and all his school costs were 
taken care of, but he wanted to drop out of school as soon as he finished junior high school. Even 
though Sara did not want Agustín to drop out of school, she felt she had no control over the 
matter. Alternatively, with Felipe, Sara was confident that dropping out of school was never an 
option as she felt completely in control. I reflected: when and where was school important? How 
did Sara’s absence influence or shape Agustín’s choices? Conversely, did Agustín’s choices 
influence Felipe? 
Sara took center stage in her care constellation because of her decision-making power. 
This power was attributed to her by her sons and her mother but also claimed by her at times. 
Her role as the biological mother, or as she described “the one who birthed him,” was celebrated 
for better or for worse. She was the one who got asked for permission, she was the one who sent 
financial support, she was the one who bought gifts, and she was the one who made decisions 
about school-related activities. However, when she did not deliver on the activities related to care 
that were expected from her, she was criticized; she was blamed for everything that went wrong; 
she felt guilty and many times helpless. Sara and other mothers interviewed played a large role in 
the academic and educational lives of their children. Mothers and children had a tough time 
communicating about feelings, love life, personal desires, and dreams. However, when the 
discussion was about schooling—homework, classes, teachers, uniforms, books, summer classes, 
fieldtrips, grades, parent-teacher conferences—the mothers were able to communicate their 




topic that participants in the constellation thought to be the most important or the reason behind 
familial separation. The act of talking about school, according to another mother, “made 
everything worth it.”   
Agustín and Clarisa shared a relationship that Sara respected and did not compete with. 
As Sara said, “I left him with my mother. I can’t fight with my mother and tell her off . . . If she 
lets him do things that I do not agree with, sometimes I have to let it go. I know at this point he 
loves her more than he loves me. But that’s all right. She is the one that takes care of him” 
(Interview, Sara, March 2010). In my interviews with Clarisa in Mexico, she seemed concerned 
about not “going over Sara’s head” in regards to Agustín’s life. She stated: “Whenever she is 
ready, she should come back to enjoy her son . . . they are only young for a certain period in their 
lives . . . and those are the most beautiful years. She should really enjoy him” (Interview, Clarisa, 
June 2010).  
Even though I was looking for transnational practices of families’ everyday lives, I was 
puzzled by how the concept of care worked across transnational boundaries and also by the 
shifting nature of kinship relations in the context of global political economy, increased 
migration, and gender hierarchies that are characteristic of a highly integrated and globalized 
world. Although I am not arguing that maternal migration necessarily provokes a shift in familial 
power structures, I am describing a shift in familial dynamics, through transnational care 
constellations, and the structures of care that influence the lives of children involved, especially 
regarding their education trajectories.  
In this dissertation I argue that, in order to understand how maternal migration affects 
children on both sides of the border, one must understand how they are cared for and how 




relationships in transnational migration oriented the initial steps in my research, throughout my 
fieldwork I became fundamentally concerned with how these arrangements influence sibling 
relations across borders, their schooling, and gender roles. Thus, this dissertation aims to answer 
these two overarching questions:  
(1) How do mothers with one (or more) offspring living in New York City and one (or 
more) children in Mexico negotiate care, educational support, and investment on their children’s 
education? 
 (2) How do high levels of Mexican maternal migration influence the education, 
migration aspirations, and social opportunities of the children in Mexico and their siblings born 
in or brought to the U.S.?  
In order to address the previous questions, this study provides ethnographic data on the 
following sub-questions: 
(3) How do ideas and practices of motherhood shape mothers’ attitudes toward their 
children?  
(4) How do children on both sides of the border imagine and describe “the other side”?  
(5) How do the educational experiences and social opportunities of children in Mexico 
compare to those of their siblings living in the United States?  
(6) How might maternal migration influences vary by the gender of the child? 
In the following sections of this introduction I will present an overview of the situation of 
Mexican immigrants in the United States with an emphasis in New York City as well as the 





Mexican Migrants in New York City 
 
Since the 1960s Mexicans have been the largest group of Latin American immigrants in 
the United States. Mexicans in the United States are also the largest group of unauthorized 
immigrants in the country. Since the time of the Bracero Program (1942-1964), which brought 
significant numbers of Mexicans as manual laborers in the U.S., Mexicans only began to 
experience a reduced rate of overall population growth after the 2007 economic recession. In 
2011, 11.4 million undocumented Mexicans were estimated to be in the United States (Stoney & 
Batalova, 2013). Compared to other immigrant groups, Mexicans have the lowest chance of 
legalizing their citizenship status by becoming citizens or lawful permanent residents, or 
receiving refugee status from the government (Dreby, 2010).  
According to Passel, Cohn, and Gonzalez-Barrera (2012):  
   During the five-year period from 2005 to 2010, a total of 1.4 million Mexicans  
immigrated to the United States, down by more than half from the 3 million who had 
done so in the five-year period of 1995 to 2000. Meantime, the number of Mexicans and 
their children who moved from the U.S. to Mexico between 2005 and 2010 rose to 1.4 





Data from the Pew Hispanic Center shows that there were 210,000 Mexican-born people living 
in New York City in 2011 (compared to Los Angeles, the largest immigrant epicenter in the 
United States, with 1.4 million) (Gonzalez-Barrera & Lopez, 2013). Women constitute 40 
percent of all Mexican migrants in New York City (compared to a national statistic of 47 percent 
women) and they head approximately 22 percent of Mexican immigrant households. According 
to the Census Bureau, in 2011 the median income of Mexican women who are head of household 
was a little over $22,000. Estimating how many children migrant mothers leave in Mexico 
                                                 




proved to be a daunting task. Fragmented statistics allowed me to only guess that this 




Migration has been historically a topic of study of different disciplines. In this 
dissertation I draw primarily from an anthropological, transnational approach. Rather than 
prioritizing nation-states and assuming that people “assimilate,” transnational approaches focus 
on how mobile populations makes decisions in relation to social, cultural, political, and 
economic conditions both at home and in the new location.  
In an article entitled “Approaches from Cultural Analysis in Anthropology to Latin@ 
Immigration,” Renato RosAgustín (2014) discusses key perspectives that distinguish 
anthropological research on migration. He describes how “studies of migration lead scholars to 
extend the spatial scope of the units of analysis. These works study collectivities, such as 
binational families [and] networks, rather than seeing the migrant as a discrete unit to be counted 
as she or he crosses the border” (p. 148). These studies include a focus on transnational family 
network and community, and how those in the sending community are affected by the absences 
of those who leave. Second, anthropological studies of migration consider how immigrants 
represent their own experiences to themselves and to others. Third, cultural studies of Latin@ 
transnationalism consider how gender and sexuality shape the lives of immigrants. Young boys 
and girls face new and sometimes distinct risks and vulnerabilities. For example, boys may 
display their masculinity through involvement in gang activity; gay and lesbian teens may find 




that the association of “immigrant” with stereotypes about Mexicans rests on a racial bias that 
underlies immigration policy. He also discusses the criminalization and deportation of 
undocumented Mexicans and the militarization of the border under the Obama administration. 
My study is situated in the historical moment described by RosAgustín. Militarized borders, high 
deportation numbers, and the influence of transnational family networks on children and mothers 
are all central to these stories. I focus on the everyday lives of separated families and especially 
how children in the present generation adapt and respond to the present reality. 
I argue for a theoretical approach that allows for a nuanced understanding of immigrant 
experiences. I found that children’s trajectories are not as “linear” as described by dominant 
sociological assimilation theories and that micro-contexts on both sides of the border influence 
each other in real time, every day. In order to build my argument and show the diversity of 
experiences within the same generation (in both countries) I use transnational care constellations 
as my unit of analysis. There are millions of people living in the same situation, divided and 
separated, but the ties they keep and the ways in which they act out these ties play an important 
role in the trajectories predicted by assimilation theorists. As I will show throughout each 
chapter, a theoretical concept premised upon looking at mobility within generations in the same 
country does not account for and cannot accurately describe how immigrant families and 
children live their lives transnationally (Coe et al., 2011; Dreby, 2010; Boehm, 2011; 
Schmalzbauer, 2004, 2008; Smith, 2005; Grasmuck & Pessar, 2005; Gamburd 2000).  
 
Anthropology of Migration and Transnationalism 
In anthropology, as in other disciplines, scholars have long argued that the social and 




Fredrik Barth (1969) pointed out that boundaries are not necessarily territorialized and that group 
membership is under constant negotiation. Thus, the concept of transnationalism has been a 
central anthropological frame since the 1990s. Glick-Schiller et al. (1995) have convincingly 
argued that transnationalism is part of an effort to reconfigure anthropological thinking so that it 
will reflect current transformations in the way in which time and space are lived. As in the U.S., 
caregivers and children in Mexico are actively creating new arrangements to keep their status as 
members of the same group. Just as (for Barth) the idea of an ethnic group or a community 
becomes unbounded, parenting—and more specifically mothering—becomes an unbounded 
practice, where mothers do not necessarily live in the same household but are very much present 
and involved in the everyday lives of the children they have left behind. 
The questions that have traditionally shaped studies of migration in anthropology have 
focused less on migration flows and more on how individuals respond to these global processes. 
The focus on culture, which includes the study of the interaction between beliefs and behavior 
and social relationships, has resulted in an emphasis on adaptation, culture change, identity, and 
ethnicity (Brettel & Hollifield, 2000, 2008). Historically, the discipline has articulated migration 
studies as belonging to two analytical approaches: the first was rooted in modernization theory, 
and the other was rooted in a historical structuralist perspective based on concepts of political 
economy and the effects of global capitalism.  
Modernization theory included a bipolar framework of analysis that separated and 
opposed sending and receiving societies, which brought attention to the well-known push and 
pull factors of migration. Push and pull factors are economic, political, cultural, and 
environmental forces that can either induce people to move to a new location or encourage them 




concern with push/pull factors and modernization is rooted in the “folk-urban continuum” 
formulated by Robert Redfield in 1941. Redfield’s model contrasted “traditional” folkways and 
“modern” urban life. The idea was that modernization theory marked the movement from 
country to city as people searched for more opportunities (or pull factors). This paradigm 
dominated much of the discussion regarding migration, linking people’s movement 
(urbanization) to hopes for economic development. Modernization, however, did not mean 
increased salaries and less poverty; quite the contrary. Many urban centers became characterized 
by the presence of shantytowns and significant poverty. In addition, this model of looking at 
migration did not describe international migration. The historical structuralist perspective, with 
its intellectual roots in Marxist political economy and world systems theory (Wallerstein, 1980), 
posited that capitalism was responsible for the unequal distribution of economic and political 
power among developed and developing countries. Thus, countries considered “underdeveloped” 
were trapped at a disadvantaged position causing people to move because of cheap labor and 
unequal terms of trade (Haas, 2008). For historical structuralists people do not have free choice 
and larger forces constrain them and their choices as they are forced to migrate to another 
country or region to fulfill globalization demands. 
These theories still failed to explain why some people migrate and others do not. As the 
world became more globalized, migration scholars took up the notion of transnationalism to 
rethink territories and notions of culture (Appadurai, 1996). Migration forced anthropologists to 
move away from studies of bounded communities and develop new forms of ethnographic work 
(later multi-sited ethnography) to account for people’s movement and the bonds they maintain 
with their countries of origin. Transnationalism appeared as a concept to describe a process that 




heightened awareness of the magnitude and significance of migration among other things caused 
anthropologists to turn away from community studies in the 1950s and 1960s, when it became 
widely realized that such work was suffering from terminal myopia” (p. 332). However, 
Vertovec (2007) points out that even though transnationalism in anthropology meant that 
scholars would take on ethnographic work that went beyond geographical boundaries or “tribes,” 
“interrelations between multiple groups have not become the subject of anthropological inquiry 
as much as one might have expected” (p. 965). Dissatisfaction with how migration was always 
framed within this macro approach of push and pull factors led to a new form of migration 
theory. Critique of the bipolar model of migration culminated in a theoretical construct that 
proposed a transgression of geographic borders and a focus on how relationships and identities 
are maintained across terrains. Because the concept of transnationalism was developed through 
different disciplines simultaneously, it remains a complex interdisciplinary idea.  
As early as 1979, in a piece for the International Migration Review, Elsa Chaney 
described a certain category of immigrants as having “their feet in two societies” (p. 209). Even 
though she never used the word “transnational” to describe this type of immigrant, Chaney 
described the process in which migrants kept practices from their country of origin very much 
alive in the new land. In addition, according to Brettel and Hollifield (2008) “the roots of 
transnationalism within anthropology can be found in earlier work on return migration that 
emphasized links with the homeland and the notion that emigration did not necessarily mean 
definitive departure in the minds of immigrant themselves” (p. 17). Though not a new 
phenomenon, transnationalism gained traction in the 1990s with multi-sited ethnographic studies. 
Transnationalism is described by some scholars as a “catchall notion” (Ebaugh & 




field” (p. 218). The term, however, is central to the understanding and analysis of multiplicity in 
the daily lives of families and individuals in this study. Scholars agree that transnationalism is a 
notion that captures a process that goes beyond geographical borders in the form of political 
organizations or family relationships. Basch, Glick-Schiller, and Szanton-Blanc (1994) defined 
transnationalism as:  
   The processes by which immigrants forge and sustain multi-stranded social relations 
that link together their societies of origin and settlement. We call this process 
transnationalism to emphasize that many immigrants today build social fields that cross 
geographic, cultural and political borders. (p. 7)  
 
Whether or not a transnational approach might be an outcome of ethnographic research, or, 
rather, a lens through which ethnographers have come to see the world, transnational 
ethnographies of Mexican families like those of Robert C. Smith (2005), Dreby (2010), 
Schmalzbauer (2009), Boehm (2011), and Zúñiga & Hamann (2011) have contributed to 
developing a methodology that is transnational in approach and enhanced our understanding of 
ways in which migration, in association with processes of globalization, transforms everyday life 
such that people might sustain connections across time and space despite their mobility. I use this 
working definition of transnationalism to allude to the social field created through care. Instead 
of focusing primarily on political and economic links between the societies being studied, I 
emphasize “care” as a concern that both unites and divides families across borders.  
Another development of anthropological research related to migration occurred when 
transnationalism came to be closely linked with postmodernism and feminist theory, which 
conceptualized space and place in new ways. Gender and migration are an important component 
for the analysis of data collected in this dissertation as I focus on maternal migration, care, and 





Gender and Migration 
 More than half of the migrants in the world today are women (Population Facts 2013 
United Nations). As the principal wage earners for themselves and their families, many women 
are driven to migrate, leaving their families and children behind in search of a living wage 
(Castles, 1999; Forbes Martin, 2003). Gender, historically, has not been an important piece in the 
dominant economic and sociological theories of migration (Cerrutti & Massey 2001). 
Ethnographic research challenges this notion as it shows how gender reveals power differences 
within households and families. Authors Cerrutti & Massey (2001) have found that most of 
women migrants have left their country of origin to follow a husband or a parent (196).   
The reality is that an increasing number of Mexican female migrants migrate to the U.S. 
alone, leaving their children behind in the care of relatives or friends (Fernandez-Kelly, 2008). 
Although mothers leaving children behind is not a new phenomenon, the number of years 
mothers stay separated from their children has increased due to longer periods of settlement 
stemming from the need to reduce the risks of exit and re-entry to the U.S. Although some 
women migrate to reunify with family, Hondagneu-Sotelo and Ávila (1997) found that 40 
percent of their sample of undocumented mothers were working to support children left behind 
in the country of origin. Studies suggest that transnational migration challenges norms and ideals 
of family life, which involve gender hierarchies (Coe et al., 2011), especially gendered roles and 
the division of household labor. However women’s roles in the household and outside of the 
home vary tremendously according to social and geographical locations (Dreby & Schmalzbauer, 
2013). Only recently have scholars begun to examine the life experiences of children of migrant 
parents, especially children of migrant mothers, in their home country (Bernhard et.al 2005; 




Mexican women’s migration to the U.S. has always been relevant, but it was not until 
1986 with the passage of the Simpson-Rodino Act, which prompted entire families to move to 
the U.S., that scholarly work on female migration developed. The “feminization of migration” 
(Dwyer, 2004, p. 36) reflects a global demand for low-priced labor that led women from poor 
countries to migrate to prosperous countries for jobs. Undocumented immigration has been, and 
continues to be, a complex issue of enormous sociopolitical and economic consequence for 
Latina women who migrate to the U.S. in search of jobs.
2
 Single women’s migration is 
increasing relative to total female out-migration from Mexico and Central America (Valdez-
Gardea, 2009). Compared to earlier generations, single women leave their countries with several 
objectives in mind and under vastly different social and economic conditions. This mobility has 
prompted interest in “transnational motherhood,” the practice of mothers living and working in 
different countries from those of their children, thus resulting in a “care deficit” in many nations 
in the global south (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila, 1997; Ehrenreich & Hochschild, 2002, p. 8, 
Olha, 2006). Scholars are examining the impact of transnational mothering on children and 
partners or spouses, as well as on mothers themselves, asking how earning a wage affects 
women’s engagements with gender hierarchies (Parreñas, 2005, p. 103).  
Maternal migration may economically benefit children, as mothers may be more regular 
remitters even though they typically earn less than male migrants (Abrego, 2009). However, the 
emotional costs of “transnational mothering” may affect children differently when compared to 
the absence of fathers (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila, 1997; Ehrenreich & Hochschild, 2002; 
Parreñas, 2005). Because the mother is a nurturing and caring figure in Mexican society and her 
role is socially valued, mothers are often primary caregivers (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 2003; Hirsch, 
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 In some cases, women are victims smuggled into the U.S. and other wealthy countries to be exploited as 




2003; Paz, 1985; Lewis, 1959); hence, the consequences of maternal absence may be significant. 
Maternal migration may prompt changes in traditional understandings of gender, motherhood, 
and caregiving. Mexican migrant women, in contrast to Mexican migrant men, reportedly 
continue to remit and stay in touch with children even after long periods of separation, yielding 
new transnational parenting and shared child-rearing practices that have been largely omitted 
from the literature on transnationalism and migration (Dreby, 2010). However, ideologies of 
motherhood are slow to change. In her studies of transnational Filipino families, Parreñas (2005) 
found that the care children received from relatives or other caregivers became obscured because 
it was not performed by their mothers. Parreñas (2005) argues that the resulting “gender 
paradox” harms “children’s acceptance of the reconstitution of mothering and consequently 
hampers their acceptance of growing up in households split apart from their mothers” (p. 92).   
Women in developing nations often resort to migration as a means of family survival 
(Schmalzbauer, 2005), and transnational mothers struggle with the paradox of having to leave 
their children in order to care for them. Members of their society call their maternal role into 
question when Mexican women migrate and grandmothers, aunts, sisters, elder daughters, or 
friends assume the role of caregiver for their children. Transnational Latina mothers find 
themselves negotiating the closeness of family through remittances, gift sending, and various 
transnational connections.  
Although women migrate to provide for their families, the question of how much 
remittances and migration help migrant families in Mexico is a matter of debate. Remittances 
can exacerbate economic inequalities in the sending society (Smith, 2005). Families with migrant 
members enjoy economic advantages (Kandel & Massey, 2002; Cohen, 2004). Children with a 




assumed to be associated with an increase in overall financial resources for families with a 
migrant parent (Kandel & Kao, 2001). However, parental migration exerts a heavy emotional 
toll. Suarez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco (2001) find levels of depression to be higher among 
immigrant children in the U.S. who experienced separation prior to migration than those who 
migrate with their parents. Others find that in states with a longstanding tradition of U.S. 
migration, the migration of a caregiver, including the mother, is associated with academic or 
behavioral problems and emotional difficulties among children (Jørgen et al., 2012; Heymann et 
al., 2009; Lahaie et al., 2009). 
 
Childhood and Migration 
“Children left-behind” is a term used in the literature to refer to children of immigrant 
parents who are in the country of origin while the parents are in the host country. The idea of 
“leaving a child behind” has bothered many scholars, as it is sometimes viewed as synonymous 
with a negative act, that of abandonment. Mothers who have migrated to the U.S discussed 
openly the difference between “leaving” and “abandoning”: as one mother told me about her 
daughter,“la dejé, pero no la abandoné” [I left her, but I did not abandon her]. Other scholars 
feel the term “left behind” is derogatory; they prefer the term “stay-behind children,” which 
alludes to the idea that children “remain” in the same place though other members of the family 
have departed. During the three years I have been doing research with mothers in New York 
City, they have referred to their children in Mexico as “los que están” (the ones who are) or “lo 
que está” (the one who is) in Mexico. All mothers interviewed used the verb “dejar” (to leave) 
when referring to their departure. In this analysis, I adopt the term “to leave” as a way to capture 




 “Transnational mothering” has different consequences for children living in societies 
where the biological mother is socially valued for her provision of care and nurturing, as in 
Mexico (Hondagneu-Sotelo 1994, 2003; Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila, 1997; Ehrenreich & 
Hochschild, 2002; Hirsch, 2003; Parreñas, 2005; Horton, 2008; Dreby, 2010).  Author Garcia-
Zamora (2006) with the help of a 2006 UNICEF-UNDP (United Nations Development Project) 
field office survey of Zacatecas, Jalisco and Michoacan (three Mexican states) reports that a third 
of households with children in each state were without both a father and a mother. Studies on the 
lives of children born in the United States to Mexican migrants or brought to the U.S. by 
Mexican immigrants are better known, especially with regards to education attainment. Thirty-
six percent of first generation and 11 percent of second generation Mexican Americans aged 16-
24 do not have a diploma (or its equivalent) (Brick et al., 2011, p. 9). College enrollment rates of 
Mexican Latinos are lower than their peers: among children of Mexican migrants, 33 percent had 
completed only high school in 2010 (Brick et al., 2011, p. 9). Children of Mexican immigrants 
face significant educational challenges: 30 percent of Hispanic public school students report 
speaking only English at home, and 20 percent of second generation students report speaking 
English with difficulty (Fry & Gonzalez, 2008, p. 11). Further, 28 percent of Hispanic students 
live in poverty, compared with 16 percent of non-Hispanic students (p. 13). Indeed, the 2000 
Census showed that more than 40 percent of foreign born Mexican immigrants living in New 
York City had less than a 12
th
 grade education, with no diploma. Given the correlation of 
socioeconomic status, parents’ education level, and English language ability with academic 
success, these indicators give pause.  
The situation becomes even more challenging for mixed-status families. Suarez-Orozco 




documented and undocumented children. According to these authors, in some cases the 
undocumented child may unconsciously become the family’s “scape-goat,” while the 
documented child may occupy the role of “the golden child” (p. 35). This inequity creates 
tensions and resentments, as well as guilt and shame. Suarez-Orozco and Suarez-Orozco state 
that one of the most demoralizing aspects of undocumented status is its influence on the 
educational aspirations of immigrant children. My research adds a third component of many 
family structures—children who stay in Mexico. With that in mind, I turn to the idea of 
transnational care in anthropology as I develop the concept of transnational care constellations in 
order to address how children and youth relate with mothers and caregivers.  
 
Transnational Care in Anthropology 
Maternal migration is shifting gendered notions of care. Baldassar (2007) and Parreñas 
(2005), among others, address the gendered nature of “kinwork,” the routines carried out to 
reproduce and maintain the transnational social space across the family network. Parreñas’ 
ethnography of Filipino migrant mothers who leave their children behind reveals how the issue 
of their gender comes to the fore as they negotiate the dual roles of transnational breadwinner on 
the one hand and absent mother on the other. Further, both roles are dependent on information 
and communication technologies (facilitating remittances and motherly contact, respectively). 
Baldassar (2007) observes that email has had the effect of making kinwork less gendered, as 
male family members with email access are more likely to take the initiative to contact other 
relatives individually, “thereby reinforcing and sustaining stronger and broader kinship 
networks” (p. 22). According to Baldassar, as a consequence of their absence and separation, 




According to Rhacel Pareñas (2005):  
   Contemporary transnational households have a different temporal and spatial 
experience from the binational families of the past. New technologies heighten the 
immediacy and frequency of migrants’ contact with their sending communities and allow 
them to be actively involved in everyday life there in fundamentally different ways than 
in the past. (pp. 317-318) 
 
However, while transnational migrants may adopt new information and communication 
technologies to suit their communications and networking needs, the influence of these 
technologies on social networks, daily life, and community is largely contested. There have not 
been many studies concerned with how communication technologies affect the lives of children 
left behind in Mexico by their migrant mothers. Scholars do not automatically assume that 
increased use of the Internet, mobile phones, or other information and communication 
technologies necessarily means that individuals feel more connected or are more community-
minded. 
No doubt women and their children in this research longed to see each other. Longer 
periods of separation, however, did not necessarily reinforce kinship ties; longer periods of 
separation did allow relationships to change over time. Mothers were still viewed as central in 
the children’s lives, but they also understood their role as a co-parent with caregivers in Mexico. 
Youth in Mexico had no problem asking their mothers for presents and money, but they also had 
a sense of loyalty to their caregivers. Thus, though children, youth, and mothers in this research 
all had cellular phones and participated in some sort of social network, communication was 
complex and did not always lead to feelings of longing for each other. Fights and discussions 





Transnational Care Constellations 
To conceptualize care, I develop the notion of “transnational care constellations.” Dreby 
(2010) first developed the approach of looking for constellations of migrant parents in order to 
more accurately describe changes in family dynamics. Keeping in mind Dreby’s work focused 
on the parent-child-caregiver constellation, I further developed the concept by putting the mother 
in the center and focusing on how care crosses transnational terrains and how it influences the 
different groups of children in Mexico and in New York City. Some scholars of citizenship 
similarly use the concept of constellation. Author Rainer Baubock (2010) proposes that the study 
of citizenship move to a more systematic comparative approach. He suggests the term 
“citizenship constellation” to denote a structure in which “individuals are simultaneous linked to 
several such political entities, so that their legal rights and duties are determined not only by one 
political authority, but by several” (p. 848). In the same vein, I propose that these individuals are 
linked and that the relationships they develop are determined not only by interactions between 
them and the people they live with, but also by people who are away from them, whom they 
imagine to be a certain way. 
In astronomy, a constellation is a recognizable pattern of stars that has official borders 
and an official designation. The International Astronomical Union explains that throughout 
human history and across many different cultures, names and mythical stories have been 
attributed to the star patterns in the night sky, thus giving birth to what we know as 
constellations. Transnational care constellations became my unit of analysis for examining how 
everyday life happens across borders. My focus is on the relationships between mother, children, 
and caregivers. I used this unit of analysis as I sought to understand not the entirety of a family 




educating of children.  
Herein, a transnational care constellation is a recognizable pattern always composed by 
the biological mother (“the one who gave birth”), children (in both countries), and caregivers in 
Mexico. In addition, teachers and fathers have sporadic roles that change according to time, 
emotional proximity, and physical distance. In the model I propose as a frame of analysis (Figure 
1), the biological mother is in the center in a larger circle—not because I give her more 
importance, but because she mediates the relationships that occur around her. Financially she is 
also the one who contributes the most. The other members of the constellation put the mother in 
a position of power, and she takes on the position of primary decision-maker for many issues 
regarding parenting, schooling, education, travel, curfew, and finances. In short, transnational 
separations cannot be viewed solely as affecting mothers and children as isolated individuals; 
rather, transnational separations shape the intimately experienced bonds between mothers and 
children (Horton, 2009). I use the term “transnational care constellation” as a spatial concept that 














A transnational project focused on the experiences and consequences of care 
constellations requires multi-sited ethnographic fieldwork. In the mid-1980s, George Marcus 
(1995) explained that even though the most common mode of ethnographic research was 
intensively focused upon a single site of ethnographic observation and participation, there was 
also a second mode. Marcus described the second mode as a “much less common” mode of 
ethnographic research associated with the wave of intellectual capital labeled postmodern, which 
moves out from single sites and local situations of conventional ethnographic research designs to 
examine the circulation of cultural meanings, objects and identities in diffuse time-space (p. 79). 
Marcus (1998) explained, “for ethnographers interested in contemporary local changes in culture 
and society, single-sited research can no longer be easily located in a world system perspective” 
(p. 82). The author explains that multi-sited research is designed around chains, paths, threads, 
conjunctions, or juxtapositions of locations in which the ethnographer establishes some form of 
literal, physical presence, with an explicit posited logic of association of connection among sites 
that in fact defines the argument of the ethnography. Marcus proposes that the ethnographer can: 
follow the people, follow the thing, follow the metaphor, follow the story, follow the life, or 
follow the conflict. 
 Data for this dissertation stem from a multi-sited ethnographic study that seeks to “follow 
the people” and their stories (Marcus, 1995, p. 106). As Abu-Lughod (1991) “By focusing 
closely on particular individuals and their changing relationships, one would necessarily subvert 
the most problematic connotations of culture: homogeneity, coherence, and timelessness” (476). 




engagement with members of what I refer to as “transnational care constellations” made up of 
mothers, their children, and children’s caregivers. Although my study prioritizes the experiences 
of children with migrant mothers, I found that the interactions between children and caregivers, 
children and mothers, mothers and caregivers, teachers and children, and sometimes fathers were 
major parts of the experiences of the folks I studied. I used multi-sited methods to be able to 
more fully explain the social phenomenon of transnational motherhood. As such, I traveled 
between different states in Mexico and New York numerous times over a 32-month period in 
order to capture the dynamism of communities who are both “here and there.” In Mexico I did 
research in the states of Puebla, Hidalgo, Vera Cruz, Mexico State, Morelos, and Tlaxcala. I 
spent most of my time in the state of Puebla. In the United States I did research in the New York 
City neighborhoods of East Harlem (Manhattan), Sunset Park (Brooklyn), Jackson Heights 
(Queens), and the South Bronx.  
Drawing on ethnographic method as well as surveys, I examined transnational care 
giving practices among women with mixed-status children in New York and Mexico. After 
recruiting 20 families to participate in my study (see Appendix A for detailed description), I 
established three levels of engagement with participants. Eight transnational care constellations 
constituted the center of my qualitative research. I spent time with them in Mexico and in New 
York and tracked half of them for over three years. The second level of engagement happened 
with the other 12 families, whose members I interviewed and observed in New York City, but 
visited fewer times in Mexico. From the transnational care constellations, I interviewed and 
observed 30 children in Mexico (15 female and 15 male, ranging in age from seven to eighteen 
years) and 37 children in New York City (20 female and 17 male, ranging in age from four 




were 40 mothers in New York City, as well as fathers, caregivers, and over 60 children and 
youth in Mexico who were not matched. In addition, I surveyed 225 children between the ages of 
seven and sixteen in three schools in Puebla to understand the ways in which maternal remittance 
influenced school achievement. Specifically, I compared the educational experiences and social 
trajectories of children who stayed in Mexico, undocumented children and youth brought to the 
U.S., and children born in the U.S. I have traveled back and forth between different states in 
Mexico and New York in order to capture the dynamism of these communities who are “here 
and there.”  The children and youth in what I refer to “care constellation” share the same 
biological mother who has migrated to New York City, but their lives differ dramatically in 
terms of education experience and familial support. 
 Criteria for inclusion in the study were that the candidates were female Mexican migrants 
who have been in the United States for at least one year but no more than 15 years, were 
mothers, and had at least one school-age child in New York City and one in Mexico. I found 
participants for my research in New York City through three strategies: My first strategy 
included three sampling methods. Sara was my neighbor’s nanny and the first participant in my 
research. She introduced me to different women; they, in turn, introduced me to more potential 
participants. This sampling technique is what Bernard (2011) calls chain referral or network 
sampling (p. 147). My second strategy was snowball sampling, in which research participants 
were asked to identify other potential subjects. My third strategy was  respondent-driven 
sampling (RDS), which involved asking each participant to identify two or more potential 
subjects, and then expanded through each of those social networks. Snowball and RDS 
approaches are used for studying hard-to-find or hard-to-study populations. In this study, 




potential subjects were reclusive and “actively hiding” because their most common status of 
undocumented puts them at risk of deportation. According to Bernard (2006), when well used, 
RDS methods help the researcher avoid the following problems that sometimes occur with 
snowball sampling: (1) the people whom a participant names may be less anxious to grant an 
interview; (2) the recruiting process specifically deals with the likelihood that the target 
population was potentially reluctant to be interviewed; and (3) RDS methods may produce 
samples that are less biased than traditional snowball samples (p. 194). I looked for a balance in 
gender of the children “here and there.” In addition, I looked for families with comparable socio-
economic status in order to generate cohesive conclusions about this specific population.  
 My second strategy to find participants for my research in New York City was through 
volunteer work in selected organizations that I knew served immigrant Latino populations. They 
were the Union Settlement in East Harlem and The Center for Family Services in Sunset Park, 
Brooklyn. In the South Bronx I visited a Mexican grocery store and restaurant where my 
husband has lunch every day because it is close to his work. I became close with the owner, 
Dona Dora, who allowed me to “hang out” in the space, talk to her employees, and leave my 
business cards on the counter. Through Doña Dora I met four of the core transnational 
constellations in my research.  
My third strategy to find participants for my research in New York City was to ask fellow 
researchers and friends who worked with immigrant populations if they knew anyone who would 
fit the criteria. Recruitment for this research would not have been possible if not for the help of 
others who introduced me to my participants. The nature of the theme is such that it was not easy 
to gain access into the lives of women and their children.  




U.S. for over three months and then went to Mexico to meet their children and the caregivers of 
these children. To identify additional participants in Mexico, through different art workshops run 
through Universidad Iberoamericana in Puebla, I met children in two Puebla towns who had one 
or both parents living in the U.S. I conducted interviews and observations with that group. 
Caregivers put me in contact with the mothers in the U.S., whom I later interviewed. Through 
these many interactions, I collected five kinds of data: (1) structured, semi-structured, and group 
interviews conducted in Spanish with 68 children (36 female and 32 male, ranging in age from 
three to eighteen years); in-depth interviews with 31 caregivers and 55 mothers; and informal 
interviews with 36 family members, 21 teachers, and nine fathers; (2) participant observation 
documented through field notes with 20 transnational constellations; (3) surveys and drawings of 
225 children in schools in Puebla regarding maternal remittances and education aspirations; (4) 
88 children’s pictorial representations of what family, home, and the U.S. look like; (5) 
correspondence in the form of text messages via cell phones and Facebook messages via 
computers. Following a well-established tradition in anthropology, I changed all the names of 
my interviewees to protect their privacy. Table 1 is a compiled description of the two sides of the 
transnational care constellations in this study.  
Table 1. Description of Transnational Care Constellations 
20 Transnational Constellations 
New York Side of Constellations Mexico Side of Constellations 
Mothers have been in the U.S. for 
three to 16 years. 
Children have been separated 
from their mothers for three to 
16 years. 
Age range of mothers was 24 to 
51. 
Age range of caregivers was 48 
to 86. 
Age range of U.S. born children 
was three months to 12 years. 
 Age range of children in 
Mexico was three to 18 (26 
girls and 19 boys). 
Age range of undocumented 




Mothers were employed as 
domestic workers, laundry 
employees, restaurant workers, and 
caregivers. 
All but 2 caregivers were 
grandmothers. 
Marital status: three were single 
mothers, two were separated, and 
15 were married or re-married. 
Education status: eight children 
(out of 45) were enrolled in 
school; seven dropped out (six 
boys and one girl). 
Household income ranged from 17 
to 35 thousand USD a year.  
Household income ranged 
from 100 to 600 USD a year, 
not including remittances. 
Remittances ranged from zero 
to 1,500 USD per month. 
 
 Recruiting participants did not come without lots of rejection and suspicion. The 
undocumented status of participants put them in a tough spot, as they wondered what I would do 
with the information given. The fact that I am Brazilian and was on a student visa studying in the 
United States helped put them at ease. My knowledge of soccer and Spanish was also beneficial 
to establishing the long-lasting relationships with these families. Because I moved back and forth 
from New York City to Mexico, families trusted me to cross the border with small gifts, pictures, 
and letters for their families on the other side. They asked me to take pictures or short recordings 
of their sons and daughters at birthdays and celebrations. My position as a “bridge” for their 
communications also helped me build trust. Doing research in Mexico, although dangerous at 
times, proved to be a simpler task than doing research in New York City. Schedules and time 
were more flexible in the small towns in Mexico, where I was able to live with each family for a 
few weeks at a time. I went back and forth for three years, and each time I went to Mexico I was 
there for a minimum of three months, ultimately spending nine total months in Mexico.  
 In three-year multi-sited ethnographic research with families in Central New Jersey and 
Oaxaca, Mexico, Dreby (2010) used a combination of snowball and purposive sampling to 




ethnographic research. In her research over 18 non-continuous months in the Philippines, 
Parreñas (2005) interviewed 30 children with migrant mothers, 26 with migrant fathers, and 13 
with two migrant parents. The number of transnational constellations recruited in this research 




 Participant observation was documented through detailed field notes. Most families lived 
in close proximity in the Mixteca Poblana; though I lived with each household for a specific 
period of time, I was able to interact with the other families at school, public markets, parties, 
church, and places of work. For the families that were in different states, I stayed with them for 
seven to ten days each time I went to Mexico. In New York I participated in teacher-parent 
conferences, observed after school programs, and interviewed teachers, principals, and nurses at 
the schools. In New York City my time was split between South Bronx, Sunset Park, East 
Harlem and Jackson Heights, where I did research for a period of 12 (16 families) to 24 months 
(four families). I visited families in the different boroughs every day and took one day off during 
the week. I was able to be part of families’ routines as well as weekend activities.   
 Interviews with children under the age of 10 in Puebla and in New York were less 
structured and centered on the elaboration and explanation of drawings of a) their families and 
their communication with relatives in Mexico/ NY, b) their school, c) their ideal school, d) how 
they imagine the school their siblings attend go to in the other country, and d) where they would 
like to be living in the future. Interviews with immigrant children in New York above the age of 




of school in Mexico; their future aspirations; their thoughts on high school and college; their 
performance in school; their behavior in school; language barriers; their engagement in extra-
curricular activities; and their relationships with their mothers, siblings, peers, teachers, and 
school staff. The same topics were discussed when interviewing U.S. born children living in 
New York who were above the age of 10, except topics related to schooling experience in 
Mexico. 
 As I interviewed children and youth above the age of 10 in Mexico, topics included: their 
educational experiences, including the quality of education and social relationships with peers; 
thoughts on immigrating; how the mother’s absence influences the migration plans and 
educational investment of girls and boys; chores boys and girls have at home; their thoughts on 
high school and college; their performance in school; their behavior in school; their engagement 
in extra-curricular activities; and their relationships with their mothers, caregivers, siblings, 
peers, teachers, and school staff. I accompanied the focal children to school, where I did 
classroom observations and informally interviewed teachers and administrators. I observed 
gender roles in the home and assessed the academic climate at school. When I interviewed 
caregivers in Mexico, the topics included: their involvement in the children’s schooling 
activities; their ability to help the children with homework; their idea of the value of schooling; 
and their relationships with the biological mothers of these children. Almost all caregivers in my 
study were grandmothers (17 maternal, two paternal).  
 Many anthropologists who work with children have developed specific techniques that 
take into account children’s attention spans and daily activities. Some of these techniques 
involve interpreting children’s paintings and drawings, which allows younger children to 




Glockner, 2002) have used child-friendly methods when talking specifically about separation 
from parents in migrant families. Inspired by the work of Dreby (2010), I used drawings as a 
child-friendly method because drawings were part of their everyday lives. Sometimes children 
did not respond well to one-on-one interactions and visual aids were often helpful. Punch (2002) 
points out, though, that drawings are not necessarily a simple, “natural” method to use with 
children, as drawing depends on children’s actual and perceived ability to draw. Punch (2002) 
notes that some children, particularly older children, are more inhibited by a lack of artistic 
competence, and may not consider drawing to be a fun method. The methods I used looked at 
children as actors and “pivotal points” in the construction of a transnational field (Faulstich 
Orellana at al., 2001). Using this strategy, I asked children to engage in pictorial representations 
when I interviewed them in their homes. I also held art workshops while in Mexico where more 
than 20 children participated each time. Each workshop lasted two to three hours and each child 
would draw two to three pictures in one session. Each child was asked with minimal instruction 
to first draw a picture of his or her family, then a picture of how the child imagined New York or 
the United States, and lastly to draw his or her house. I used these drawings as tools for children 
to narrate their experiences of separation and migration and to understand when and where 
mothers and fathers showed up in these pictorial representations. 
 As previously mentioned, I also collected data from cell phones (such as text messages 
and pictures) and content from social networks websites like Facebook. The most common 
communication that took place between mothers and their teenage children in Mexico happened 
through these two vehicles. I had a Facebook account where I was able to chat and see the 
exchange of messages through the network even from a distance. The text messages were shown 




conversations between mothers and caregivers, mothers and children, and separated siblings. 
Most of the time, the families would put the call on speaker mode (if it was not a landline) and I 
was able to hear both sides. In addition, I observed separated siblings interacting over Facebook 
and playing video games remotely from a small town in Mexico to an apartment in the South 
Bronx. These siblings interacted with each other, talked, cursed at the game, and laughed 
together. 
 In order to analyze my data I embraced an iterative approach to qualitative research and 
data analysis (Maxwell, 2005). Each interview and observation was documented through 
intensive field notes completed on the same day as the research. After completing half of the 
interviews in each category, and again after completing all interviews, I repeatedly reviewed 
interview transcripts and notes, modified (when needed) the interview protocol, and coded the 
interviews inductively and then deductively. I treated children’s explanations of their drawings 
as interview data, but I also analyzed the visual products to look for recurring details, especially 
in relation to representations of mothers, schooling, and migration. After completing the 
observation phase, I started coding, seeking discrepant data, and looking for recurring patterns in 
the experiences of the children, especially related to education, academic achievement, and 
social opportunities. As I finished transcribing interviews and organized my data, I developed a 
thematic analysis and coded the data. I worked on an outline to answer each of my research 
questions. Then, when I completed coding, I looked for discrepant data and looked for recurring 
patterns related to education, migration, and transnational motherhood. I reduced and combined 
codes, documented relations between codes, and developed visual displays of the data, which 
included giant white boards covered in post- its. I developed an outline to answer each of the 




developed research reports. A large part of my time was spent writing portraits of families and 
transcribing recorded dialogues.  
 This research design required a great deal of flexibility. I attempted to engage in “real 
time” research by going back and forth from New York City to Mexico often. My observations 
were “quicker” since I was able to ask a mother something that had happened within recent 
months or weeks. I wanted my observations and interviews to have the flexibility of organization 




The two main research questions this study addresses are: how do mothers with one (or 
more) offspring living in New York City and one child (or more) in Mexico negotiate care, 
educational support, and investment in their children’s education? And, how do the educational 
experiences and social opportunities of children in Mexico compare to those of their siblings 
living in the United States? This manuscript is comprised of seven chapters, including this 
introduction.  
Chapter II explores the tensions behind the ideals migrant mothers have of caregiving and 
“mothering.” I address the question: How do ideas and practices of motherhood shape mothers’ 
attitudes toward their children? Although sometimes synonymous, caregiving is heightened 
when associated with mothering. I discuss how ideals and practices of motherhood that may 
seem at odds are actually adaptations of what mothers consider to be “good” and “caring” 
mothers. The very act of leaving and migrating represents a “break” in the nexus of 




women’s ideas of what care should be. Data for this chapter stemmed primarily from in-depth 
interviews with mothers and caregivers and extensive participant observation in Mexico and 
New York City.  
Chapter III addresses the question of how mothers negotiate and participate in the 
educational trajectories of children in the U.S. and in Mexico. I illustrate how mothers in New 
York City are central decision-makers in school related issues in Mexico and in the U.S., even 
when there is lengthy separation with the children in Mexico and language and legal status 
barriers with children in the U.S. I argue that mothers in New York and grandmothers in Mexico 
go through similar challenges when interacting with teachers and school staff in both countries, 
as they feel like they have little power or influence to assist children. This chapter undertakes a 
“split screen” format, where I compare the experiences I observed on both sides of the border 
regarding school interactions. I also use data from phone calls and text messages across borders 
to explore how the reach of mothers in New York goes beyond formal boundaries. Thus, I show 
how Internet and Communication Technologies (ICT) foster regular interactions between 
mothers and grandmothers, between mothers in New York City and teachers in Mexico, and 
between separated siblings when they are doing homework and/or playing. 
 Chapter IV explores the perspectives of children and youth on migration and family 
separation on both sides of the border. Much of the fieldwork for this research was spent with 
children and youth as they attended social functions, were at home, went to school, and engaged 
in other activities like sports, dances, and church. From photographs, drawings, poems, and 
narratives to Facebook messages, text messages, and other tools in social networks I am able to 
show how children and youth make sense of migration and how these ideas shape their 




sense of migration: the first narrative concerns material goods and socioeconomic status and the 
second is concerned with “the other side” or “where the rest of the family” is, informed by their 
interactions not only with family members who are physically close to them, but also by 
interactions within the entire transnational care constellation. I use drawings and interview data 
to explore how their understandings are a product of both their interactions with siblings and the 
information they receive from their parents.  
Chapter V compares how Mexican maternal migration has influenced the educational 
experiences and social opportunities of children in Mexico and their siblings living in the United 
States. I answer the question: How do high levels of Mexican maternal migration influence the 
education, migration aspirations, and social opportunities of children in Mexico and their siblings 
born in or brought to the U.S.? I argue that some of the assumptions about quality of education 
and social opportunities in Mexico are complicated when compared to the lives of those who are 
in the United States. Data for this chapter comes from interviews and observations with children, 
youth, and their teachers in school. I also consider the perceptions of mothers and family 
members regarding schooling experience on both sides of the border.  
How might maternal migration influences vary by the gender of the child? Chapter VI 
discusses girls’ superior educational performance as linked to the following narratives: 1) 
education attainment as a path to reunification with mothers; 2) overachieving in school to live 
up to the expectations of mothers and hoping that academic performance will bring them 
together; 3) performing well in school with the expectation of receiving material gifts; and 4) 
school as a space to forget. Finally, I conclude with one story of reunification in New York City 
and the implications of transnational care constellations as a care arrangement for children, 




The structure of this manuscript represents the trajectory this research has taken in the 
last three years. From the starting point, which was mothers, to the growing focus on children, I 
try to give enough background on the breadth of families in each chapter so that the reader can 
gauge the complexity of the stories. The core of the data for this manuscript is based on 
ethnographic research with 20 constellations, with significant focus on eight of them. I 
complement the chapters with data from interviews with 40 other mothers during the course of 
the three years, as well as with independent surveys with children in Puebla, Mexico. The 
chapters build on each other in two different ways. Some chapters address the background stories 
of mothers and their narratives, and other chapters bring in the voices of children and youth, who 
describe their side of the experience. Second, the chapters attempt to present to the reader the 
synchronous impact of maternal migration on both sides of the border. As I mentioned in the 
beginning of this introduction, this research required high levels of mobility and flexibility. Even 
though the constant back and forth and depth of ethnographic observations and interviews with 
families on both sides of the border can leave one confused, that is precisely how life happens. 
Thus, I document the experiences of these families as they challenge steady concepts of “host” 
and “sending” societies, as well as assumptions behind generational mobility and the way in 




Interlude: Parallel Lives 
 
As I sat in the small bright lime green room in the South Bronx, 20 women around me 
chatted in a lively way. Some of them breastfed, others drank tea, and a few just stared. This was 
a regular place to go for some of the participants in my research. This place was one of hundreds 
of Herbalife
3
 offices spread out in the city. This particular one, near the “Intervale” stop in the 
2/5 subway line, was run by a family of undocumented evangelical Mexican immigrants. This 
office space represented a “break” for many of these women. A break from their tiny apartments. 
A break from their routine of cleaning, cooking, and caring for the kids. A “safe place,” as one of 
them described (Field notes, New York City, 1 February 2012). Because almost every woman 
who went there had one or more children, all of the women “took care” of the kids. Aruna, 
Emilia, and Maya (participants in my research) were regulars. Sometimes they would spend four 
hours there and only leave after receiving a phone call from their husbands/partners. During the 
winter the small office served as a warm space and during the summer it was one of the few 
places in the neighborhood with a strong air conditioning system. The women didn’t just sit 
around, there was a ritual. I ended up visiting three different Herbalife sites in the Bronx, 
Queens, and Sunset Park. Virtually everywhere I recruited a participant she would ask me to go 
with her to “la batida” (the shake). They called the place “la batida” because the “ritual” of 
hanging out involved consuming the company’s products. First, “el agua” (flavored water) 
“because it helps the circulation,” then “el técito” (the little tea) for digestion, and finally “la 
batida,” which helps you lose weight. Not just any weight; baby weight. “Un consumo,” or this 
particular sequence of products, costs five dollars. Many of these women sold these products 
door to door, so they get “un consumo” for free. There was also a big chart on the wall with each 
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woman’s name (my name was eventually added to the chart) that followed your daily check-in 
and consumption. After ten stars you get a “free” product from Herbalife. Women there 
discussed everything from relationships with their partners to problems with teachers and schools 
to families they left in the country of origin. The liveliest discussions had to do with telling each 
other about their own childhoods and their relationships with their own mothers. 
 
“Una tequilita Gabi?” Candela asked me as we sat in the garage of her home in Puebla, 
Mexico (Field Notes, Mexico, 4 May 2012). Candela didn’t drink, but she wanted me to try the 
handmade tequila her son had brought her a few days before. As we sat there in chairs while I 
sipped tequila, more women joined us. When I met Candela in 2010, she gave me her “blessing” 
to do research in her town of Tlapanala in the Mixteca poblana. Many of the caregivers of the 
constellations I was researching came to “hang out” at Candela’s house. She was known to be 
the “informal” mayor of the pueblo. She sold everything: flowers; regalos (gifts) for 
quinceañeras, weddings, and baptisms; tortillas and all kinds of “agua” (jamaica, horchata, piña). 
The women who went there didn’t just sit around and chat, they bought and sold different 
products, gossiped, and talked about what “El Norte” (the North) had done with their sons and 
daughters. A nostalgic tone was predominant in their narratives. Memories of how “it used to be” 
when mothers could raise their children. Memories of when women had a well-defined place and 
role in society. As Gloria, a matriarch raising grandchildren at 72, wondered,  
   How is it that we have become this type of society that allows and, more than that, 
needs mothers to leave their children and needs children to leave their mothers? It used to 
be that you could go to the city [Mexico City] and that was that. But in the last 10, 15, 20 
years you have to cross the border to have a future. (Interview, Mexico, 4 May 2012)  
 
Sitting around the coffee table fanning themselves, these women discussed politics and injustice 




statements about longing for a period in time when their “families” were together. In the back of 
Candela’s house there were cans and bottles and packages of shakes, teas, and powder to flavor 
water from Herbalife. I asked Candela if she bought those things herself and she told me some of 
it yes, but the more expensive products were sent by her daughter-in-law from Sunset Park, 
Brooklyn. Almost every house I visited in Mexico had one or more products from Herbalife that 
were bought in Mexico or sent from the U.S. 
 In almost parallel lives, mothers and daughters sit in completely different physical places. 
They are indeed divided by a physical, spatial border. However, they share many characteristics 
and talk about each other. In my quest for understanding the relationship between mothers and 
children left-behind, I was blindsided by a “child-mother” bond that did not include the small 
children I was researching: the intergenerational relationship between mothers and their own 
mothers, who were often raising some of their grandchildren in the mother’s absence. Out of the 
20 care constellations I followed in my research, 17 had a maternal grandmother as primary 
caregiver of children left-behind. I found that maternal grandmothers’ relationships with their 












During my third interview and observation day (1 February 2012) with the Govela 
constellation, I sat in Gemma’s kitchen in Sunset Park, Brooklyn while her two children, Yazmin 
and Alejandro Jr., watched a movie in the living room. Gemma stood up to get water from the 
refrigerator, but before she could take the water she stopped to stare at a picture on the 
refrigerator door. She reached for the picture and brought it over to me. It was a picture of 
Daniella, her 15-year-old daughter who lived in Mexico. I asked Gemma if she had talked to 
Daniella that week or that day. Gemma looked at me and answered, “I didn’t tell you her latest 
request? She wants a cell phone, díos mio!” She continued, “it’s hard being here and Daniella 
being there; she tells me that I forgot about her, that I abandoned her!” She concluded, “yo la 
dejé, pero no la abandoné” (I left her, but I did not abandon her). I asked Gemma what was the 
difference between the two words “to leave” and “to abandon”? 
   I did not abandon Daniella, I left her. Abandoning means that you forgot about the 
person, that the person doesn’t exist in your life, you cut her out. When you leave 
someone it doesn’t change how much you take care and love her and the fact that I am 
still her mother. I’m still the mother . . . it’s just different, and I know she loves her 
grandmother more than she loves me . . . a different mamá, es lo que yo soy (that is what I 
am). (Interview, New York City, 1 February 2012) 
 
According to women in this research, “mothering” in and from a different country does 
not distort their roles as women. I argue instead that women borrow from emblems and symbols 
present in the ideologies of motherhood in both Mexico and the U.S. in order to create their own 




inform the ways in which they practice care for their own children. In this chapter, I address two 
questions: How do women transform their ideas of caring when living in New York City? How 
do their ideas contrast those held by their mothers? 
I explore the tensions around the ideals migrant mothers have of caregiving and 
“mothering.” I also demonstrate how ideals and practices of motherhood constantly inform how 
women characterize “good mothers” and “caring ones.” The very act of leaving and migrating 
represents a “break” in the usual nexus of motherhood, which includes physical presence. 
However, women justify this act by explaining that they must leave in order to be a “good 
mother” and care for their children. I address the meanings the mothers in this research attach to 
the idea of being a “good mother,” feelings of guilt and sacrifice, and the importance of 
supporting their families. To do that I look at Gemma’s story in detail, contrasting her 
experiences with her children and her ideas of motherhood based on her experience. I highlight 
how she and other women negotiate the ideology of “the good mother” as they maintain 
transnational families. While most studies of transnational motherhood focus only on women in 
the host country, I use the transnational care constellation as a unit of analysis to widen the lens 
of how transnational motherhood has been studied. Instead of just looking at mothers in New 
York City, I look at co-parenting and shared caregiving practices that take place across 
transnational terrain.  
In the following sessions I will address “care” as defined and practiced by mothers in 
New York City and caregivers in Mexico, describe the relationship between motherhood and 
caring, and highlight what women say about their ideas of motherhood and how they adapt and 
create new forms of parenting. I pay special attention to the tensions that arise between mothers 




motherhood and caring in Mexico as represented in the anthropological literature. I will also look 
at the literature on transnational families and more specifically on how motherhood transforms 
when women migrate and set up transnational families. Finally, I will show that intergenerational 
tensions between mothers in New York and their own mothers in Mexico are present precisely 





 The feminization of migration brings to the forefront of migration studies an important 
discussion regarding everyday “care” practices. How is it done? Who is involved? And, finally, 
what do these practices mean to mothers, caregivers and children? On one hand mothers have the 
ideals and the meanings that they attach to motherhood and care; on the other hand these 
gendered ideals are transformed and complemented by mothers’ interpretations and actions of 
care. The ideals of motherhood, some have suggested, are challenged when mothers migrate as 
family bread-winners (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila, 1997). In her study of children in the 
Philippines whose migrant mothers were away, Parreñas (2005) describes how a “gender 
ideology” affects the impact of maternal immigration on the children that stay behind. She 
explains that the ideology of women’s domesticity in the Philippines has been recast to be 
performed in a transnational terrain by migrant mothers, meaning that tasks mothers have at 
home in the Philippines are performed also in the host country (p. 168). The work of Parreñas 




In the contemporary period, “Thanks to the process we loosely call globalization, women are on 
the move as never before in history” (Ehrenreich & Hochschild, 2002, p. 2).  
 Yet, too often, studies have focused only on immigrant mothers, without adequately 
considering how social networks have influenced their life experiences. In her 2005 book, Team 
of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln, biographer Doris Kearns Goodwin explains 
that she has read the dozens of books written about Abraham Lincoln throughout the years. 
However, she states, “by widening the lens to include Lincoln’s colleagues and their families, 
my story benefited from a treasure trove of primary sources that have not been generally used in 
Lincoln biographies” (p. xviii). In this dissertation, I show that in order to understand 
transnational motherhood we must look at not only the children in the country of origin, but also 
the children brought to the U.S by the same mothers or born in America. Principally, we must 
look at the pre-migration care arrangements and the arrangements created between mothers in 
the host society and their own mothers in the sending country. Mothers in the host country are 
also somebody’s children, and they have also experienced separation. This aspect of 
transnational mothering has not received attention to date. 
Previous studies have theorized on the concept of “care chains” (Ehreinrich & 
Hochschild, 2002; Sassen, 2002, 2010; Yeates, 2005) and focused on the migrant women on one 
side of the border; some scholars have moved further to also consider the families they left 
behind (Parreñas, 2010; Dreby, 2010, 2009a, 2009b; Madianou & Miller, 2012; Yarris 2011). 
The political economy of care and the feminist critique on which the care chains approach is 
based have made significant contributions to the literature on migration, with their emphasis on 
the economic motivations for migration. Yet, the focus on structural factors does not 




universal perspective of biological motherhood that should be performed in a situation of co-
presence (physically living in the same household). Ethnographically based studies such as those 
by Aguilar et al. (2009) and Dreby (2010) demonstrate that both global feminist discourse 
employed by Parreñas (2001) and globalized ideas about women’s responsibilities have to be 
complemented by grounded studies within countries, which may reveal very different and more 
nuanced expectations about mother-child relationships. 
 
Ideologies of Motherhood  
 Anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss (1978) argued that "Myth is language, functioning 
on an especially high level where meaning succeeds practically at 'taking off' from the linguistic 
ground on which it keeps rolling" (p. 96). Lévi-Strauss breaks down his argument into three main 
parts. First, meaning is not isolated within the specific fundamental parts of the myth, but rather 
within the composition and the interaction of these parts. Second, although myth and language 
are of similar categories, language functions differently in myth. Finally, unlike the constituents 
of language, the constituents of a myth, which he labels “mythemes,” function as "bundles of 
relations." The idea of bundles of relations becomes important when assessing how mothers in 
New York City relate to their children “here and there” and thus construct meanings for 
“caregiving.” In any society, Lévi-Strauss maintained, “the purpose of a myth is to provide a 
logical model capable of overcoming a contradiction” (1978, p. 99) As he saw it, the human 
mind tends to organize thought and culture around binary opposites, and to try to resolve the 
resulting tension through the creative act of mythmaking. Barthes (1972) defined a myth as an 




origins are often forgotten. Ideologies, thus, are born when myths are combined into coherent 
philosophies and politically sanctioned by the culture.  
Feminist scholarship has long challenged myths of family and motherhood that relegate 
women to the domestic arena of private/public dichotomies and rely on the ideological conflation 
of family, woman, reproduction, and nurturance (Collier & Yanagisako 1987, p. 36). Different 
scholars, including Chodorow (1978), Ruddick (1983) and Hays (1996) agree that maternal 
myths perpetuate patriarchy. Scheper-Hughes (1992) explains, “Mother love is anything other 
than natural and instead represents a matrix of images, meanings, sentiments, and practices that 
are everywhere socially and culturally produced . . . . Consequently, mother love is best 
bracketed and understood as (m)other loves” (pp. 341-342).  
 Widespread ideologies of motherhood hold that mothering involves the preservation, 
nurturance, and training of children for full adult life (Ruddick, 1989). As feminists have argued, 
mothers are held more responsible for this outcome than fathers. The ideology depends upon 
biologically and culturally essentialist notions of motherhood that have been critiqued by 
anthropologists. For example, in her ethnography of motherhood in a deeply impoverished 
community in northeastern Brazil, Scheper-Hughes (1992) shows that mothers delayed 
attachment until they saw that their child would survive. Scheper-Hughes insists, “As fatherhood 
is social, so is motherhood. Motherhood entails a choice. One as a woman is, you might say, 
existentially thrown into the world as a potential mother. But motherhood begins with an 
acceptance, an enfolding, a willingness to nurture a child” (1992, p. 4).  
Thus, even the biological is social; that is, humans interpret the biological in sociocultural 
ways. Hays (1996) termed “cultural contradictions of motherhood.” Ideologies of motherhood 




internally contradictory, and it should be emphasized that this means more than simple normative 
variation in the way particular women in particular societies mother” (p. 12). Hays (1996), in her 
work with American mothers, explains that women who are working mothers struggle with the 
demands on their time and also with how they are supposed to behave. Hays argues that the 
societies in which women live generate ambivalence if women are expected to work outside the 
home but are also expected to take childrearing as a full time job. She calls this ideology 
intensive mothering and discusses how children become sacred and mothers become the primary 
responsible parties. In a similar vein, much of the discussion of sacrifice within female migration 
places tremendous pressure on migrant mothers to succeed and provide for their children. Thus, 
the very act of leaving their children in search of a better future, for them, goes against much of 
the discourse regarding what a “good” mother is. 
A mother is both a normative concept—the ideal as to what a mother should be—and the 
experiences of actually being, or having a mother. What do we mean when we use the word 
mother? Madianou and Miller (2012) explain, “Moral panics regularly erupt about what 
constitutes good, or ‘good-enough’ mothering” (p. 10). In addition, motherhood is a constant 
trope in ideological debate. As Hondagneu-Sotelo states, “’Rethinking the family’ prompts the 
rethinking of motherhood, allowing us to see that the glorification and exaltation of isolationist, 
privatized mothering is historically and culturally specific” (2003, p. 319).  
 
Transnational Motherhood 
 Rhacel Salazar Parreñas (2010) states,  
   Transnational mothering refers to the organizational reconstitution of motherhood that 
accommodates the temporal and spatial separations forced by migration. This 
arrangement forms new meanings of motherhood and expands the concept of 





As Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila (1997) explain, “immigrant women who work and reside in the 
United States while their children remain in their countries of origin constitute one variation in 
the organizational arrangements, meanings and priorities of motherhood” (p. 139). While these 
definitions and descriptions inspired the very origin of my own work, in this research I expand 
this concept by examining how these women engage with the perceived duties of motherhood. I 
use the concept of transnational care constellations in order to address the recognizable pattern 
of who is involved in the caregiving, everyday teaching, and educating of children. 
In contrast to men, when women migrate they undertake a journey that may clash with 
the gender ideology present in their country of origin. This journey may be transformative for 
women, but it can also reproduce patriarchal structures of their home country. During the 
Bracero Program, for example, Mexican men migrated to the United States as breadwinners to 
fulfill that role for the family. Immigrant women, on the other hand, have had to cope with 
prejudice, gossip, stigma, and guilt (Hirsh, 2003). In part because of gendered stereotypes, 
women are more likely to find work in the domestic world, taking care of other children. Studies 
of migrant women who leave the Philippines or Sri Lanka show precisely the difficulties they 
face when trying to “keep up” with the expectations of the role mothers have in their countries. 
Pratt (2012) argues that transnational mothering simply cannot overcome distance. She calls the 
experience of being separated from children “genuinely traumatic” and asserts that “cyborg 
mothering,” or the use of technology to fulfill maternal roles, is an illusion for most poor migrant 
mothers (Pratt, 2012, p. 70). Hochschild (2013) described in her book So, How’s the Family? 
how the idea of an “ideal mother” varied from one ethnic or religious group to another within 
Kerala (154). However, she states that “migrants from all these groups shared roughly the same 




 Like Scheper-Hughes (1992) and Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila (1997), I understand 
motherhood as not biologically predetermined and instead as socially constructed. Even when 
mothers describe the physical aspects of being pregnant and giving birth, their narratives are 
socio-culturally patterned and expressed. Transnational mothers are embedded in transnational 
families. The definition of family according to the Oxford Dictionary of Sociology (2009) is “a 
group made up of individuals who are related by bonds of blood, sexual mating or legal ties.” 
Family, as conceptualized by feminists, has been described as a gendered system of reproduction 
and cultural transmission or a space for gendered social relations (Sorensen, 2005 p.3). In 
migration studies, the identification of family with a domestic, bounded group is problematic.  
 
Portrayals that equate migration with family disintegration are sometimes founded on 
ethnocentric bias (Zentgraff & Chinchilla, 2012). Parreñas (2010) describes the backlash against 
mothers who have chosen to migrate and are “vilified in the news media and local communities” 
(p. 1830). Transnational families, “being here and there” (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila 1997; 
Dreby 2010), are more fluid; they do not belong to only one nation or place. This fluidity 
influences the ideals behind caregiving. Women find themselves struggling between what is 
expected from them as mothers versus what they want and can do for their children. Thus, to 
analyze how members of families negotiate obligations and care for each other—especially the 
children involved—across borders, I take as a starting point the separation of kin, where 
biological mothers are physically separated from some of their children (see Baldassar, 2008). 
Duties such as taking care of children and parenting do not end when people move from one 
nation to another; instead, these concepts shift and adapt. I look at the practices and processes of 




notions of obligation that appear through negotiated commitments within but not restricted to 
migrant female mothers in New York City, their children, and their children’s caregivers in 
Mexico (Baldassar, BAgustínck, & Wilding, 2007).  
 The constellation I will describe in this chapter represents patterns in intergenerational 
relationships as well as in caregiving practices. The first pattern is that women struggle with a 
range of ideologies of motherhood as they make sense of their choices. They discuss the 
concepts of abandoning and leaving family members behind. Mothers and caregivers shared an 
understanding of the decision behind the biological mother’s departure. The decision to leave 
was described by mothers as fundamentally linked to the idea of being a good mother. The 
second pattern is that the decision to migrate was fed by other equally complex ideas such as 
“being a good wife,” leaving a violent and “shameful” social situation, and seeking a “better life” 
for themselves. Third, there is an emotional burden for these women: mothers carried the guilt of 
abandonment and were more financially than emotionally present in the lives of their children 
left in Mexico. Fourth, at the same time, mothers established very high expectations for children 
left in Mexico. These expectations were expressed through weekly money transfers, phone calls 
to schools, and constant insistence that the migration “has to be worth it,”  meaning that their 
migration to the U.S. has to have a visible payoff. Thus, the idea of motherhood is a blend of 
moralities; a set of habits that are constantly sanctioned. Finally, changing or adapting these 
customs was an everyday process, expressed, for example, by the act of leaving. The act of 
migrating is done in order to uphold and maintain norms of care and motherhood, and yet the 





Gemma’s Story: “Yo la deje, pero no la abandone.” 
 
   I did not abandon Daniella, I left her. Abandoning means that you forgot about the 
person, that the person doesn’t exist in your life, that you cut her out. To leave someone 
doesn’t change how much you take care and love her and the fact that I am her mother. 
(Gemma, Interview, New York City, 1 February 2012) 
 
Gemma had been living in New York for 13 years. Prior to coming to the United States, Gemma, 
who is from the small pueblo of Tlancualpican in Puebla, “se juntó” (got together) with a man 
named Elias. They had a baby, Daniella, who was 14 years of age in 2012. Gemma was pursuing 
a career in nursing when she got pregnant with Daniella. She was the only person in her family 
who went to high school, completed high school, and went on to professional school. Her mother 
and father did not know how to read and write, but that did not stop Gemma from doing well in 
school. Her father Ruben has American citizenship because he was in the United States prior to 
the 1986 Act,
4
 which granted amnesty and citizenship for millions of immigrants in the country. 
Ruben was able to extend his citizenship to his wife and three sons, but not his daughter Gemma. 
Regarding gaining and sharing citizenship, Ruben said to me, “women should stay and the men 
should go [to the U.S.]” (Interview, Tlancualpican, Mexico 9 July 2012).  
When Daniella was two months old, Gemma and Daniella’s father, Elias, began to have a 
difficult relationship. He would go home intoxicated and sometimes even bring female company. 
He was known to be a “ladies’ man.” Gemma described the situation, “he would never bring 
home diapers or baby food. The man did not take care of me or my daughter . . . he was always 
intoxicated and he had many girlfriends. I was in love with him, but I take my children over a 
man any day” (Interview, New York City, 15 March 2012). 
                                                 
4
 The 1986 Act legalized undocumented immigrants who had entered the U.S. before 1 January 1982 and 
resided there continuously with the penalty of a fine, back taxes, and admission of guilt. About three 




Gemma moved into her parent’s house, “leaving” Elias. In phone conversations, her 
father, Ruben, would refer to her as a “dejada,” which in this context meant two things: first, 
even though she was the one who left, the husband is ultimately the only one who can “dejar” 
(leave) his wife, thus she is the left one or “dejada”; second, her father used “dejada” to insult 
her and insinuate that she could not give good advice or “be a good mother” to her own children 
because she was a “dejada.” For Ruben, Gemma was socially marked as a woman who could 
not maintain a family.  
Shortly after moving back into her parents’ house, Gemma started being courted by 
another man, Alejandro. Alejandro was Gemma’s boyfriend during high school; they dated 
briefly when they were teenagers and he left to the United States to work before finishing high 
school. A few years later he came back on a break and found out that Gemma was newly single. 
Alejandro’s parents disapproved the relationship, as he told me, “She was a separated woman 
with a baby that was not mine . . . where we come from that’s not good for the woman. My 
mother did not want me to be with her and Gemma’s parents also thought it was too soon” 
(Interview, New York City, April 25
th
 2012). It was then that Alejandro said to Gemma that he 
wanted her to go to the United States with him. Gemma’s first answer was no because of 
Daniella. But Alejandro promised on “the Virgin of Guadalupe” that they would go back to 
Puebla to get Daniella when she was a little older. Gemma explained her rationale for making the 
decision to migrate:  
   You come into this world as a woman, because Diosito (God) wants . . . you have to 
have a family, because you were created for that, and when you do, things go wrong and 
the family falls apart [referring to Elias] . . . . The only way, maybe I shouldn’t say the 
only way, but the way that I thought to be the most effective to try to give Daniella a 
better future with a stable family was going with Alejandro to the United States. He was 
good to me, he promised me we were going to come back for her. And Alejandro said [as 




police will hear us and arrest us.” I did not want to take a chance. (Interview, New York 
City, 2 February, 2012) 
 
While Ruben was against his daughter’s departure, her mother Emma told me, “a woman 
needs to be where her husband is. If she had stayed in Puebla no one would have married her. 
My daughter needed to be happy and have a chance in life . . . I told her I would keep Daniella, 
it’s the sacrifices you make for your children” (Interview, Mexico, July 9
th
 2012). In Emma’s 
statement she gives the migration rationale two explanations: for one’s husband and for one’s 
children. She explained to me that in order for children to have a stable life, both emotionally 
and financially, their parents must be together even if they are far away. Alejandro was not 
Daniella’s father, but even so Emma saw her daughter having a husband and being together as 
critical to Gemma becoming a good role model for Daniella. 
Gemma described leaving Daniella for the first time as heartbreaking. Gemma was still 
breast-feeding and she felt very connected to her baby, who she had named “Daniella” [sweet] 
because of how loving and happy her daughter was. “How is it that we find ourselves in the 
situation of leaving our own children behind? And for what?” Gemma told me as she put her 
hands on her cheeks (Interview, New York City, 2 February 2012). 
Gemma and Alejandro in fact did go back to Puebla three years later, but to Gemma’s 
despair it was too late: “Daniella was three when I returned and she did not recognize me. The 
pain I suffered there and then was so much bigger than when I left her three years before. She 
only wanted to be with her grandmother and she cried when I held her” (Interview, New York 
City, 2 February 2012). Six months later Gemma and Alejandro left again to the U.S and this 
time Gemma did not know if she would or should go back for Daniella. Emma, Gemma’s 
mother, never tried to take over the role of biological mother; quite the contrary. Emma made 




Daniella and make sure she could “be whatever she wanted to be.” Daniella told me the story of 
when her mother left her when she was three years old with a nervous laugh,  
   I didn’t want to go with her, it was really my fault; I just didn’t know who she was 
anymore. The person that takes care [emphasis added] of me: feeds me, bathes me, 
changes me, washes my clothes, braids my hair, and takes me to the doctor is my mama 
Emma and not Gemma. The way Gemma takes care of me is by sending me money, gifts, 
and giving me advice. But I know she is busy with my little brother and little sister. 
(Interview, Mexico, 5 May 2012) 
 
Daniella had a challenging relationship with her grandfather, Ruben. Even though he 
spent six months of the year in Texas, whenever he was home it was a nightmare for Daniella. 
Ruben was an alcoholic and would often get physically abusive with his wife Emma. He got 
especially angry with Emma when she would, according to him, “treat Daniella like a baby and 
let her get away with everything” (Interview, Puebla Mexico, May 7 2012). Whenever I was at 
their house in Puebla, Ruben was intoxicated. Daniella asked me to stay longer because in her 
words, “you being here will make him well-behaved, he will be scared of hitting my mamá 
because he knows you are a maestra that lives in the U.S. so you would call the police” (Field 
notes, Puebla Mexico, May 10
th
 2012). Daniella was extremely concerned for her grandmother’s 
safety. At some point during my stay with them, Ruben yelled at Emma, who had just burnt a 
tortilla, and told her she was “worth nothing” and that he was better off being in the U.S. 
Daniella immediately responded to him, “you are a drunk, and I am tired of you. I can’t believe I 
have to live here with you . . . . The only reason I stay in this house is because of my mamá” 
(Field notes, Mexico, 15 May 2012). 
Emma, on the other hand, assured me that Ruben was not being abusive lately and explained to 
me,  
   He is ill, he has been drinking since he was 11 years old. It’s not his fault. Daniella is 
stubborn and she is a teenager. He gets angry because when Daniella was younger she 




old she didn’t shower by herself, she didn’t make her own food, she didn’t help me at all. 
But then I told her that she needed to be good, otherwise her mother Gemma would not 
be proud of her . . . she needed to be a good daughter if she wanted to have a good 
mother. (Interview, Mexico, 15 May 2012) 
 
Gemma settled in Brooklyn’s Sunset Park and had two children with Alejandro, 
Alejandro Jr. (age 10 in 2012) and Yazmin (age 11 in 2012). In Gemma’s words, “The Virgin 
was giving me a second chance to be a good mother, to take care of my children” (Interview, 
New York City, 2 February 2012). Alejandro Jr. was born with a cleft palate, a severe skin 
disease, and asthma. He went through multiple surgeries and Gemma dedicated herself entirely 
to him for the first five years of his life. Her daughter Yazmin also helped her take care of 
Alejandro Jr. At the time of our interviews in 2012, Yazmin and Alejandro Jr. were in school 
every day from eight in the morning until two in the afternoon. Yazmin was an excellent student 
and involved in extracurricular activities such as cheerleading. Alejandro Jr. was one year behind 
in school, due to his multiple surgeries. He almost failed third grade. He had difficulty reading 
and writing, but he was an outstanding soccer player. Gemma worked as a caregiver of elderly 
people. Alejandro worked six days a week at a mechanic shop, where he was the manager. He 
earned between $1,500 and $2,000 a month. Gemma worked three times a week and made 
between two and three hundred dollars a week. They lived on a ground floor two-bedroom 
apartment.  
Gemma was very active in school related activities and encouraged Yazmin and 
Alejandro Jr. to be part of groups, teams, and tournaments. Through the government Gemma 
secured a tutor who went to her house three times a week to work with Yazmin and Alejandro 
Jr.. The tutor, Paula, was Peruvian and therefore able to go back and forth between Spanish and 




“No te entiendo!” (I don’t understand you) was Gemma’s constant reply to her children. On 
many occasions Yazmin and Alejandro Jr. talked to each other in English; I often heard them 
saying, “I don’t know how to say this in Spanish, it’s not my fault.” When she called Mexico, 
Gemma was able to speak more freely in Spanish with her daughter Daniella on the phone and 
for longer periods of time, whereas Alejandro Jr. and Yazmin would quickly disengage and not 
pay attention. Gemma never told Yazmin and Alejandro Jr. that Daniella was their half-sister; 
they assumed Daniella was the daughter of both of their parents. When I showed Yazmin a 
picture of Daniella, she commented, “She doesn’t look like she is my sister . . . there is 
something wrong” (Field notes, 21 March 2012). 
This introduction to Gemma’s story elucidates the impact of the gendered ideology of 
motherhood on Gemma, Emma, and Daniella, and foreshadows patterns that will also emerge in 
the stories of the other women participants in this research. Gender ideology influenced how 
women reflected on leaving their children, leaving their mothers, and leaving or accompanying 
their husbands or partners. Once settled in the New York, the gender ideology of motherhood 
was adapted and molded into a way women could “mother” children here and there. However, 
the tension between mothers in New York and grandmothers in Mexico remained as both sides 
tried to sort through “perceived” identities of being a mother, woman, and wife as they shared 
and negotiated care.  
Second, within the transnational, fluid context of migration, it is easy to think that the 
idea of family is radically transformed. Both Gemma and Emma made sure to tell the children 
about the value of kinship. Emma reminded Daniella of who her “real mother” was and insisted 
that Daniella kept that idea in her mind. Gemma hid the truth from her two children in the New 




father, even if physical borders divided them. Gemma wanted her children to see Daniella as 
their sister, not their half-sister. Gemma worried that if her children knew the truth they could 
potentially reject Daniella and not see her as family. In addition, the history between Gemma and 
Daniella’s father was somewhat shameful for Gemma and her family, and she preferred not to 
tell it to her children. Finally, Gemma’s story shows how the different ideas of what a good 
mother is and does are in constant change. Emma had always supported her daughter and never 
wanted to take over the role of the biological mother. This relationship between Emma and 
Gemma did not come without a price. Gemma felt indebted to her mother and in many ways felt 
powerless when making everyday decisions. At the same time, Daniella went back and forth with 
her own thoughts and feelings about her mother and her relationship with her siblings. This 
constant back and forth was characteristic of other children in this research who stayed behind. 
Daniella was protective of her grandmother, who she described as her “caregiver,” as she also 
felt a sense of debt to Emma. 
Gemma’s story reflects the observations of almost all other constellations and data 
collected from interviews with the other 40 mothers. Women explained that every day, month, or 
year that they remained separate from their children in Mexico made their relationship with their 
own mothers harder and more delicate. They did not feel empowered to overturn decisions made 
by their own mothers and feel they have a debt they will never be able to repay. Their mothers 
wanted these women to participate more actively in the lives of children left in Mexico. At the 
same time, women’s expectations for children left in Mexico only grew stronger with time and 
represented their way of keeping the mother-child bond alive.  
Mexican migrant mothers in New York City associated motherhood with the idea of 




in New York expressed a struggle to “leave” children in order to provide for them. For their 
mothers, who then became caregivers of their grandchildren, there was yet another layer of 
perceived contradiction: allowing their own daughter to leave in order that she might be a “good” 
mother. Sacrifice happened on both sides of this intergenerational relationship.  
 
Mexican Migrant Mothers  
 
Women in Mexico deal with a range of ideologies of motherhood, which influence their 
own practices. First, there is a strong tradition, rooted in a Catholic matrix, of marianismo. As 
Maria Fernanda (age 44) answered when I asked her what motherhood meant to her, “It is what 
God and what the Virgin of Guadalupe want from us . . . to be good mothers and good women” 
(Interview, New York City, 1 March 2012). Many of the women I interviewed frequently 
referred to God and the Virgin of Guadalupe when discussing their responsibilities and duties 
toward their children and families. References to God and the Virgin of Guadalupe as a “good” 
role model versus “bad” and/or “disgraced” can be traced to symbols, myths, and models of 
femininity in Mexico (Paz, 1985; Anzaldúa, 1987).  
 In Mexico, Mexican mothers’ care giving role is often celebrated and linked to the self-
sacrificing characteristics of the Virgin of Guadalupe (Dreby, 2007). According to Gutmann 
(2007), “certain prevailing notions of maternal instincts are some of the products and reflections 
of standard Catholic doctrine promoting female domesticity” (p. 64). Anthropologist Antonella 
Fagetti (1995) explains that motherhood is a rare source of prestige for some women:  
   Motherhood is highly valued by men and women, because to be a mother the woman 
fulfills the destiny God assigned for her and they should implement God’s will. The duty 
of a couple is to care for their children in a relationship where they complement each 




woman should suffer the pains of giving birth, should nurture and raise her children. (pp. 
303-304) 
 
As I show below, marianismo is a strong, traditional gender ideology that influenced many of the 
women I interviewed. However, this research was conducted in a context of significant social 
transformation. Other gender ideologies emerging from Protestant traditions, secular discussions, 
popular culture, and feminism were also ambient. Certainly, these women encountered new 
ideologies as they migrated. Thus, they drew upon a broad repertoire of gender ideologies in 
their efforts to recast transnational motherhood. 
 Women in New York described their experience as being mothers “here” and “from 
here,” comparing their relationships with their children who were in the United States and in 
Mexico. These comparisons involved discussions of school, money, curfew, respect, and how to 
discipline children. Even though most caregivers in Mexico were not actively trying to take over 
the role of the biological mothers, intergenerational tensions between mothers in New York and 
grandmothers in Mexico became apparent. I observed mothers disciplining their children in their 
homes in the Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens. Most of them were impatient with the children, 
constantly putting them in “time out,” yelling, smacking them on the top of the head, or 
threatening them with “no playing today” or “no soda.” Caregivers in Mexico were more 
permissive and affectionate with the grandchildren they were raising. I observed multiple phone 
calls between mothers in New York City and caregivers in Mexico during which the mother 
would warn the grandmother to be stricter and the grandmother would imply that strict discipline 
is for the mother to mete out. For example, in one weekly phone call about everyday decisions 
regarding her daughters in Mexico, Emilia in the Bronx insisted, “you know you can’t let her do 
that,” and Ester in Mexico responded, “well I can only do so much, you are the mother” (Field 




mother and pointed out how differently she is now raising her granddaughters. The fact that 
mothers in New York provided for all their children—through different strategies and choices 
that included money, gifts, co-caregiving, and single caregiving—created spaces and ways of 
“taking care” that they had not known could exist.  
 As much as archetypes in Mexican literature shed light on the phenomenon of 
transnational motherhood, they are also easy traps to fall into when analyzing women’s words. 
Throughout multiple interviews over a period of two years I found that the use of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe and the language of sacrifice worked as ways to comfort these mothers and help them 
deal with the guilt they have had suffered. For instance, most of the sacrifice language appeared 
in the first and second interviews as a way to “open up” about their experiences, perhaps to test 
whether the researcher would judge them “less” if they explored that particular narrative. To lock 
the analysis within the symbols of marianismo and the cultural analysis of the role of women and 
religion in Mexico is to ignore the narratives these women had after talking about sacrifice, the 
duty of motherhood, and God’s expectations. They were also women with desires for a better life 
for themselves. As Sara struggled to verbally express the fact that she also wanted a “chance” to 
live a better life, she told me, “it’s hard to say [it] because it sounds so selfish . . . . I feel bad, but 
I didn’t want to stay in that little town, there was nothing there for me [to do].” She paused and 
then continued, “you know the things women are supposed to do . . . I didn’t want that” 
(Interview, New York City, 12 April 2010).  
The lines were blurred between the private and public roles of women, the desires of 
discovering a better life and finding love, and work and caring for children. Symbols and 
traditional roles presented in the literature help explain women’s use of the language of sacrifice, 




Horton (2009) points out that current scholarship on transnational mothers has focused on gender 
constructs and ideologies. I do not disagree. My contribution through this research is to show 
that, beyond analyzing migrant women’s roles from the point of view of gender ideologies, 
research must focus on what parts of this “ideology” are used, when, and with what purpose. As 
Brianna, a mother in Queens, told me:  
   Of course my instinct is to think about my children first . . . they are my heart. But I 
also think the husband-wife relationship is very important and I wanted to be with 
Ronald, that’s why I came with him and left my three girls. Is that a crime? I don’t think 
so. But people talk. (Interview, New York City, 10 May 2012)  
 
In another interview in the Bronx (10 February 2012), Aruna (A) told me (G): 
A: Can I be honest with you? Are you not going to get offended? 
G: No, go ahead. 
A: You . . . your type . . . 
G: My type? 
A: Yes . . . blanquita (white) like you . . . don’t be hurt by my comments, ok? 
G: Ok, I won’t. 
A: You come to this world and you get to choose . . . felicidad (happiness) for you is not 
having a million children, you want to explore, travel, meet people, go to school, learn . . 
. you know? We are here to have children.  
G: Who is “we”? 
A: My type of people . . . you know . . . darker, poorer . . . we come to this world to have 
children. It is a good sign when we get pregnant; it’s good to give children to one’s 
husband . . . but [your husband] he doesn’t care if you have children now or if it’s only 
one.  
G: You are right, he doesn’t care right now, or at least he is not telling me! 
A: [laughter] what I want to say is that you have time . . . time to choose different things, 
you have opportunities, you travel, you explore . . . and we have to cook and care for our 
children . . . but it’s ok, because it’s what we do . . . I don’t want you to pity me, because 
it’s what we do . . . and it’s ok. 
G: But when you left Mexico did you think about that? 
A: I thought I needed to get out . . . to immigrate also meant trying a different life for me. 
I convinced myself it would be good for my girls, but I knew I was trying to find my 
opportunities. Sometimes I think I’m being punished because of my choices . . . but then, 
look at me now. I feel like I was pulled back into where I belong [emphasis added] . . . 
not exactly like it was in Mexico, because I have grown and I have more responsibilities 
now . . . here and there. But I am again a wife with three muchachos. I’m telling you, 





This excerpt from a much longer conversation illustrates the point that I am attempting to make. 
Most immigration/ migration research has focused on the gender ideology and the roles women 
have “here and there” and how, through migration, these roles can transform and empower 
women (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 2001) or just simply reproduce the roles from the society of origin 
(Parrenãs, 2005). I argue that the issue is more complex and less localized than this debate 
suggests. One of the interesting things about the interview above is that the mother allowed 
herself to speak about her own ambitions: she recognizes the potential selfishness of acting her 
own ambitions but also acknowledges that class and race ultimately collapse into distinct forms 
of personhood for different groups of women (blanquitas and “my type of people”). 
As women establish transnational arrangements of familial ties, their roles become more 
fluid as they are constantly negotiating everyday decisions regarding children in Mexico and 
children in the United States. To say that their roles are completely transformed and that these 
women become “empowered” through the process of migration because of their breadwinner 
status is to disregard the constant connections they make with what they have learned growing 
up about what a good mother and a good woman “should” be. At the same time, to state that 
women only reproduce the gender roles present in the host society is to ignore the active and 
creative ways in which mothers care “for them all” here and there. In addition, theoretically, if 
the very decision to leave was purely informed by marianismo and other symbols, leaving would 
be synonymous with being a “bad” mother. Instead, women used the social space of our 
interviews to discuss stereotypes and symbols of what it means to be an “absent” mother. Several 
had also begun to explore the possibility of freedom from at least a few of the expectations they 




Among the constellations in my research, when the mothers had originally departed from 
Mexico the average age of their children was seven years (though this ranged from eight months 
to thirteen years), and the mothers and caregivers’ average ages were 23 and 42, respectively. 
Before migrating, women were living in one of two conditions: with their partners but close to 
their mothers; or with their mothers. In all cases children were left with kin who had directly 
participated in their care prior to migration. Women already relied on the help of kin in order to 
work and support their families. However, the role of the biological mother, the one who gave 
birth, was recognized as the most important and sacred role. This does not mean that children 
“love” or “respect” their biological mothers more than their caregivers; in actuality is more of the 
contrary. What it means is that caregivers keep biological mothers as co-parents even at a 
distance and mothers feel it is their duty to maintain and in many cases to attempt to strengthen 
bonds with the children they leave behind.  
When women gave birth to children in the U.S or brought them to this country, they saw 
the opportunity as a “second chance” to be a good mother, and described it as a moment where 
they could fulfill their mission in the world. In order to understand gender ideology and 
ideologies of motherhood, which are associated with sacrifice and child care, it is important to 
look at pre-migration structures, shared caregiving or co-caregiving, and the caregiving practices 
adopted by women in order to care for their children left behind as well as their children brought 
to or born in the U.S. 
Sharing and Negotiating Caregiving Obligations 
Mothers and caregivers in this research rarely discussed migration plans prior to mothers’ 
departures. They may have been living in the same house and already sharing childrearing tasks, 




“prepare” their children prior to departing. This pattern is contrary to other studies such as that of 
Zentgraf and Chinchilla (2006), who report that mothers did do their best to prepare children for 
their departure. In the case of the 20 focal families in this study, all mothers described the time 
preceding their departure as a struggle. They described their decisions as “quick” and “sudden.” 
One mother explained it as “like ripping off a band-aid.” There was no preparation or talks prior 
to parting. The first reason was that children were young, so mothers did not see the need to 
explain. The second reason was similar to what Dreby (2006) found to be true among migrating 
fathers: fear of upsetting the children. Finally, the mothers described the process to be too painful 
and constant discussion of leaving may have potentially cast doubt on their decision. 
Even though caregivers were raising the children who remained in Mexico as if they were 
their own, the children do not seem to lose sight of their migrant mothers. The different 
simultaneous dynamics (intergenerational) present within these constellations show that care is a 
complex and ambiguous concept. Care as a semantic field covers different meanings: to care for, 
to care about, to take care (caretaker) of, to give care (caregiver), or even to be caring. This goes 
along with different ethic and normative notions of care. In Rethinking Care, Obrist (2013) 
questions “what is good care?” She goes on to argue that care is embedded in wider notions of 
responsibilities, needs, and expectations of care. As mentioned before, most immigrant mothers 
left their children with maternal grandmothers as primary caregivers. According to Dreby (2010), 
“Migrants believe maternal grandmothers to be the most logical caregivers for their children 
during their absences” (p. 149). However, in my research it was not uncommon to see paternal 
grandmothers who have lived with the children before migration taking care of them. Many 
women reported leaving their children with their own mothers because they were already living 




rupture,” as the physical home of the child remained the same. Despite strong emotional ties that 
grandmothers have with their grandchildren, grandparents rarely question biological parents’ 
attachments to their children. Caregivers, however, sometimes faced a paradox. They did not 
question the claim that biological parents held over the children, despite their own deep 
attachment to the children. Further, they did not question the decisions their sons and daughters 
made to move north and reunite with their husbands or wives, which they considered proper, but 
they sometimes resented being left behind, especially when resources were insufficient to take on 
the responsibility of raising a child. 
Care is the single most important aspect that keeps a constellation together. As women 
crossed the border, contrary to common perception, their sense of responsibility and duty toward 
not only their child/ren but also toward the mother they left behind is intensified. Neither Gemma 
nor her mother, Emma, envisioned a life where they would share caregiving obligations 
transnationally, as they did not create this plan together. Thus, for both of these women the 
constant worry not to overstep boundaries as mother and daughter contributed to the tensions that 
arose from the everyday practice of parenting. As grateful as she was for her mother taking care 
of Daniella, Gemma struggled with the fact that her daughter “loved” Emma as her own mamá. 
Emma, on the other hand, did not want to “take over” the role she understood to pertain to the 
biological mother. Gemma, like many of the mothers interviewed, was conscious about the limits 
of her role in caregiving. If children in Mexico were young, the relationship between mothers in 
New York and caregivers in Mexico tended to align without much disagreement. It was when 
children were in their teenage years that the duties of caregiving and the obligations became 
more salient. I observed multiple occasions when mothers in New York and caregivers in 




health needs, and above all schooling. The ideals of motherhood described in the beginning of 
this chapter were re-conceptualized by both mothers and caregivers; in almost every case in my 
study the latter were maternal grandmothers. Kin-related obligations and obligations expected to 
be performed by the biological mothers happened across transnational space and mothers in New 
York and caregivers in Mexico actively created ways to “take care” of each other and the 
children involved.  
Gemma’s particular story sheds light on a pattern I found in relationships between 
caregivers and mothers. The first component had to do with Gemma’s past; she was once with a 
man whom she left. That fact created a source of anxiety for both of her parents who wanted to 
see her married with children. Her mother, Emma, supported her decision of leaving Daniella 
because she understood Gemma to have a need to be formally married, given that she was known 
as a “dejada.” Thus, her commitment to her daughter’s need to be seen as a “good” woman and 
wife trumped one of the basic concepts of “good” mother for Emma, physical presence. Second, 
after taking care of Daniella for a few years, Emma was emotionally attached to her but ready to 
hand her over when Gemma returned to Mexico. The decision to leave Daniella a second time 
was made with support from Emma. Gemma felt she had “lost” the mother love she once had 
with Daniella. Both women also worried about safety during border crossing and made a 
decision that was different from what they had agreed on a few years back. In that moment, 
together they created an alternative way of caring for Daniella. All caregivers and grandmothers 
interviewed conveyed one particular feeling over and over: preoccupation. Caregivers worried 
about their own daughters, they questioned how good they themselves had been as mothers, and 
in many ways they described their shared responsibilities with their daughters as second chances 




mothers. Thus, the “hierarchy of responsibility” was not only challenged, but constantly 
reversed. In a mirrored way, mothers in New York City also saw their U.S.-born children as a 
second chance to be “good mothers.” Therefore, caregivers and mothers in New York City had 
very similar preoccupations regarding to whom they were good mothers and, above all, if they 
could indeed “care for them all.” 
Working one or more jobs was a reality to these migrant Mexican women. They often 
compared the amount of work they now had with how much they worked in Mexico before 
leaving. As soon as they became mothers in Mexico, the majority of their time was spent at 
home. Even if they worked outside of the house it normally involved making tortillas, selling 
chicken, or working at the small family stores that were usually attached to their homes. Some 
women, however, had held jobs as housekeepers in towns that were farther away from their 
pueblos. Even women with those jobs felt like they had more time to dedicate to their children, 
and that was synonymous with “good mothering.” In New York, women found themselves 
facing three different mothering realities. For the children they left behind, they became the 
breadwinners who cared and supported them financially; transnational mothers are not replacing 
“caregiving” with “breadwinning” in their definitions of motherhood, but they are expanding 
their definitions of motherhood to encompass breadwinning and they recognize that this may 
require long-term physical separations as the ultimate sacrifice (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila, 
1997). For the children they brought over to the United States, they felt guilt but also had a 
sentiment of sameness. Maria Fernanda, a migrant mother, told me, “Florencia [daughter she 
brought with her from Mexico] is illegal and so am I. She helps me take care of my younger 
children and now she has a baby herself, so in a way we are both illegal mothers” (Interview, 




were the primary caregivers and a main economic supporter, as working mothers; however, they 
often felt an emotional distance because of language and cultural barriers (detailed in Chapter 
III).  
When I asked mothers if they planned to ever go back to Mexico their answers were 
mixed. Sara explained:  
   Felipe, my son, has asthma. The center where we go is right in front of my apartment. 
The government pays for it and I have help . . . in Mexico I would have to take a truck 
and go three hours to find a hospital for my son. Is that fair to him? No. But is it fair to 
Agustín that he is left there in Mexico? (Interview, New York City, April 2 2010) 
 
When Sara first migrated, her mother, Clarisa, supported her decision because Sara was a 
teenage mother whose boyfriend just disappeared. Clarisa wanted her daughter to find love and 
happiness. But then Clarisa began to feel that Sara was missing out by being away from her son, 
Agustín. Sara had recently separated from Felipe’s father, so Clarisa said, “she is not caring for a 
man anymore, so she should now come back and enjoy her son” (Interview, Mexico, 7 July 
2010). Sara found out that her husband had impregnated another woman. She told me that when 
she confronted him, he hit her and forced her to have sex with him. She confronted him again, 
threatening to kill him using a knife. Her sister, Rosa, told me she came down stairs from her 
apartment and tried to calm Sara down. The two of them got in a fight as well, and Sara stopped 
talking to her sister. Sara’s husband told her that he had recorded her threatening to kill him and 
that he would have her arrested. Sara’s boss could not understand what was going on and I ended 
up doing the translation and going to the lawyer with Sara and her boss to translate the 
conversations. In the end, Sara’s husband had not recorded her and he was bluffing. Clarisa 
could not understand how Sara could still stay in New York and provide for Felipe and Agustín 
if she was a single mother now. Even though this story made me reflect on the way men abuse 









While childrearing patterns vary widely from one society to another, in most it is mothers 
who are primarily expected to perform this vital function. Yet in many families in developing 
societies, many mothers are physically absent. In the majority of the countries in the world 
women engage in domestic internal migration prior to international migration. In the United 
States there is a strong tradition of quantitative studies that link child development with mothers’ 
physical presence. For the past several decades, hundreds of thousands of women, many of them 
mothers, have been migrating from poorer countries to wealthier countries in search of 
employment. Contrary to accusations that they are abandoning their children (Parreñas, 2005) or 
turning them into “Euro-orphans” (Lutz, 2012), these “transnational mothers” believe they are 
able to fulfill their maternal responsibilities by earning much-needed cash for better food, 
clothing, shelter, and—above all—improved chances for an education (Segura, 1994). In 
addition, a less discussed subject related to why women migrate has to do with their own desires 
to follow a husband or to attempt a new life in a country with more opportunities. Even though 
migrant women do rationalize their departure as a sacrifice, there is more to their stories than 
much of the literature cares to analyze. Narratives about desires, personal “realization,” and fate 
are lost in the notion that justifications beyond “providing for children” are deemed inappropriate 




interviews with women and are not discussed as being part of the “myths” and “symbols” of 
motherhood used and created by mothers and grandmothers.  
This chapter demonstrates how ideals and practices of motherhood that may seem at odds 
are actually adaptations of what mothers consider to be “good” and “caring” mothers. The very 
act of leaving and migrating represents a “break” in the nexus of motherhood that includes 
physical presence. However, for many this act is justified by the very reason of trying to be a 
“good mother” and care for one’s children. I addressed the meanings mothers attach to the idea 
of a “good mother,” feelings of guilt and sacrifice, and the importance of supporting their 
families. The issues at play are more complex than discussions of empowered migrant women 
versus migrant women reproducing the reality of the host society. An analysis that focuses solely 
on dichotomies loses sight of the shifting gendered ideologies of motherhood within the 
migration context. Gemma’s story complements the results of over 40 interviews and 
observations with the other constellations: intergenerational relationships between women 
contribute to constructions of the ideals behind caregiving and transnational motherhood; 
personal desires feed motivations to migrate, but are quickly suppressed beneath the perceived 
duty of how a mother should care for a child; and women are not contradicting ideas of 
motherhood learned from their mothers in Mexico, they are using those concepts to create new 
forms of mothering from afar. They struggle to deal with the guilt that stems from the sacrifices 






Interlude: When Caregivers and Mothers Don’t Get Along 
 
After spending time in the South Bronx for a few weeks I befriended Dora, the owner of 
a small restaurant and grocery store called “Mercado San Marcos.” Dora was from a town in 
Puebla I had visited before. I told her about my research and that I was looking to speak to 
mothers who had children in Mexico and in the U.S. Dora told me about Aruna. I left my 
business card with Dora and told her to give it to this lady when she had a chance. The next day I 
received a phone call from Aruna. She was the first mother to voluntarily get in touch with me. 
We arranged for me to go to her house and meet her. She said her sons would be in school, so 
she had a few hours to talk to me. The next day I went to see her at her house. I pressed the 
buzzer and Aruna let me in. I walked up three flights of stairs and could not help but notice that 
there were 20 apartments per floor. I could hear loud music coming from the different apartments 
and a strong smell of marijuana. I heard loud men’s voices. I heard young children’s loud voices. 
I heard arguments about how loud the music was. I heard dogs barking. I finally arrived at 
Aruna’s door and knocked. She opened a few inches of her door and looked to see who it was. I 
smiled and greeted her. She closed the door quickly and unlocked a few locks in to let me in. I 
walked into a one-bedroom apartment with a small living room, a kitchen, and a bathroom. The 
apartment was 55 square feet. Marco, Aruna’s husband, slept on the couch in the living room. 
Aruna slept in the bedroom with her three sons: six-year-old Carlito, four year-old Kiki, and four 
month-old Pablo. There was also another person living with them named Gloria. Gloria rented a 
bed and paid $200 a month. She was only there for the weekend since she was a stay-in 




behind in Mexico, but her children were now aged 30 and 33. She was a transnational 
grandmother. 
As we started talking in the kitchen, I asked Aruna to walk me through her life from the 
time she was born to whatever she knew about her own mother and father’s life history and her 
decision to migrate. Aruna got nervous and her eyes filled up with tears as I finished asking 
about her life. Aruna was 26 and looked even younger. She was rocking Pablo’s bouncer with 
her left foot as she began to tell me her story:  
 
   You know . . . my life was hard, but now I have been blessed. I can’t complain. I don’t 
know from where to start because some things make me feel really sad. I have been 
depressed and anxious and I didn’t want to get out of the house. I cried for no reason and 
I didn’t want to work. Some days are still bad, but I look at my precious miracle, my 
baby and try to get on . . . move on, you know?  
 
Aruna told me that her life before moving to the U.S was difficult. Aruna’s mother, 
Clara, lives in Cuautla, south of Mexico City, and Aruna lived with her mother until 2005 when 
she moved to the U.S. Her mother was an immigrant herself and she spent eight months in 
California when Aruna was seven years old. Aruna described those eight months as “sad in the 
beginning, then I got used to it.” She explained to me that while her mother was gone she forgot 
her mother’s face and that felt sad. She remembered making an effort to visualize her mother’s 
face and all she could see was a blurred image. During that time Aruna stayed with her aunt, who 
lived across the street. She didn’t remember speaking to her mother much during that time, but 
she did remember receiving gifts. When Clara returned they went back to living together and 
Clara quickly found a boyfriend. “El Señor,” as Aruna described, “was nice to me in the 




and bringing home different men. Aruna described their relationship as turbulent because Clara 
always criticized Aruna, calling her names and being aggressive.  
During her teenage years Aruna began seeing a man called Vicente. At sixteen Aruna got 
pregnant and had her first daughter, Elvira. While she was pregnant she got married to Vicente 
because, according to her, “if you get pregnant and the father is there, you have to get married, 
you can’t be a single mother . . . it doesn’t look good.” One year later Aruna gave birth to Kaia. 
She was seventeen years old and had two babies. Aruna worked at her mother’s grocery store 
where they sold chicken and tortillas.  
Aruna told me that Vicente began to drink heavily and she would ask him to go buy 
diapers or milk and he would come back empty handed and smelling like alcohol. Aruna 
described herself as someone who speaks her mind. I agreed. She told Vicente that he was a 
“bad” father and that he didn’t care about her or their two daughters. Aruna told me that from 
that day on regular beatings started. He slapped and punched her in her face, arms, and legs. “He 
never touched my babies, never!” she told me. After a few months of ongoing violence, Clara 
told Aruna to bring her children and move in. Aruna packed her bags and went back to her 
mother’s house. Vicente began a campaign to get Aruna to move back with him. He asked her 
for forgiveness, spoke to Clara, got a better job, and stopped drinking. Aruna went back to live 
with him. She moved out again a month later and did that three more times. Clara was fed up 
with the constant back and forth and finally threatened Aruna by saying that if Aruna left her 
house again she would keep the girls and raise them herself. Aruna decided to leave Vicente for 
good and moved to her mother’s house permanently. Clara had gotten back together with “El 
Señor,” her former boyfriend. Aruna got along with him in the beginning. However, after a few 




told me, “If I was cleaning the floor or cooking he would try to touch me and say stuff like ‘you 
are so pretty’ or ‘I want you.’ I told my mother and she got mad at him and he promised to stop. 
He told her he was just joking around.” After that happened Carlos stopped with the harassing 
for a while, until one day: 
   I was in the shower and my daughters were in the bedroom. One in the crib and the 
other in the little walking chair. My mother had given me specific orders not to give that 
idiot the truck keys because she knew he would be drunk. He got home drunk, that dog. 
He was so drunk he couldn’t stand up. I got out of the shower and went to my mother’s 
bedroom to get her conditioning cream. I had a towel wrapped around me and I was 
putting cream in my hair. He walked in the room and started harassing me . . . “I want 
you” . . . “you are so young and I know you haven’t had sex in a long time, I know you 
want it too.” I started screaming at him telling him to get out . . . he started to call me 
names, “puta,” everything you can imagine. Then he said “give me the truck keys” and I 
said no . . . he started saying “you better give me the truck keys” and I felt like if I didn’t 
give him the truck keys he would do something to me. So I grabbed the keys and threw at 
him and screamed “chinga tu madre, pendejo” (go fu** your mother, you a**hole). And 
he left. 
 
After this event her mother returned home. Aruna told her the whole story of what happened. 
Clara told her that Carlos would not be coming back home ever again. Aruna told me, “I felt 
protected by her. She held me and said that nothing bad would ever happen to me.” A few days 
passed and Aruna saw the truck in the driveway. Carlos was back in the house and her mother 
said she wanted to have a conversation with Aruna. Clara told her that if Aruna wanted to 
continue living with her there were boundaries that had to be set. Carlos and Aruna were not to 
be in the same room of the house together at the same time. This included the living room, 
kitchen, bathroom, and patio. Clara also said that Aruna was to stay away from Carlos because 
she “provoked” much of their interactions so it was better for both if they stayed away. At that 
time Elvira was three and Kaia was about to turn two. Aruna described feeling abandoned, 
lonely, and with no prospect of a “better life.” That was when her cousin Ana came to her with 




living in New York and he was also from Cuautla. Ana said that this guy, Marco, could help 
them financially to get to New York and find work. Ana said he knew the right coyotes and had 
work ready for them as soon as they arrived there. Aruna asked to speak to him on the phone. 
Marco and Aruna started to talk on the phone for hours every day for the next two months. She 
told him everything that had happened in her life, about her mother, Carlos, Vicente, her 
daughters. Marco was against her going to the U.S because of her daughters. Marco told me, “I 
didn’t want her to leave her children so I told her not to come” (Interview, New York City, 
January 17 2013). Clara had no idea that Aruna was talking to Marco or that she was considering 
going to the U.S. Aruna convinced Marco to help her cross the border and find work. She did 
that by repeatedly telling him how hard it had been for her to live in the house with her mother 
and boyfriend and how she couldn’t walk around freely and felt that she had no one. Marco sent 
her the money and they arranged for her to cross through California and go to Los Angeles. From 
there she would get in an airplane and fly to New York City. As often happens, when people 
decide to leave it usually occurs within days. It was no different for Aruna. She received the 
money and planned to leave the next day. Her biggest concern was her two daughters. She did 
not want them to stay in that house with her mother and Carlos. Thus, she arranged to leave her 
daughters with Ana. She packed her daughters clothes and dropped them at her cousin’s house. 
Clara still didn’t know what was about to happen. Then Aruna told her mother: “I will take the 
girls to have ice cream and I will be back soon.” Clara replied an emphatic no. Aruna insisted 
and Clara responded: “you never take your daughters for ice cream and you want to do it today?”  
Aruna told me she had written a document in which she stated that she wanted to leave 
her children with her cousin. Clara told Aruna that she knew Aruna was planning something and 




Cuautla and take her to Mexico City was about to arrive and Aruna saw herself in an impasse. 
She ultimately decided to go to the car and leave her two daughters in the care of her mother. As 
Aruna tells me this story she can barely complete a sentence. It took me multiple interviews to be 
able to complete this description, because Aruna was so distressed as she described the last 
moment she looked at her daughters’ eyes and said goodbye. 
   My own mother hated me. She despised me. I never wanted my daughters to think that 
I left them because I didn’t love them. Never. My mother was only able to have me, she 
miscarried many times and in my village we think that God is punishing you when that 
happens. She got bitter and resented how quickly I got pregnant and can you imagine I 
have five kids now? So I left her. I left them. I left everything behind and I didn’t look 
back. When people say, “your heart breaks,” I think it’s true. It breaks and never glues 
back again. I told my two daughters “I’ll be right back” and it has been almost seven 
years now. In the beginning I blamed my mother. She resented me, she mistreated me, 
she miscarried, and she left me. I wanted to break out of that situation. But now I feel 
divided because if I hadn’t come here I wouldn’t have had my three boys. But now the 
consequence is that my daughters think I am their older sister. 
 
Aruna’s journey to cross was hard. She told me it took her over 45 days to arrive in Los 
Angeles. She walked 10 hours almost every day, only resting during the day when border patrol 
was doing their search. Aruna got close to an older man who was bringing his grandson with 
him. She took care of the child during the crossing and the man protected her. She also cooked 
for the men in her group (36 men and 4 women). The other women were married and crossing 
with their husbands. When she got to Tijuana there was a van with clean clothes and they drove 
to Los Angeles. She called Marco and he told her he would fly her to New York the next day. 
Aruna told me she didn’t feel “ready”:  
   I knew that the moment I arrived in New York I would have to be with him. And he is 
such a great man, but I didn’t feel ready. So the man I met in the crossing had two 
nephews and one of them was married. They all lived together in an apartment and the 
woman [nephew’s wife] cleaned houses . . . she said I could go with her to clean and she 
would give me $20 each time. She also said I could live there with them. So I lived there 
for one month. I cooked for them, cleaned, and did everything around the house. But then 
the other brother wanted to have sex with me . . . and I didn’t want to. I called Marco and 





Marco was working when Aruna landed in La Guardia airport in New York City. He sent 
someone to pick her up and take her to his apartment. She got to his apartment and described to 
me, “there was a towel on his bed with a toothbrush and toothpaste, new clothes, a cold beer, and 
a pack of cigarettes.” She took a shower and changed. The apartment was shared with three other 
men, but each had their room. After she showered and changed she sat on the bed and drank the 
beer. Marco soon entered the room, greeted her, and asked her how her trip went. Aruna and 
Marco talked, drank, and smoked for hours. Marco was expecting them to sleep together and 
they did. Aruna told me that she was shocked at how ugly he was, but that he was very nice. A 
couple of weeks later Aruna found out she was pregnant with Carlito. She called her mother to 
tell her the news and her mother responded, “you went there to work not to have babies.” Marco 
has helped Aruna send remittances to Elvira and Kaia; they sent toys, money, and clothes.  
Aruna’s relationship with Clara deteriorated further. Aruna called her daughters but Clara 
would lie and say that they were not home. Clara started telling the girls that she gave birth to 
both of them. Clara told me she showed them pictures of them as babies and pointed to her belly, 
affirming that they came from her. Aruna sent toys but Clara would intercept them and gift it to 
the girls saying that she bought them. When I visited Clara and the girls for the first time I was 
not allowed to tell them Aruna was their mother or say “I’m a friend of your mother.” Clara told 
me it was the best thing she could do for Elvira and Kaia. I was only allowed to take the girls to a 
McDonalds and hang out with them during the day. I went to a Mother’s Day event at their 
school and the girls wrote beautiful cards to their grandmother. They asked me about their “big 
sister” and about the boys: Carlito, Kiki, and Pablo. I showed them pictures, but always under the 




As I set in Aruna’s kitchen for the sixth day in a row listening to the story of how it all 
began, Carlito came back from school. When he entered the house he saw his mom crying and 
said, “is she talking about the ‘bad grandma’ again? She always cries when she talks about the 
bad grandma.” Clara has said that it is too late now for Aruna to go back to being a family with 
her daughters. But Aruna was adamant (like all of them were) that there is a bright and happy 
future in front of her. 
To make things worse, Aruna was evicted for a second time and had to move to a new 
apartment a few blocks away. Those moments made the communication between Aruna and 
Clara even more difficult. I arrived at Aruna’s house to see the new place and she had a friend 
there. It was a hot summer day and they were having watermelon and chatting. Her new 
apartment was a two-bedroom and Gloria, her weekend renter, sleeps with the boys. Gloria was 
about 60 years old. After about an hour at the apartment we went to pick up Carlito, age six, 
from school. Her friend Irma held Pablo, aged four months, the entire time. Irma told me that 
Aruna was too rough with the kids and that she needed to be more loving with them. On our way 
back from school Aruna told me about a big fight she had with her mother on the phone just a 
day before:  
   I was talking to my aunt and asked her if the amount of money I was sending my 
mother was enough. I found out that my mom was saying that ever since I left I ruined 
her financially. She said she paid the police a lot of money to look for me when I went to 
the U.S. So I called my cousin to ask him how much money did my mom actually pay 
because he was the police . . . and he said “mi hija, I didn’t ask your mom to pay me or to 
give me any money.” So when I was on the phone with my mom I told her that and she 
got upset with me and said that she had to sell her car and polleria because of me. And I 
told her, that’s not true; you ruined yourself because of Daniel. You wanted to have him 
in the house as a papi chulo (sugar daddy) and now you blame me. 
 
When we arrived back at Aruna’s home she called her mother in Mexico. Clara did not 




Aruna put her on speakerphone so I could hear. Clara said, “Elvira wants to speak to you.” Aruna 
got excited for a second and then immediately got concerned. Clara put her Elvira on the phone. 
Clara prepared Elvira to tell Aruna how she felt about Aruna. Elvira started saying “yo no te 
quiero, tu me abandonastes” (I don’t love you, you abandoned me). Then Aruna lost it, “I did 
not abandon you, I didn’t leave you in the street with no food. I send you money and gifts, 
abandoning is different, it means I forgot about you and I didn’t.” Elvira gave the phone back to 
Clara, who told Aruna, “Are you happy now? We have to go.” Clara hung up. Aruna was really 
upset during the phone call and sobbed. Carlito, who was there too, started crying and told me: 
“yo lloré porque Elvira no quiere mi mama” (I cried because Elvira doesn’t love my mother).  I 
asked Aruna if her mother was bitter about her departure and Aruna said:  
   She is bitter for something and not for other things. She makes my daughters not like 
me and she put her on the phone because she didn’t want to talk to me anymore. Nothing 
I ever send is good enough for my mother, she thinks the store Children’s Place is 
terrible, and she demands brands like Nike. Yo atraso mis niños en la escuela (My kids 
are late to go to school) when I have to after her demands. 
 
When I met Elvira in Mexico, Kaia and Clara they were very suspicious of my presence. 
Because I was Aruna’s friend Clara thought I had some hidden agenda that included telling the 
girls about Aruna and how much she loved and missed her daughters. Clara agreed to be 
interviewed after a few days. She told me she was teaching Aruna a lesson on life: “she should 
have never left her nenas here. And now she is off having more and more children with another 
man. Why? I wasn’t good enough mother for her?” (Interview, 30 May 2012). Clara complained 
constantly about the lack of financial support and gifts from Aruna. I asked Kaia and Elvira if 
they wanted me to bring anything back to the U.S. for the boys. Both girls asked me to take 




attention as I had been instructed not to refer to them as their brothers. Clara quickly corrected 
them: “your little cousins.” 
Aruna’s story shows us that not all mothers in this research had a positive relationship 
with their own mothers prior to leaving. Aruna’s story elucidates how a negative relationship 














 Constellations are split across physical and emotional borders. Relationships across 
borders are accompanied by distortions of perceptions, roles, and morals. In order to understand 
the implications of migration and physical familial separation for mothers, caregivers, and 
especially children, one must look at how care constellations organize, divide labor, and co-share 
tasks transnationally.  
One central feature of transnational maternal labor entailed engaging with the educational 
opportunities and experiences of the children in Mexico and in New York. The mothers I 
interviewed often justified their decision to migrate in terms of providing a “better life” for their 
children; this better life depended in part on what the mothers perceived to be a better education. 
Though this is obviously a normative response, and though the women eventually revealed 
myriad [what they consider to be] less noble reasons for migration, it is clear that, for the 
women, providing an education made the process of “leaving” legitimate and thus acceptable for 
the members of the constellations. This chapter exemplifies how transnational motherhood both 
in practice and in ideas crosses borders when the subject regards the care and wellbeing of her 
children. In addition, I show how caregivers in Mexico and mothers in New York City go 
through parallel experiences when trying to actively participate in children’s lives. 
I argue that biological mothers in transnational care constellations have a central role as 
decision makers in school-related activities “here and there.” Even though the ways migrant 




tasks in the U.S. and “virtually” in Mexico, they both take on and are assigned the authority role 
in the lives of children on both sides. School-related discussions about academic performance, 
homework completion, respect and politeness in classrooms, aspirations to continue in school, 
etc. are central to the communication that takes place across borders. Maintaining this 
transnational role of authority was not always easy. Mothers struggled to maintain the position of 
authority and central decision makers with their children in New York City. They described 
feeling particularly vulnerable given their legal status, lack of English language knowledge, and 
limited knowledge of the how school system works in the city. Further, caregivers in Mexico, 
who often had never attended school, described their role in helping their charges as limited and 
potentially damaging; they expressed concern about not knowing how to help children with 
homework and not feeling competent to interact with teachers during parent-teacher conferences. 
  Members of these constellations are not connected “neatly” or “evenly”; nonetheless, 
they are connected. To demonstrate, I will first discuss how mothers in New York City are 
central decision-makers in school-related issues in Mexico and in the U.S., even when there is 
lengthy separation with the children in Mexico and language and status barriers with children in 
the U.S. Second, I will argue that mothers in New York and grandmothers in Mexico go through 
similar challenges when interacting with teachers and school staff in both countries. Third, I will 
show the critical role Internet and Communication Technology (ICT) play in transnational 
mothering, particularly as mothers make education-related decisions. ICT fosters regular 
interactions between mothers and grandmothers, between mothers in New York City and 
teachers in Mexico, and between separated siblings doing homework and/ or playing. To 
understand the implications of ICT on both sides of the border is to understand the parallels 





Mothers as Central Decision-makers in School-related Issues 
 
Mothers in this study understood their central role in school and education issues as both 
imperative and expected from them by other family members. In their own way, the mothers in 
this research project sought actively to be engaged in the education of their children in order to, 
in their words, secure a better future for them. In doing so, they constantly and actively shared 
tasks and duties with caregivers in Mexico, relying on those caregivers for enforcement and 
feedback.  
Much of the literature on mothers’ educational achievement asserts that mothers’ school 
involvement and children’s academic performance are heavily correlated (e.g., LeVine et al., 
2011; Sawyer, 2010). Even though physical presence of mothers is a well-known argument for 
better school performance of children and youth, Mexican migrant mothers’ central role in the 
education decisions of the children they left in Mexico is celebrated and expected. Grandmothers 
and children in Mexico expect the participation of New York based mothers in their schooling 
activities. In New York City, even though mothers shoulder the responsibility of education and 
school related decisions of their sons and daughters, they experience hardships when it comes to 
participating in school activities. This chapter builds on the previous chapter to examine how 
members of these transnational constellations face struggles, and in many cases overcome them, 
when trying to make decisions about schooling, which means for them making decisions about 
the type of education their children will receive.  
Valdez (1996) observed in her study of Mexican immigrant families in the Southwest that 




children. Bhandari et al. (2005) found that parents who belong to minority groups, were from the 
lowest economic strata, and were immigrants, particularly those with limited English language 
skills, were often perceived by educators as being less involved in their children’s education, 
despite the fact that they held educational aspirations for their children that paralleled the 
aspirations reported by other parents. These studies do not discuss how immigrant mothers (or 
fathers, for that matter) actively seek ways to participate in children’s education in their country 
of origin and how that contrasts with the results they achieve when interacting with teachers in 
the receiving society. In fact, I found that Mexican migrant mothers in New York participate 
more frequently in school-related decisions in Mexico than in the U.S. 
While educación is a goal migrant mothers have for their children, it is in the process of 
decisions and actions related to schooling that those aspirations get translated. Throughout my 
fieldwork I found that mothers and caregivers associate the concept of “a good mother” with the 
idea of “providing an education” and of children who are “educados” or well-mannered. The 
cultural model of educación in Latin America encompasses not only academic achievement, but 
also behavior of children and youth. Prins (2011) calls this behavior “social competence.” 
Educación goes beyond the formal walls of schools as it involves childrearing at home, within 
families, and in communities. Thus, education or educación has a double meaning that covers 
school achievement as well as manners and respect (Bartlett, 2007). In this research mothers 
were adamant about being able to keep their children and youth in formal schooling. For them, if 
children and youth stayed in school and performed well they found their migration decision to be 
somewhat worth the sacrifice. Even though most children and youth in this study were attending 
public schools, fieldtrips, after school activities, and books and materials for school were only 




could also learn about discipline and ethics. Thus, even though report cards and good grades 
were the ultimate indicator of success, mothers expected their children and youth to be well 
mannered, knowledgeable, and respectful young people. 
When I inquired what “providing an education” meant, the mothers overwhelmingly 
emphasized the importance of providing financial support for schools or school fees as well as 
money to buy books, uniforms, and food at school. Results from surveys with 225 children in 
schools in Puebla of showed that 90% of children received some sort of remittance from a family 
member in the United States. The children that received remittances in the form of physical gifts 
from their migrant mothers listed them as: backpacks, pencils, pens, notebooks, English language 
books, pencil cases, and undershirts to be worn with uniforms during school days.  
Mothers also described a “good mother” as one who provides emotional support, is 
available to help with homework at home, makes sure children learn, makes sure children are 
polite and respectful (educados), and makes sure teachers treat the children right. Women 
explained that the role of a “typical mother” is compromised when there is lengthy separation 
with no possibility of reunification. They work with caregivers in order to find ways to be 
present in education and school-related decisions. The goals of educación in regards to 
comportment or behavior and the goals of educación in regards to schooling were in tension. 
Mothers leave to get resources for schooling but must abdicate being the one to provide children 
with the daily discipline that entails the comportment part. 
Mothers interviewed often contrasted the role of the mother with the role of the father. As 
one mother named Camila explained,  
   You have to understand the following: the man is the “head” of the family . . . ok . . . 
you understand? Now, the woman is the neck, the arms, the body, the everything. And 
the fact that I am not physically there with my nenas (little girls) does not mean I am not 




same way as I put the ones here through school. In my heart there is space for each one of 
my children. I love them all equally. (Interview, Brooklyn, April 2012) 
 
Caregivers in Mexico are frequently themselves mothers. When their daughters migrate, they 
also play an important role in deciding on school and education issues. However, caregivers do 
not actively attempt to “take over” and “claim” children as their own, with rare exceptions like 
Aruna. As explained by Gloria, a grandmother and caregiver,  
   My daughter gave birth to Pilar. I raise Pilar as one of my own, but she is my 
daughter’s daughter, she [Pilar’s mother] is the one that has to make the decisions about 
everything. . . . God didn’t make me to take over as Pilar’s mother . . . when my daughter 
returns, it is her right to take Pilar with her. I try to do what I’m told and Pilar must 
respect her mother’s wishes.” (Interview, Tlapanala, Puebla, July 2010) 
 
Grandmothers and caregivers aid mothers in New York in their attempts to establish legitimacy 
as a transnational parent. They do so by reminding children and youth on a daily basis about the 
“hardships” their mothers had gone through and still go through in order “to provide” for them. It 
is not just within kinship circles that the role of the biological mother or “la que dió a luz” (the 
one who gave birth) is linked to decision-making in children’s lives. The teachers I interviewed 
in Mexico also described the role of biological mothers as central to children’s academic 
performance, attributing to them the responsibility of success or failure. In contrast, teachers in 
New York City complained that sometimes migrant mothers who worked too many jobs and did 
not speak fluent English could not assist their children “properly” at home and thus had “little 
understanding” of teachers’ notes, school activities, opportunities for after-school activities, and 
report card writings. Teachers on both sides of the border held biological mothers responsible for 
children and youth’s actions (educación) and performance in school.  
In the following section I will illustrate the first part of my argument regarding the 
centrality of mothers in school-related activities here and there. Through the story of the Osorio 




authority in an important decision regarding her daughter’s schooling, but also used the available 
limited resources she had in order to push for what she believed to be the best outcome for her 
daughter. Their story illustrates the importance of looking at the interactions across borders in 
order to understand who is making decisions and the roles of each member in these 
constellations. 
 
Making Decisions across Borders 
When I interviewed her in 2012, Brianna was living in Jackson Heights, Queens with her 
husband Ronald and her newborn baby, Junior. She had three daughters in Puebla, Mexico. 
Brianna had been in the United States for four years, and since getting pregnant with Junior she 
had not worked. Brianna called and sent text messages to her daughters and her own mother in 
Mexico several times a day. She sent them pictures and uploaded images onto her page on 
Facebook throughout the day. Brianna’s second daughter, Ashley, was in fifth grade at the time 
we met. She was an excellent student and always received great grades. In the last few months 
before finishing fifth grade, Ashley began complaining to her grandmother, who she called 
“Mamá Leila,” about her teacher. During my first visit to Puebla, Ashley talked to me about her 
teacher José. She said, “He points his finger at me all the time, everything is always my fault for 
him. I hate him, he is rude” (Interview, 2 January 2013). School was out of session during the 
time of my first visit, so I did not meet José until my next visit. I spoke to other teachers in the 
pueblo and to Ashley’s grandmother, Leila. Leila explained to me, “[José] is one of those 
teachers that is very rude . . . he doesn’t like when girls do well. But who am I to say anything? I 
didn’t even go to school.” Lilia, Brianna’s cousin who also taught at the school, told me, “he is . . 




2012). Eventually I did sit in a few of José’s classes at San Lucas Colucan Elementary School, 
and he had no issue sharing his complaints. He explained to me, “Kids nowadays have this sense 
of entitlement. I don’t know if it’s more freedom, more money from parents, more TV or more 
El Norte talk. They need to be put into their place” (Interview, 2 January 2013).  
This situation was not restricted to Ashley only. I have found that teachers in schools in 
other states of Mexico criticize familial arrangements where mothers were not present to “take 
care” of their children. A teacher in Vera Cruz openly told me in front of children with migrant 
mothers, “for them it will be harder for them to learn . . . without the mother it will take longer” 
(para ellos vaya ser mas dificil aprender . . . sin la mamá, van a tardar más para aprender) 
(Interview, March 4 2012). 
 A few weeks later, after I returned to New York City, I was at Brianna’s house one 
afternoon when her phone rang. It was Ashley. She said, “Mamá, I am not going to school 
anymore, I hate my teacher.” Brianna tried to calm her down and immediately asked her if she 
had asked “Mamá Leila” to intervene. Ashley said she asked Leila, but Leila said that there was 
nothing she could do and that she did not feel comfortable going to the school and fighting with 
anyone there (Ella no quiere pelear). Brianna told Ashley she was going to talk to Leila about it 
and she would take care of things. After they hung up the phone Brianna told me, “These are the 
times I have to control myself and not jump in the plane and go back. My daughters need me to 
take care of their lives. It’s the one thing I want them to do . . . the one thing, you know? Go to 
school, get an education and get a good job. Have a chance in life! And then I am not there! Ahi 
me pongo loca (I go crazy)!” (Field notes, 5 March 2013). 
 Later that day, Brianna called Leila and asked her to speak with a cousin who worked at 




seventies and she complained about feeling tired.
5
 Leila told Brianna, “Why don’t you solve 
your children’s problems, hija? I do the best I can, but I tell them you are their mother, you 
know?” Brianna responded that she would. An hour later, as I sat on Brianna’s bed holding her 
baby, she called the school’s principal: “Is Fidel around? This is Brianna . . . Brianna Osorio . . . 
la mamá de Ashley (Ashley’s mother).” She looked at me and pushed the speaker button so I 
could hear. I put Junior in his crib so I could take notes. After about one minute a man came back 
to the phone: “Yes, can I help you?” Then Brianna started: 
Brianna: I am calling you from New York. Do you remember me? We met before. 
Fidel: Yes, I remember, yes.  
Brianna: Listen, you will have to do something for my daughter. This teacher is causing 
her a lot of trouble and I am getting very upset.  
Fidel: I know . . . I know señora, but what do you want me to do? We have one fifth 
grade class and only four months left of classes.   
Brianna: You have to do something. Move her. Move her from this class . . . No me 
importa! (I don’t care!) 
Fidel: And put her where? If I have to move every student that complains, señora . . . 
then there is no more school. 
Brianna: Mr. Fidel. You know my family owns land around the school. We help you with 
parties and everything . . . that’s how you know me. You don’t want me to talk to my 
cousins and my uncle there, do you? We are Osorio . . . my dad was the president of the 
town 20 years ago! 
Fidel: Listen, I will see what I can do. This is a difficult situation . . . . There are only a 
few months left. Can you talk to your daughter? We have to be fair with students. 
Brianna: I will call you every day until you solve this problem . . . sale? (Ok?). 
Fidel: Let me see what I can do [very frustrated tone]. 
 
They exchanged greetings for each other’s families and finished the conversation. After they 
hung up, Brianna called Ashley and told her not to worry about the future because she had 
spoken with the principal. Two days later, after continued pressure from the part of Brianna, the 
principal called and told her they had found a solution. They were going to have Ashley sit in the 
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 “Listen,” she told me later when I was in Mexico, “I love my girls and my daughter, but I am tired. 
Brianna has to come back. I have to enroll the girls in different classes, I have to go talk to the government 
for oportunidades (cash transfer program), I have to buy them clothes, take them to the doctor, and the 
worst part: deal with school and the people at the school!” Leila did not enforce school attendance; she 
found it difficult to coordinate the different times each granddaughter had to be in school and to make 




classroom with sixth graders, but her homework and tests would be the same as fifth graders. 
Lilia, the teacher and cousin of the Osorio family, had come up with the solution and Brianna 
was happy about it. She felt accomplished as she told me, “this is to show people that it doesn’t 
matter how far you are from your children, la mamá es la que hace las cosas para sus niños, 
punto (the mother is the one that does things for her children, period).”  
 Making decisions at a distance may not be anything new for most people, since many 
families around the world live separated. However, undocumented migration presents an 
additional challenge to families because mobility across borders is highly restricted, costly, and 
dangerous. The prospects of reunification are low and all members of the constellation feel the 
emotional toll of separation. All of the women in this research had started families in the United 
States and found it really complicated to commit to going back to Mexico when they now had 
U.S. born children. Part of their justification for staying in the United States was the idea that 
U.S. born children would have a better social outcome because of their education opportunities 
in America. In light of the transnational care constellation as a means to understand how 
migration reorganizes familial ties, this short vignette illustrates the centrality of mothers in 
education-related decisions—a responsibility that travels with mothers across borders.  
 Gender has been a key to understanding dynamics in transnational families. In her study 
of Filipino left-behind children, Parreñas (2005) notes that mothers who migrate are expected to 
perform the caring and emotional work typically associated with their maternal role. In the case 
above, even though Brianna’s bottom line, as she explained herself, was to make sure Ashley 
stayed in school and had a positive schooling experience, she took on the emotional of work of 
“taking care of things” for her daughter and honoring her role as the mother. The facility with 




layer to caring across borders that allows mothers to “solve” issues and problems in real time. 
When Leila told Brianna “you solve your child’s problem,” she directly communicated that 
expectations do travel across borders and do not diminish or become less important because of 
physical distance. Brianna understood that because she had a cell phone with competitive rates 
she could call Mexico pretty frequently and there was no excuse for her not to resolve this issue 
promptly. It was astonishing to see in one day of field work three different phone calls (to 
Ashley, Leila, and Fidel the principal) and the hopes for a solution develop. If Brianna had tried 
to move her daughter to a different classroom in their school in Jackson Heights, the response 
may well have been quite different. 
Out of the 20 constellations I observed during this research, 15 mothers had had 
experiences intervening in school-related activities in Mexico. However, only half were 
successful in changing or influencing the local reality of the schools in their towns in Mexico. 
Nancy, a mother in the Bronx, grew frustrated with the fact that her son Marcos did not feel safe 
going to school in a small town in the state of Vera Cruz. Nancy told me she tried calling the 
principal of the school in Mexico with no success: “It’s hard because I know who the principal is 
and he is friends with my cousin, but he makes empty promises. He told me he was going to call 
the police to say that kids were being mugged on their way to school, but I don’t believe him!” 
(Interview, 8 August 2012). Two other mothers complained about safety concerns: Camila, 
whose three daughters complained about safety when walking to school in the state of Vera Cruz 
and Mayra, who was convinced that her son Rodrigo, who lived in Pachuca, Hidalgo, was being 
targeted by others in school because they knew he received remittances. Both Camila and Mayra 
persisted in trying to solve their children’s issues in Mexico. Camila explained to me, “here 




Everyone is involved in making decisions for your children. In my town in Mexico, if we don’t 
pressure teachers and school staff, who knows what will happen” (Interview, Brooklyn, 10 
September 2012). 
 Communication across borders resembled everyday conversations parents have with their 
children who are physically close to them. I witnessed many transnational discussions about 
curfew, boyfriends and girlfriends, illnesses, and separated sibling rivalry in which mothers 
performed the role of “counselor” and “friend” to their children in Mexico. However, when the 
issue was schooling and education, the authority of mothers became prominent. Yet, as I show in 
the next section, mothers had more difficulty asserting their influence over the schooling of their 
children in New York City. Since this research was multi-sited and I traveled back and forth 
between Mexico and New York City multiple times over the period of three years, my approach 
will be to describe the parallel experiences of the women in these constellations.  
 
Parallel Experiences: Parent-Teacher Conferences 
South Bronx, New York City, 18 March 2012. The day had come for Violeta to go to 
parent-teacher conferences for three of her four U.S. born children in the South Bronx, New 
York City. A few days earlier, Violeta had asked me to accompany her to the meetings since, as 
she explained to me, she had a difficult time communicating in English with the teachers. Violeta 
told me she did not understand when they spoke in English, because they talked too fast and it 
made her nervous to stop them and ask them to repeat themselves. She also described her 
reticence about her eight-year-old daughter Leah’s second grade teacher. “She is a Black woman 
. . . she hates Latinos and doesn’t speak Spanish. You will see how awful she is, that whore. I get 




comments, it is important to explain that much of Violeta’s anger was influenced by the context 
of her home in the South Bronx. In her building alone, there had been a number of incidents of 
Latino men and women getting into physical fights with African Americans. Violeta’s 
experiences were very much informed by her daily encounters and these situations. Like other 
mothers interviewed in the South Bronx, Violeta expressed concern, fear, and insecurity when 
describing her relationships with her children’s teachers and school staff. Her fear and anger 
stemmed from feeling uncomfortable speaking in English and also feeling uncomfortable with 
her undocumented legal status. Still, Violeta, like all mothers interviewed, understood and 
described her duty as a mother to “take care” of school-related things. Nancy, another mother in 
the South Bronx explained, “It comes down to you, the mama, to register children in school, get 
the paper work, transfer them, complain, get their uniforms, sign their homework . . . check 
every child’s notebook; and tell me if there is ONE father that has ever signed those” (Interview, 
18 March 2012). 
It was a cold morning in March when I met Violeta at her apartment. Violeta lived in a 
two-bedroom apartment in the South Bronx with her husband Silas and her four children: Ray 
(10), Leah (8), Nicole (5), and Kimberly (3). They had been living in that apartment for two 
weeks when I met them; the management company moved them from their previous residence 
for health and safety reasons.
6
 While they were in their previous apartment, the police knocked 
on Violeta’s door almost every day looking for different people involved in selling and using 
crack cocaine and heroin. In that one-bedroom apartment, the children slept in the bedroom and 
Silas, Violeta, and her brother Samuel slept in the living room. In the old building, her children 
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 In the previous year the police had made four arrests in their previous building, all regarding selling and 
dealing illegal drugs. In addition, the structure of the building had been causing leaks and ruptures on the 





developed allergies and severe coughs due to the constant smoke in the building. Even though 
their new apartment was only a few blocks from the old one, it was an improvement. The two-
bedroom apartment gave the family more room and allowed more space for the children to play 
inside. Their new building was located in front of a park that had a baseball field, benches, and a 
small playground; however, the children were not allowed to go there often because members of 
gangs “hang out” there and cause problems from time to time. Often, Dominican and Puerto 
Rican gangs would fight African-American groups in the neighborhood, and vice-versa.  
The children’s school was a 20 minute walk from their home. Silas dropped off the kids 
at the school every morning, but he never spoke to any of the teachers, did not know their names, 
and was not interested in participating in school activities. Violeta worked four times a week and 
was the one in charge of helping the kids with homework, securing food stamps, child support, 
health insurance, and any school related activity. These activities included the dreaded parent-
teacher conferences. 
Visitación, Melchor del Campo, Mexico, May 2012. Back home in Mexico, Tatiana took 
care of Andrés (14), Violeta and Silas’s first born. Tatiana is Violeta’s mother and Andrés’s 
grandmother. Parent-teacher conferences for Tatiana in Mexico were also difficult. Tatiana never 
went to school herself and her four kids, including Violeta, had all migrated North when they 
were teenagers. Tatiana never learned how to read or write, and she had a tough time helping her 
grandchildren with homework and school assignments. At the time of our interview, Tatiana was 
66. She was very active and rode her bicycle everywhere. She took care of three grandchildren 
because their mothers were in the U.S. She cooked, cleaned, and dealt with teenage drama. The 
house where Tatiana lived with Andrés and Carmen (another grandchild) was a two-bedroom 




boyfriend. Tatiana’s home had a backyard with chickens, turkeys, and a donkey. Their house was 
in front of a plaza where children played and listened to live music. Lately, Tatiana confided, the 
whole town was getting more dangerous, as cartel members were buying property and there were 
an increasing number of kidnappings and murders. Although I could not find exact numbers that 
exceeded the national average and reflected the violence Tatiana described, other family 
members in the town told me different stories about where dead bodies were hiding and how 
they were able to detect a car that belonged to one of the cartels because it had a specific logo on 
the rear window. 
 In an interview, Tatiana described herself as feeling left behind and abandoned by all her 
children, including Violeta. She had very little money and depended on remittances and on her 
animals. She would sell a valuable animal whenever Andrés really wanted something. For a 
while Violeta did not send money. She could not find a job that paid well and quickly grew her 
family. Then Tatiana told her, “if you don’t help your son, he is not going to go to Secundaria . . 
. and I will send him to be with his other abuelita because she can pay for his school and I can’t.” 
Violeta immediately started sending money: $180 a month to pay for school supplies and other 
bills. Tatiana and Andrés shared a bedroom and Tatiana called him her mandante, meaning that 
she ordered him around to run errands like buying food, paying the man who brings tortillas, and 
feeding the animals. Tatiana described Andrés as “very smart.” His teachers complained that he 
finished his assignments too fast and bothered his peers in class. Andrés’s school was located ten 
minutes from their house. After school, Tatiana took Andrés to swimming lessons and soccer 
practice. Tatiana was proud of her grandson’s academic performance. She showed me his report 




grades were good in a few subjects, but not as consistent as Tatiana imagined. Tatiana did not 
like to participate in teacher-parent conferences, so she was almost always absent. She said: 
   The teachers are nice people, they treat him right, but I don’t understand them very 
much . . . and the person feels bad . . . before it was difficult because I didn’t know how 
to help him with homework . . . but his cousins are older and they helped him. Even 
though Violeta left when she was 15, she went to school . . . . She almost finished high 
school, she was smart. Andrés needs to know that . . . that he has his mother’s head, he 
can be someone.  
 
South Bronx, New York City, 18 March 2012, continued. We arrived to South Bronx 
Elementary School at ten in the morning. As we walked in, we were handed a ticket and an 
evaluation form that was required by the Department of Education in the City of New York. The 
lady at the entrance explained, “If you fill out this evaluation, you will get a free ice cream.” 
Violeta looked at me and complained, “These bastards think they can bribe us with ice cream, I 
am not filling these evaluations . . . throw them out. Garbage.”  
 We started by visiting Nicole’s classroom. Nicole was in 1
st
 grade and her teacher was of 
Puerto Rican origin. She went back and forth between Spanish and English to talk about Nicole. 
Leah (Violeta’s older daughter) had also been a student of Mrs. Cruz, so Violeta knew her 
already. Mrs. Cruz started by talking about Nicole’s reading abilities. She pointed to the wall 
where big letters were hanging. “See the letters?” Mrs. Cruz asked. “The best students are 
reading a level “O” but Nicole is reading on the “F” level, which is very, very low, OK?” Violeta 
set there in the tiny chair looking at Mrs. Cruz who continued to talk, “Nicole doesn’t speak 
good English and she doesn’t speak good Spanish. You need to read with her at home, practice 
reading with her mami, in English please! She is not putting any effort in class, it’s hard for me . 
. . you know mami, it’s hard!” Violeta kept saying “OK.” Mrs. Cruz then described an episode in 
class where she asked children to draw their families and name family members as in “brother,” 




man that appeared in the drawing. According to her, Nicole described this man differently each 
time. He would be grandfather, then uncle, then brother. This man was sometimes Samuel 
(Violeta’s brother) and sometimes Andrés (the son in Mexico). Violeta did not like that Mrs. 
Cruz implied that Nicole did not know something that basic and in Spanish said to the teacher 
that maybe Nicole was having a bad day. Violeta wanted to leave and Mrs. Cruz wanted to be 
done, so we all got up and exited the classroom. As we walked to the next meeting, Violeta told 
me: “I told you . . . they hate my kids and now they decided that Nicole should be in a class for 
English as a second language. I don’t understand . . . they have moved her three times.”  
Next we went to Leah’s classroom and Violeta continued: “This is the bitch I told you 
about . . . . She is the one that is Black and hates the Mexican people.” Mrs. Smith welcomed us 
into the classroom. We set down and she pulled out Leah’s test scores. She also pulled out a 
model exam. Mrs. Smith said, “This is what a perfect test looks like and this is what your child’s 
test looks like, you see the difference? This one is good [she mimicked a thumbs-up] and this one 
is bad [she pointed to Leah’s paper, mimicking a thumbs-down] and it’s Leah’s test.” Violeta 
looked down the entire time we were in the classroom to avoid eye contact with the teacher. I 
started translating to Spanish some of the things Mrs. Smith was telling Violeta. Mrs. Smith 
would use basic vocabulary to point at tests and say “this is bad” or “this is good.” The teacher 
also said at least four times in 20 minutes, “No more Spanish at home, otherwise she will never 
learn.” In the final part of the conversation, Mrs. Smith said that Leah was most likely going to 
fail the grade and that she had one chance left, so it was up to Violeta to study with her and make 
sure she learned
7
. She explained that Leah was always late with homework, that she was sloppy 
and did not put any effort into learning. I translated as fast as I could to Violeta. She understood 
                                                 
7
 See Varenne & McDermott (1998) for a discussion of how American schools are successful at failing students and 




what I explained to her, but I do not think Violeta was listening at that point as she was already 
closing her purse and getting ready to leave the classroom. We stood up and the teacher shook 
my hand and said, “Thank you for translating, this is an impossible task otherwise.” There was a 
moment there where Violeta did not know if she should shake the teacher’s hand or not, and the 
teacher also had awkward body language. They finally shook hands and Violeta said under her 
breath and in Spanish, “She is only doing this because you are here, bastards.”  
 In the hallway we saw other mothers waiting to be seen by the teachers. Two of them 
greeted Violeta and asked, “Did you talk to the devil yet?” Violeta responded, “I just left hell.” 
We arrived at the final stop, Mr. Okima’s classroom. He was Ray’s fourth grade teacher. Mr. 
Okima had a projector with Google translator opened on the monitor. He told me he was using 
this strategy all day to speak to parents who did not speak English. Violeta smiled and said under 
her breath “que buena gente” (good people). Mr. Okima was different from the other teachers 
because he seemed concerned about Ray’s performance and behavior in class. He described Ray 
as a “quick” and an “interested” student. He explained that Ray “gives up easily” though, and did 
not aim to be great. Mr. Okima also told Violeta that Ray did not show up to the after-school 
tutoring sessions he had arranged for Ray and that concerned him. Violeta was surprised, as she 
had no idea where Ray would be from 2:40pm to 5pm if not in school. “I will kill that boy when 
I get home!” she told me as we walked out of class. Violeta was livid, “I work to keep these kids 
in school and this is what I get. Even Andrés [her son who is in Mexico] does better in school . . . 
Ramiro is lazy, the laziest boy I know.”  
 Throughout the visits Violeta did not ask any questions to the teachers. She did not ask 
for clarifications, and she did not defend her children or agree with the teachers. She listened to 




with the school staff and teachers. She was frustrated with the lack of support and with the 
“negative” comments about her children’s performance. She described the first teacher as an 
“idiot,” the second one as “racist,” and the third as “nice, but maybe too nice.” Violeta dreaded 
parent-teacher conferences and her role as the decision-maker and discipline enforcer for school-
related issues in New York. All of the teachers complained to Violeta about the fact that she was 
the one writing down answers on her children’s homework, and more often than not teachers said 
the answers were wrong. I asked Violeta if she did the homework for her children and she told 
me yes. Violeta, like other mothers interviewed, grew frustrated with her “failed” attempts of 
helping their children succeed in school. And the injunction against Spanish pained her: she said, 
“They say don’t speak Spanish at home, but I don’t speak English . . . so should I not speak to 
my children at all?” 
Visitación, Melchor del Campo, Mexico, May 2012, continued. I walked to Andrés’s 
school with Tatiana. As we arrived at the school, teachers and the principal were in one room 
chatting and having coffee. Tatiana stood at the door and kept her head down until they noticed 
her. “Hello, can I help you?” one teacher asked Tatiana. “Yes, I’m here because my son, I mean 
my grandson Andrés told me the principal wanted to talk about him to his mamá . . . so to me.” 
The principal asked her to take a seat and I introduced myself to him. Principal Leonardo 
explained that Andrés was very smart, but he bothered other students in class. “He finishes his 
assignment faster and then he bothers students, he teases them.” Tatiana responded “oh” or “ah,” 
but not more than that. The principal then called the other teacher and asked her to give Tatiana 
examples of Andrés’s behavior. Carmo, the teacher, explained,  
   He is a teenager and he wants attention. My guess is that he doesn’t get attention at 
home . . . it happens. Also, Andrés likes to talk about his family in the United States and 




read, he finishes before I am done explaining the assignment and he gets up and walks 
around, disturbing students with his stories. 
 
Tatiana occasionally looked up to the teacher and principal and finally responded, “I’ll tell his 
mother that.” The principal looked at me and said, “I feel bad because families are destroyed 
because of migration and poor grandma here has to raise teenagers. How unfair!” Carmo, the 
teacher, then explained that she sent a number of notes to Tatiana that she did not sign. She also 
said Andrés missed many visits to museums because he did not bring the release notes or the 
payment. Tatiana apologized and said she was going to talk to his mom. After a few minutes we 
stood up and left the school.  
 Tatiana told me it was not the first time she had received complaints from Andrés’s 
teachers. She said, 
   In the beginning, when he was younger like seven or eight, he would come home crying 
every day and say ‘why did my mother leave me?’ He didn’t want to go to school. He 
was sick. So he went to a . . . one of those . . . psychologists and he helped him. I feel bad 
because I feel like I can’t help him, I can just love him. 
  
If they could afford it, other grandmothers and caregivers in Mexico also resorted to 
psychologists when they thought the children were depressed or anxious. It was furthermore, a 
common response to say they felt they could not help children with school because they were 
“illiterate” and they needed to use professional help because “the mothers were gone.”  
Parallel experiences. Violeta and her mother Tatiana both clearly felt disempowered 
when assisting children with school-related activities. In New York, Violeta experienced a 
language barrier and felt nervous about her undocumented status. Her status never came up 
during the school visit, but she explained to me that being “illegal” is a cloud you carry and you 
never know what will happen. Violeta understood her role as central in school decisions; she 




not her partner Silas. However, she felt inferior to teachers and complained that she could not 
“fully” help her children with homework if she did not understand the instructions. It was not 
just about the impact of the language barrier on Violeta’s ability to perform her role as a 
decision-maker in school related subjects, it was about the expectation Violeta, her partner, her 
children, and other family members held that it was her role as the person who would “take care” 
of the education of children. After all, she said, their opinion was: that’s why she left. On the 
other side, Tatiana did not experience a language barrier but as an illiterate woman with a low 
level of schooling, she was uncomfortable in the school and did not always understand the 
discussion of homework, teachers’ notes, or other instructions. Tatiana also had Violeta and 
Violeta’s role in her mind when she responded to the teacher and principal: “I will tell his 
[Andrés’s] mother.”   
 Grandmothers understood their roles as caregivers as an extremely important duty. Some 
caregivers endured abuse from their partners in order to, in the words of one, “provide a stable 
home for the children, since their mothers are gone, you know?” Grandmothers encouraged 
children to attend school and sometimes enforced school attendance. However, school 
attendance did not mean academic achievement, as some children go home and find no one to 
help with homework. A schoolteacher told me, “We don’t know what to do, because sometimes 
you see that [the children] are putting effort into learning, but when they go home they have no 
support, especially if the grandparents run a farm or have a job where they are all day” 
(Interview, 8 June 2011). A teacher in Puebla explained to me, “The mother is the head, the 
neck, and the body of a family. When they leave it’s not just the psychological part that gets 
affected. Grandmothers also lose their daughters and the whole family feels it. It’s serious” 




ashamed. This study shows that caregivers were invested in the school life of children; they had 
immense pride and great aspirations for the children. However, many did not feel qualified to 
assist with homework, go to parent-teacher conferences, or demand better quality schooling. 
Caregivers interviewed reported some kind of difficulty intervening or trying to be part of 
school-related activities with their grandchildren in Mexico. I interviewed 31 caregivers and did 
extensive ethnographic work with eight of them. Of the 31, six had finished 9
th
 grade, fifteen had 
gone as far 2
nd
 grade, four had gone as far as 4
th
 grade, and six had never been to school. Thus, 
the feeling of lack of confidence because of their backgrounds kept them at a distance from any 
formal education setting. Caregivers were firm and steady with teachings at home. Cleaning, 
cooking, feeding the animals, keeping oneself clean, and respecting the elderly were all part of 
the duties and knowledge they imparted to the children they cared for, and they executed this 
aspect of care giving with much confidence. With the exception of Aruna and Clara, caregivers 
turned to the biological mothers for input in most things related to school. There was a clear 
divide when the subject was formal education: “Eso es cosa de la mama, yo ya no puedo ayudar 
con eso (this subject belongs to the mother, I can’t help with that)” (Field notes, Leila, Puebla, 12 
May 2012). Thus, these grandmothers could help their grandkids with comportment and social 
competence, but not with the formal aspects of schooling. It became clear to me that the 
perceived noble justification for migration, which was tied to providing a better education, 
allowed all members of the constellation to “hang on” to this reality of transnational duty. 
Cecilia, a caregiver and grandmother explained to me, “First, my daughter knows more than I do 
about school, second, that’s why she went to El Norte . . . it’s her responsibility and she pays for 




On the other side, mothers in New York City had less involvement with decisions in 
school-related activities in New York City than in Mexico. I observed that this comparative lack 
of local involvement, reported by 46 of the 60 women interviewed, was not because they cared 
less about their children born in the United States. Their hesitation had to do with how they 
understood their place in society.  
One afternoon (10 March 2012) when I accompanied Emilia and her baby Alondra to the 
Herbalife office, several mothers (13 of the 60 women I interviewed) waited for me patiently as 
they chatted in the small space. When I walked in, Nancy screamed to the others: “she is here, 
let’s ask her.” I did not know what they wanted to ask me, but I saw all these women, some with 
their babies or toddlers next to them, holding different pieces of paper in their hands and ready to 
talk to me. Nancy approached me first and asked me to read and translate a document from her 
son’s school. In the document, the Department of Education had denied her petition to transfer 
her child to another school. Anthony had been diagnosed as having special needs, and Nancy 
complained that he was being bullied in school and that the teachers did not provide him any 
support. She never spoke to anyone at the school; she reached out to a social worker who knew 
someone in the Department of Education who told her to submit some paperwork. When I asked 
Nancy why she didn’t go to the school and try to talk to the principal and teachers, she replied, 
“Because I don’t want to see anyone face to face . . . what if they mark me and target me after I 
complain and maybe even call the police . . . I can’t even understand English. I’ll be the clown.” 
Other women followed Nancy’s lead, asking me all kinds of questions: “Can my son join 
summer school?” “How do we get free lunches?” “Who do we call for free tutoring?” “Is there a 
way to transfer schools?” “My daughter is undocumented, can she get a GED?” “Can you come 




to the welfare government building, and to the housing management office; they were looking 
for a close resource. Needless to say, I was in the dark almost as much as they were, but I could 
find people to talk to them. 
Mothers may have appeared not to be as involved in their children’s education in New 
York City as they were with the children in Mexico, but the reason often had to do with fears 
related to not knowing the language, concerns about legal status, and general lack of confidence 
that they would be treated fairly. In parallel lives, caregivers and mothers saw their backgrounds 
and who they were as limitations to how much they could help children. 
 The description of these parallel lives raises an important point for discussion: the 
contrast in what is valued in the two educational systems. In New York schools, teachers were 
very specific about the individual progress of each child. The emphasis was on school 
achievement and independence. They emphasized the acquisition of English. Test scores, after 
school programs, and readings skills were at the top of their list when discussing the experiences 
of each New York born child. In the case of Andrés in Mexico, teachers were more concerned 
with giving feedback regarding social and group interactions. There was very little discussion 
regarding achievement and performance, but more focus on the idea of educación. 
 
ICT and Education 
 
All women interviewed used Internet and Communication Technology (ICT) to maintain 
relationships and non-school related practices. ICTs can also be seen as solutions (though 




ambivalence’ they engender” (Madianou, 2012, p. 278). This, in turn, has consequences for the 
whole experience of migration, sometimes even affecting decisions about settlement and return.  
The women in this study used ICT extensively to communicate with their children and 
impart ideas about educación. Mothers in New York City worried about how their own mothers 
(their children’s caregivers) were being treated. Brianna, Gemma, Violeta, Sara, Emilia, Camila, 
and even Aruna (who did not have a good relationship with her mother) constantly sent text 
messages or wrote notes on the online social network Facebook that read: “make sure you are 
helping your grandmother” or “show respect to your grandmother and do as she tells you.” Those 
messages got pushback from youth, especially children on the other side, who responded with 
emoticons to signal a rolling of the eyes or a happy face sticking its tongue out. Still, mothers 
often referred to their own experiences, “This is the woman that raised me! Show her respect” 
(Sara’s text to Agustín, June 2013). The mothers also relied on ICT to help directly with 
schooling. Of the 60 women I interviewed, 20 reported using social media to help with 
homework. Within the 20 constellations where I dedicated most of my research time, I observed 
10 of them engaging with social networks or other communication vehicles to assist with 
homework.  
As described in a previous interlude, Aruna, a mother in the South Bronx, developed 
strategies to use ICT methods to get in touch with her daughters and help them with homework 
and school projects. It was with this argument that Clara, Aruna’s mother and her children’s 
caregiver, allowed Aruna to speak with her daughters. “If she is going to help them with 
homework, great! Because I don’t know how to . . . but I don’t want Aruna telling these poor 
girls she will be back, because she won’t” (Field notes, 1 May 2012). Aruna used Facebook and 




Mexico about homework. When I visited Clara and the girls for the first time in Mexico, I was 
not allowed to tell them Aruna was their mother or even say “I’m a friend of your mother.” Both 
Clara and Aruna asked me not to do that. Clara told me it was the best thing she could do for 
Elvira and Kaia. I agreed, since that was the condition for me to visit Aruna’s daughters. Despite 
this elaborate ruse, Aruna wanted to participate in her daughters’ schooling process. She 
constantly sent them books, pencils, pens, pencil cases, and backpacks with notes like: “for you 
to continue to do well in school.” She went on Facebook and wrote to her aunts and cousins 
begging them to show her pictures on Facebook of Elvira and Kaia. She wrote her status on 
Facebook as “missing the rest of my family” or “sad not be home for my daughter’s birthday” 
and asked other family members to show those to her daughters. Her cousin Ana did show Elvira 
and Kaia Aruna’s posts and pictures of Aruna’s sons in New York City. Aruna constantly posted 
videos, cartoons with sayings, and motivational greetings for her daughters to stay in school and 
do well. She hoped that through social networks her mother Clara would not be able to keep her 
from her nenas.  
 Aruna also wanted her three boys in New York to be close with their sisters in Mexico. 
Thus, every week Aruna set up Skype calls for homework help time where her two daughters in 
Mexico brought their questions and doubts about homework that week. Clara allowed that 
communication to take place. Aruna also made sure Carlito (6) and Kiki (4) taught the two girls 
some words in English. Aruna herself did not always understand the homework questions Elvira 
and Kaia had. When that happened, she used the Google search engine to find out how to 
respond to her daughters. During these sessions Aruna did not want to say “I don’t know” to any 
of the questions her daughters had. ICTs facilitated a kind of interaction that would not have 




them resenting Aruna because she had lied to them their whole lives. “I can’t have my daughters 
wake up one day and only have terrible memories about me . . . they need to know I support 
them in their opportunities and that I want them to succeed, even if I am far away.”  
Brianna, Gemma, and Camila also used Facebook to exchange motivational notes for 
school achievement. Stella, Camila’s fourteen-year-old daughter, took pictures of her homework 
and posted on her mother’s “Facebook wall.” Camila printed the pictures and glued them to her 
refrigerator, just as she did with her children in New York City. Social networks gave mothers 
quicker news about school achievement and education experiences happening to their children 




 Transnational care constellations are unique in a sense that separation exists, but the 
desire to maintain family ties through this system also exists, as illustrated by the case of the 
Osorio constellation. Part of the definition of transnational motherhood is the idea women have 
of “being here and being there”—or not being and not being there. Brianna, for example, 
operated outside this dichotomy fully acknowledging her position within the care constellation 
and using her resources to fulfill her role of central decision maker.    
 In this chapter I showed that mothers were sometimes more successful engaging with the 
school “back home” than with the school in New York City. At local schools in New York City, 
the mothers in this study mentioned feeling fearful and disempowered due to language barriers 
and legal status. Furthermore, Hamann and Zúñiga (2008, 2009, 2011) have argued that 




States are very different. Parents in Mexico paint schools, build desks, make food for the 
students, and help with celebrations. In the United States, parents are supposed to be educators: 
they are supposed to read to children, teach them English, and supervise homework. Their roles 
are considered pivotal for children’s academic development. Mothers in the U.S. are expected to 
take on more pedagogical roles, and the mothers in this study often felt unprepared for that work. 
Despite their presence, parents and caregivers both experienced difficulties 
communicating with the local school. Violeta and Tatiana went through similar struggles in 
Mexico and in the United States; they felt powerless to help children under their care with 
homework and dreaded interacting with teachers and school staff. Other mothers in this research 
described similar feelings. I have read countless letters from teachers and school administration 
in New York City regarding children’s behavioral issues, grades, parental participation, 
transferring from English as a Second Language (ESL) to different classrooms, requests for 
children to see psychologists, and offers for tutoring that mothers either ignored or did not 
understand. Teachers in both systems complained about parents/caregivers, using deficit 
language and assuming the adult did not care about schooling. As I show here, lack of parental 
involvement in schooling did not mean lack of aspirations for a better education. Education was 
always the goal of caregivers and mothers. Constellations united over this common goal and 
gave each other support. However, the process of schooling and especially homework, extra-
curricular activities, and reading at home were particularly difficult. Mothers used ICTs to 
remain active in the education of their children, despite the distance. While I am not arguing that 
Skype or Facebook are the glues of transnationalism, they do play important roles as tools to 
remain connected. These tools allowed for real time updates and interactions that meant more 




In this chapter I illustrated mothers’ centrality in the transnational care constellation with 
regards to schooling and education within the model of comportment or behavior. Building on 
the previous chapter regarding maternal ideologies, I showed how education becomes identified 
with biological mothering. It implies both a practical situation where mothers have more years of 
schooling than grandmothers, so they are better suited to take charge of their biological 
children’s education, and an ideological adaptation to mothering in a transnational setting in 
which education continues to be a key dimension of child-rearing, and all the more so given the 








As part of my methods I used drawings to elicit narratives from children who were 
separated from their mothers and/or siblings. I collected over 65 drawings from children during 
workshops and 75 through surveys. Below are examples of how children and youth drew their 
families, their thoughts about Mexico, and their impressions about the United States. 



























Picture 2. “My Family” by Carlito (6). 
 
Carlito, Aruna’s son, drew the picture above when I asked him to draw his family. 
Carlito, who lives with Aruna in New York City, did not include his sisters Elvira and 
Kaia or his grandmother Clara in the drawing. When he finished explaining to me who was who 
in the picture, Aruna yelled at him: “How can you not draw your sisters? How can you forget?” 
Carlito asked me if he could draw the family again. Later he told me, “I know they are my 
sisters, but they don’t live with me . . . and my mom cries about them all the time. Do you think 
they are my family?” 
Carlito’s brother Santino, age four, asked me to help him as he attempted to draw his 
family. After listening to his mother get upset with Carlito for not including the two sisters in 
Mexico, Santino told me: “don’t forget mis hermanas (my sisters).” He drew the characters and 
asked me to name them for him. Aruna looked at the drawing and told him, “well done!” 
Mothers like Aruna tried their best to keep their children’s memories of their siblings alive. 
Aruna had the names of her daughters written on the bathroom walls and constantly asked 




themselves confused by the idea of who belonged to their families and more often than not 
associated family with who lived in the same residence. 
  

























Picture 4. “My Family” by Roman (9). 
Above is one of the drawings I collected during workshops in two towns in Puebla. A 
nine-year-old called Roman created this picture. His aunt and his uncle were raising him as he 
had been separated from his mother for over four years. He drew himself, his two dogs, a man, 
and a woman. He then told me the story behind the picture: “This is my mother Quirina . . . the 
one in El Norte . . . you know? But the man is Erasto, my uncle . . . because I don’t know my 
father, my aunt tells me she is not my mother and I know that. My mother sends me gifts like 
backpacks and books . . . she has babies there [in New York City] but I don’t know them . . . I 
guess they are my family” (Interview, 19 May 2012). Roman, like other children in this research, 
had a hard time making sense of who belonged where in his family. He held on to his mother, as 
represented in the picture, but his uncle was drawn next to her as part of his family. His cousins 






                
 
Picture 5. “My Family” by Brian (7). 
Brian, 7, Allison’s son, did not draw his biological mother in the picture (19 June 2012). 
He drew his grandmother Agustina and his two aunts Sofia and Luna. Agustina, his 
grandmother, had been taking care of him for over three years. She told me, “I raised him like he 
is my own.” Brian did not speak with Allison frequently. One day during the week I was staying 
at Agustina and Brian’s house, Allison called. I was drawing with Brian on the floor while 
Agustina chatted with Allison on the phone. “Hijo, your little brother wants to talk to you on the 
phone,” Agustina told Brian. Brian looked at me, scratched his head “Quien?” Agustina replied, 
“Your brother, hijo, Allison’s son.” Brian got up and went to the phone, saying “Oh, Allison’s 
son.” Allison told me in New York she has given up claiming Brian to herself. She told me,  
   The truth is I left because I thought in the long run I could help my mom and Brian by 




another child now [referring to the fact that her ex-husband has custody of her daughter]. 
I’m scared of seeing Brian now. (Interview, New York City, 2 October 2011) 
 
When I inquired why, she said, “he might reject me and I understand it.” Allison didn’t have a 
job for a while, so she did not send money home for months. She would also not call for a 
month, because according to her, “it is too painful to talk to my son when he doesn’t even care 
for me as his mother. But I understand. I did this” (Interview, 2 October 2011). 
Picture 6. “My Family” by Geraldine (11). 
 
 
In the picture above a young girl named Geraldine drew her family. She explained to me 
that the baby that her mother was holding in the drawing was herself. Geraldine was an example 
of how families do stay “frozen” in time when there is migration. Her last memory of her mother 
was when she was very young. Her mother left Mexico when she was less than two years old. 
Geraldine is older than all the siblings pictured in the drawing, but she described herself as her 


















Children are both social actors and subjects of social forces; as they experience 
migration in their families, they have their own responses and opinions. Their experiences 
are central when understanding the consequences of maternal migration and family 
separation. In this chapter I explore the perspectives held by children and youth on both 
sides of the border regarding migration and family separation. I argue that transnational care 
constellations allow children and youth to imagine the other side of the border and through 
that they are able to explore their thoughts and perspectives on material things and 
inequality, as well as sense of belonging and family. Their imaginaries are the vehicle for 
making sense of being part of a transnational care constellation. This chapter represents the 
uniqueness of particular data I was able to capture of dynamics between separated siblings. 
Within transnational research, separated siblings’ relationships have been understudied in 
part because of the complexity involved in the collection of data, but also because children 
and youth seem to be constantly learning about where the “rest” of their families are.  
Much of my time doing fieldwork for this research was spent with children and 
youth. Through their photographs, drawings, poems, journal entries, Facebook messages, 
text messages, and other representations, I show how children and youth make sense of 
maternal migration and transnational families and how these ideas get translated into two 




children in my research make sense of migration. The first narrative concerns the existent 
inequality on “the other side,” which is informed by their interactions not only with family 
members who are physically close to them, but also by interactions across the entire 
transnational care constellation. Children inherently contrast their experiences to what they 
understand about the experiences of the “rest” of the family. Second, I focus on the narrative 
in which children and youth describe their sense of belonging in the family. Considering 
oneself part of a family remains a latent desire of children and youth and the transnational 
separation heightens the craving for a family unit. Attention to these themes illustrates how 
children and youth use cultural values they learn and develop to build characters and 
realities that inhabit spaces far away from them.  
Children of immigrants “here and there” change as a result of family movements 
across cultural and geopolitical borders and their interface with institutions like schools and 
neighborhoods changes, as well. Faulstich Orellana (2009) accurately describes this 
phenomenon: “children and youth experience juxtapositions of discrepant beliefs and 
practices made visible by the movement of people” (p. 25). As Coe et al. (2011) remind us, 
the idea of childhood is culturally specific, and it shifts over time in response to political and 
social changes. Children and youth construct their own stories about what Mexico and the 
United States are like, about their brothers and sisters, and about opportunities, which in 
turn shape their ideas about migration and separation. Coe et al. (2011) bring attention to 
children and youth, who, as they put it, are at the nexus of family separation. In this chapter, 
I too focus on children and youth, as they are understudied actors in the context of 
international migration. Attention to their experiences reveals much about how migration 




Mexican immigrant women often form new families as they settle in the new 
country. Even women who stay married to the same partner may have more children once 
they settle in the new country. Those decisions yield siblings and half-siblings split across 
borders. The perspectives and sense-making of children and youth on both sides of the 
border is not restricted to news of parents; children also imagine how their siblings live and 
reflect on what kind of lives they have on the other side. Children in this research discussed 
their understanding of the reasons behind the migration of their mothers and other family 
members initially in light of economics: lack of employment in the pueblo, the need to 
work, the possibility of stable income elsewhere, upward mobility, and better living 
conditions. Even though there is support for the claim that employment and economic 
factors motivate people to leave the country (push and pull factors), the children and youth I 
interviewed also discussed alternative explanations and justifications for parental migration. 
They engaged discourses they had heard in both households—Mexico and the U.S—and 
sometimes agreed with them and sometimes rebelled against them. I found the narratives 
created by children and youth to be gendered; girls discussed how hard it was to raise 
children in Mexico and in the U.S., while boys talked about the hardships of going to the 
field and working long hours.  
According to Faulstich Orellana’s (2009) research on migration, children continue to 
be mostly invisible outside of families and schools. They are often addressed as baggage 
that is “brought along,” “sent for,” or “left behind” by sojourning parents (Faulstich 
Orellana, 2009, p. 15). Explorations of children’s actions, contributions, social relationships, 
and cultures are paramount to understanding the implications of maternal migration. In 




also important to look at how children and youth express resentment or appreciation for 
parents and far-away siblings, and ultimately how migration shapes and influences their 
worldviews. 
Realities across borders may seem distant, but children and youth are constantly 
“crossing the border” with their imaginaries. Gardner (2012) asked, “what is it like to have a 
‘home’ where close relatives live, but which one has never visited?” (p. 1) and “how is 
transnational migration experienced by children?” (p. 1). In order to answer these questions, 
the author describes:  
   Clearly, imaginations and imaginings are central to the future shape of 
transnational social fields. In some instances this may lead to certain places 
becoming sites for heritage tourism, very much “over there” and conceptually 
different from “home,” but in others it may lead to the distinctions between places 
becoming increasingly blurred, especially if the children themselves do not make 
such distinctions, however much state boundaries or (adult) discourses of ethnic 
belonging insist on them (Gardner, 2012, p. 12) 
  
This chapter builds on the discussion presented by Gardner but includes the micro-
contexts and the specific accounts children and youth give of their transnational experience. 
In the introduction to Minor Transnationalisms, Lionnet and Shih (2005) explain,  
The transnational designates spaces and practices acted upon by border-crossing 
agents . . . . The transnational . . . can be conceived as a space of exchange and 
participation wherever processes of hybridization occur and where it is still possible 
for cultures to be produced and performed without necessary mediation by the 
center. (p. 5) 
  
Can there be a transnational body? If we understand the body as a physical “space of 
exchange and participation,” as stated above, perhaps. More importantly: can children and 
youth actively construct this transnational body? Yes, they can. In this chapter I bring 




primary sources of thoughts on migration. Concepts like inequality and family, though 




When asked why they migrated, mothers almost always responded “to provide for my 
children” or “to provide a better life to those who stayed.” Children and youth responded in 
similar ways to the same question. Mothers justified their absence as service to others: they 
explained that the reason they had migrated in the first place was to be able to provide for their 
children. Even though they offered other explanations and justifications for leaving their 
children, they did not deem those explanations appropriate for a caring mother (as described in 
Chapter II). In an almost mirrored way, when I asked the children in the U.S. and in Mexico, 
“Why do you think your mother migrated?” the first reaction from children and youth was to 
explain that their mothers needed to work to support them, to provide them with a better life. 
Agustín (16), whose mother Sara had been living in New York City for almost ten years told me: 
“She left so we can have a good life here” (Interview, 25 June 2010). In Mexico, caregivers and 
especially grandmothers reminded children every day that their mothers were away to provide 
for them. “This sacrifice of [your mother] being away from you,” Clarisa told Agustín, “it’s 
exactly for you.” In another household in Mexico I asked the same question to Daniella, whose 
mother Gemma had been in New York for 12 years. Daniella (14) responded, “I know she works 
a lot there, I know she is always busy running around, so I think people there work . . . well there 




and caregiver, Emma, also repeated to her every chance she got, “people go North for the ones 
they love, hija.”  
Hochschild (2013) described the experience of children left in Kerala, which is similar to 
my findings in Mexico, “managing” their doubts and questions regarding the reasons behind a 
mother’s departure, 
 Why, the older children recalled asking themselves, did my mother leave me when the 
mothers of my school friends did not leave them? Did my mother have to leave, or did 
she want to? Or did she leave me because I was naughty? Answers to these questions 
seemed to differ depending on how a child imagined a parent’s role as well as that of 
fathers, grandparents, friends and others…As a one grown child of a migrant worker put 
it, “I wondered why she couldn’t have stayed back or I couldn’t have gone with her. I still 
wonder” (156). 
 
Research in global migration (Dreby, 2010; Parreñas, 2010) explains this phenomenon as 
the “sacrifice” mothers and fathers undertake for their children. My interviews and observations 
revealed a much more complex picture that challenges the assumption that children and youth 
accept this rationalization of the sacrifice. For both Agustín and Daniella, for example, this 
explanation about why their mothers left generated confusion. The 37 youth I interviewed 
expressed frustration with that explanation and pressed their grandmothers for a more complex 
account. These moments of frustration were usually preceded by grandmothers telling the 
children what to do, the children  reacting to the orders, and grandmothers resorting to saying 
something such as, “you are disappointing your mother with your behavior.” One morning 
Monsterrat (14) confronted her grandmother: “Did I ask to be born? NO. Why is it my fault that 
she left . . . let me tell you why she left, abuela (grandmother), because she wanted to leave and 
go make her money and get out of this pueblo. It has NOTHING to do with me” (Field notes, 7 
July 2012). Agustín expressed similar thoughts when talking to his mother Sara on the phone, 




28 July 2011). Thus, even though the normative response was to say “my mother migrated for 
me,” children and youth had moments of resentment, and they expressed confusion about the 
justification for migrating. They sometimes felt that the role assigned to them as the primary 
beneficiaries of the migration of their mothers was unfair.  
On the other side, U.S. born children and youth discussed the migration of their parents in 
two instances, when they wanted to inquire about “life on the other side” and when they had to 
discuss legal status, government welfare, school registration, and the possibility of family 
traveling. At Gemma’s house in Sunset Park, Brooklyn, her daughter Yazmin inquired: “why 
can’t we go to Mexico this summer?” Gemma explained that they were waiting for lawyers to 
figure out the paperwork that would allow the whole family to travel together. Yazmin was not 
convinced. “Why do you need lawyers to get paperwork? What paperwork?” Gemma did not 
want to tell Yazmin that she did not have documents and that her status in the United States was 
actually different from her daughter’s. Later Gemma explained to me that she and her husband 
were asking for asylum from the United States by claiming that there was political and economic 
persecution in Mexico. Thus, they could not send their children to Mexico for the summer if they 
were claiming to the court system that the country was dangerous for them. Yazmin told me a 
few days later, “I always think my parents are speaking fast in Spanish when they want to talk 
about travel plans, you know . . . they try to do that so we won’t understand. But you know Gabi, 
I’m smart!” (Interview, 10 July 2013). 
Children and youth carry both the burden and the honor that migration brings. They are 
dependent on their families and they experience a disjuncture between their symbolic role as 
beneficiaries of migration and their actual experiences of power vis-a-vis other members of the 




United States, as exemplified by Tina (7) when she opened the gifts her mother Brianna had sent 
through me, “she is there all this time and all I get is one t-shirt. I thought people went there to 
get rich!” This is what the sociologist Robert C. Smith calls the “immigrant bargain,” which is 
the expectation that migration will bring upward mobility. Smith (2005) and Dreby (2010) both 
describe the phenomenon where mothers and fathers in the United States get frustrated when 
they feel like the expectations are one-sided: expectations that they will make lots of money and 
will be able to provide. However, children and youth in Mexico understand that their parents’ 
choice to migrate entails them doing well and being able to provide a better life for them. At the 
same time, children born in the U.S question their mothers’ commitment to sending money and 
gifts across borders when they themselves want more material gifts. The responses of children in 
the U.S. and in Mexico are thus mirrored in the sense that mothers’ very explanation for leaving 
is reflected in their children’s expectations and perspectives on migration. The children at first 
repeat their mothers’ explanation for leaving. In the end, however, frustration, resentment, and 
doubt creep into children and youth’s responses, which causes backlash. 
In the next section I argue that in their narratives, children and youth on both sides of the 
border make sense of inequalities between Mexico and the US. They do so by reflecting on 
symbols, cultural values, ideologies, employment, and economic status “here and there.” 
   
Images of the Other Side: Making Sense of Inequality 
Members of these transnational care constellations perceived and understood the other 
side to have “more” or “less” than what they had. This inequality, perceived or real, created 
space for children and youth to imagine the other side. Children and youth on both sides made 




about work, class, and material things. Children and youth in New York City valued being able 
to buy things like shoes, clothes, phones, and video-games. Sense making through difference is 
not an uncommon practice. However, children and youth in this research showed a degree of 
specificity that not only was part of existing stereotypes of modern and traditional societies, but 
that was also reinforced by their parents. In the situation below I illustrate how children and 
youth in New York City discussed their ideas about the “other side” through the lens of 
inequality and distribution of wealth. 
G: We are going to draw today. Are you guys ready? 
Ramiro (11): Yes!!! What are we going to draw? 
  G: We are going to draw what you think Mexico looks like. Ready? 
As we sat in the living room of Violeta’s apartment in the South Bronx in New York City 
her four children started painting and coloring, and using glitter and crayons as they began to 
draw Mexico. After a few minutes Ramiro was very excited to be done. He wanted to explain the 
drawing to me and make sure I understood every detail and the reasons he had included those 
details. Ramiro described the picture:  
Ramiro: Here are the people in Mexico . . . you see them? They are at farms with lots of 
animals, a donkey, a cow chickens, and maybe a dragon . . . just kidding [about the 
dragon]! The people in Mexico work a lot, they wake up at 4 or 5am every day and just 
work . . . someone told me that some of the fruit we eat come from Mexico and clothes 
too. There are trees and forests and a big house there . . . but there are no buildings and 
cars like here. They have to work a lot. 
G: Why do you think they have to work a lot? 
Ramiro: Well, because they are poor. 
G: How do you know? 
Ramiro: [pause] Because my mom says it all the time, how there is kidnapping in Mexico 
and she is not letting me go there because I could die. . . . People will take your money no 
matter what . . . they want your Nikes, they want your watch . . . because they can’t have 
it. Here there are so many stores that sell all that, in Mexico there aren’t, so they steal.  
Leah (8): Gabi, my mom can show you the videos of people without their heads . . . their 
heads get cut [off]. Women too . . . they take things from you. I don’t want to go. I’m 
scared. 
G: Your brother Andrés lives there, right? Do you think he is also afraid? 




Ramiro: He is not 28! 
Leah: How do you know? 
Ramiro: Because we play video games together and I asked him . . . you are so dumb. 
 
There are several ironies in this juxtaposition. These children live in the South Bronx and 
their father Silas reported that he had been mugged and beaten twice for being “Mexican” and 
the children themselves had described not feeling safe playing in the park because of “gangs” of 
Puerto Ricans. Yet, safety did not come up as an issue at home, only in Mexico. Further, the 
children hold a perception that Americans are wealthier because of the amount of available 
consumer goods. Violeta’s children believe there is a need to work more in Mexico, because 
people don’t have enough. Meanwhile, Violeta works five days a week and earns only $100 
dollars per week. Her husband Silas stays at home and watches television all day. In Mexico, 
Violeta’s mother Tatiana sells animals and food and receives remittances from her daughters and 
son who live in the United States.  
Ramiro has a Facebook account and communicates with his brother Andrés in Mexico 
and with other family members. Ramiro knew Andrés was fourteen years old because they 
played video games together. Andrés did not have an Xbox or Playstation in his home in Mexico, 
but he went to a computer/game store a few blocks from his house and played with his brother. 
Andrés told me, “I wish I also had an Xbox at home like my brother has in his house in El Norte. 
I have been asking my mama Violeta but they don’t send me, I think they have more money 
there.” Ramiro’s perception of Mexico was informed by a combination of the videos Violeta 
showed them and how she and Silas talked to each other about Mexico. During my observations, 
I heard them say things like “I will never go back there” or “the government doesn’t help you 
one bit” (Field notes, 23 January 2012). Both Silas and Violeta had a darker side, indicated by 




obsession with talking about death and Violeta had stated in different moments that she felt a 
connection with her country when she looked at the skull tattooed on her arm (see Lomnitz, 
2005). It was not uncommon for them to give elaborate accounts of stories about kidnappings, 
violence, rape, or beatings at the dinner table while the children were eating their meal. There 
was sometimes indignation toward their home country, but it also felt like they were describing 
an action packed movie. 
Leah, age 8, showed me yet another representation of what she thought Mexico was. 
After she was done drawing she picked up her 3-year-old sister Kimberly, put her on her lap and 
started rocking her from side to side. She made noises that sounded like she was trying to put 
Kimberly to sleep, patting gently on her back and singing her a song. She looked at me and with 
her sister in her arms told me:  
   You know, I was trying to draw mothers and children in Mexico to explain that raising 
children in Mexico is really hard. Buying a house, even worse! You have to work really 
hard for your children to put food on the table, to be a good mother. Here in New York 
there is help and jobs . . . but you must know that is a hard life over there in Mexico. 
(Field notes 20 March 2012)  
 
It took me a few seconds to absorb her short explanation. She sounded exactly like her mother at 
that particular moment. Leah did not get along with Violeta, and she wrote extensively in her 
journal about feeling unloved by her mother. During observations, Leah often disagreed openly 
with her mother. But when we were talking about what she thought Mexico was like, Leah 
channeled her mother’s narrative to explain the feeling of inequality that exists between Mexico 
and the United States. In many instances when the children would complain about not being able 
to go to the movies or not being able to buy something Violeta got extremely frustrated. In those 
moments Violeta said things like:  
   Do you think life is easy? I want you to go to Mexico to see how it is there . . . how 




idea what it takes to bring up a family and feed you all. I was pregnant riding a bike from 
side to side to deliver chickens for your grandmother. Do you think I ever complained? 
NO. The answer is no. So shut up, now. 
 
In this case, as with other families I observed, the children adopted the mother’s narrative about 
how difficult life was in Mexico. 
                 
Picture 7. Leah with her sister Kimberly on her lap. 
 Another description came from U.S. born six-year-old Carlito, whose mother, Aruna, had 
been living in New York City for seven years. Carlito had two brothers in New York who were 
U.S. born and two half-sisters in Mexico. When I asked Carlito what he thought Mexico looked 
like, he explained to me:  
   There are cows and chickens, and people work in really hot weather . . . they work 
many hours a day and don’t get paid much, then they can’t go to the mall and buy toys. . . 




other one was here. The one in Mexico was running outside with the cows and the 
donkeys and then . . . I don’t remember, but I think I remember now he didn’t have a 
house to live [in] or a school to go . . . just a soccer ball . . . then the Carlito here was 
going to school, eating at McDonalds . . . . It was a dream.  (Interview, 20 April 2012) 
 
As he finished telling me that story, his four-year-old brother joked with him “you cry, you cry.” 
I asked Carlito if he had woken up crying from the dream and he told me, “I don’t remember” 
and followed up with, “do you think that’s how my sisters live?” The week Carlito had this 
dream was a difficult one for his mother. Aruna did not have a positive relationship with her own 
mother, who used information about her daughters as leverage to have Aruna send her more 
money, clothes, and gifts. Throughout the week Carlito heard Aruna describing her worries about 
what her daughters would eat if her own mother kept on deciding what to do with the money. 
Carlito showed me a small pot in his bedroom with lots of coins and he told me, “this is for my 
sisters; they need the money because in Mexico they don’t use cars and the schools are outside, 
not like in buildings.” Carlito had an elaborate view of how his sisters lived in Mexico and the 
level of inequality that separated them as siblings. Children and youth in the U.S. worried about 
their siblings in Mexico. Of the 33 children and youth interviewed in New York City (excluding 
the three babies) 23 expressed concerns for the safety of their siblings and their living conditions.  
At the same time, many of the children I interviewed in Mexico assumed that their 
families in the U.S. had a better life, replete with consumer goods. Children and youth made the 
distinction between Mexico and the U.S. based on material things that directly differentiated 
socioeconomic status. Ana (18), one of three sisters who lived in Mexico away from her mother 
Camila and her three siblings, described what she imagined the lives of her siblings to be like, 
“All I know if that my mom has her own grocery store and that my siblings wear nice clothes 
and they always have what they want. In our case I have to ask her to give me things, I know 




“better life” they assumed their siblings had in the United States. They used the sentence “viven 
mejor” (they live better) to explain how their siblings lived. After doing participant observation 
and interviews with the 30 children who belonged to the 20 transnational constellations, I 
observed a pattern in how they responded as to how they imagined the U.S. to be. The pattern is 
exemplified by this conversation with Yuri (11) in Mexico: 
G: How do you imagine New York or the United States to be like? 
Y: I think it’s really big . . . with big, big buildings and a lot of stores where people buy 
gifts. 
G: What about where your siblings live? 
Y: They live in these big buildings I think, but I think my house is bigger . . . and they 
shop at these stores and send us nice gifts [she showed me a t-shirt she was wearing]; 
everyone has money there and they buy the newest bicycles and new shoes and they can 
eat at McDonalds all the time, right? 
Y: [After a moment of hesitation] they could send us more if they wanted to . . . [very 
low voice and looking down to the floor] 
G: What do you mean? 
Y: Maestra (teacher), you and them have so much more than we have and then all we get 
are a few things every month . . . why can’t they share more? 
 
Children and youth started their answers with broad descriptions of what the U.S. or New 
York City looked like, as illustrated in the drawings interlude. But they quickly transitioned to a 
narrative where they described a sense of inequality based on material goods and money. As they 
transitioned into a narrative that seemed more resentful, they were not totally comfortable 
seeming ungrateful. When Yuri’s grandmother, Rita, heard him say “why can’t they share more” 
she gave him a look that showed me and him that she was upset. She said, “How can you say 
that? After all the effort your mother puts into working and sending you things” (Field notes, 20 
May 2011). Of the 30 children and youth I interviewed in Mexico who were part of the 20 
constellations, 27 complained about inequality in the distribution of money and material goods 
between siblings. This finding challenges assumptions that inform the debate that has long 




socioeconomic divide between families “here” and “there.” The way children and youth perceive 
upward socioeconomic mobility is linked to consuming material goods. My analysis reveals that 
within this transnational context children create their own versions of the story using inequality 
as a base for comparison. Thus, they are assessing the economic and political inequalities on the 
other side of the border.  
Suarez-Orozco (2002) argue that the poorest immigrants suffer tremendous adversity as a 
result of immigration, but in spite of these difficulties they often improve their economic and 
social circumstances. Although I cannot affirm that without a longer study, many of the children 
of maternal immigrants in Mexico and in the U.S. did share that opinion, though, and as a result 
came to expect certain benefits from migration. While U.S. children and youth do not think about 
the migration of the parents as much as the children and youth in Mexico do, the assumption is 
that by living in the U.S. they are “better off.”  
 Symbols of development are present in the description of what the United States looks 
like, but the lack of these same symbols illustrate the narrative towards Mexico. A parallel can be 
made with the work by Kearney (2004) who argued that basic conceptualizations of the 
anthropological subject began to change rapidly in the 1970s and 1980s, to deal with the 
expressions of identity and class in this complex world. Scholars like Kearney and Roger Rouse 
(2011), who has also worked in Mexico, explain that the main influence that inevitably 
demanded and stimulated a theory of a more complex subject than the individual was the 
ethnography of migration across national boundaries, especially migrations of persons between 
“traditional” and “modern” societies. Children and youth’s imaginaries remain very much 





The “Rest” of the Family: Sense of Belonging 
 Studies regarding the effects of migration on children suggest that children show some 
resentment toward migrant mothers and less so to fathers. In her work with children of 
immigrants in Ghana, Cati Coe (2011) argues that children express more pain about the 
migration of parents than the parents themselves. She points out that children complained about 
two aspects of migration: the dispersion of the nuclear family, and the care they received from 
caregivers (Coe, 2011, p. 102). I documented children and youth in Mexico complain about the 
scattering of the family, but more about not belonging in what many of them called the “new 
family.” Even though children and youth rationalized the reasons behind the migration of their 
mothers, resentment emerged regularly. The children in Mexico struggled to reconcile their 
feelings of anger and abandonment with the constant discourse that they should be grateful for 
their mother’s sacrifice on their behalf.  
This situation was very much a part of the relationship between Emilia and Esperanza. At 
the time of our interview, 17 year-old Esperanza lived in a house in a rancho called San Felipe 
four hours outside Jalapa, the capital of the state of Vera Cruz. She had two siblings who lived 
with her in Mexico and two half-siblings who lived with her mother, Emilia, in the Bronx, New 
York. The first time I met Esperanza, she was waiting for me at the plaza of a larger town close 
to San Felipe, called Misantla. Emilia told me that arriving to San Felipe was difficult and I 
would need someone from there to guide me along. Esperanza gave me a warm a welcome and 
was excited to show me around and introduce me to her favorite spots in Misantla. It was a big 
holiday in Mexico, Mother’s Day, so there were many festivals happening in the streets and 
people were cooking their favorite foods to celebrate their madres. Esperanza was not alone; her 




questions at a time about her daughter Emilia. She touched my arm and said “you hugged my 
daughter right?”  
 As we started to walk Esperanza’s phone rang; it was Emilia. They chatted for a few 
seconds and Esperanza passed me the phone. Emilia wanted to check if I had arrived safely and 
if they were going to cook me a big meal. I told Emilia “happy mother’s day,” she thanked me, 
and I passed the phone back to Esperanza. During the rest of walk in Misantla, Esperanza and 
Emilia chatted on the phone. We got in the car to head to San Felipe and the two of them were 
still on the phone. In the car Esperanza put Emilia on speaker, thus I was able to listen to both 
sides of the conversation. Esperanza quickly transitioned from an excited mood to a more 
assertive and impatient mood. Even though that was the first time I had met Esperanza, I 
observed similar behavior in the days to come. In calmer moments, Esperanza justified her 
mother’s decision to leave Mexico. She said, “Look around where we live. There is nothing here 
but the family. She had to go and make something of herself, work, send us money, and support 
herself. Life may be easy for many people, but not for poor people. It was not a choice, she had 
to do it.” (Field notes, 20 May 2012). However, at that moment, on the phone with her mother, 
Esperanza’s logic fell apart and frustration took over: 
Esperanza: The teacher at my school told me that I can start teaching kindergarten next 
year because I’m really good with kids, I’m patient with them . . . I help them a lot. 
Emilia: That’s good, but don’t forget that you have to finish your studies first, that is 
what the money is for . . . [baby crying in the background on Emilia’s side] 
Esperanza: Mamá! Calla la niña (Mama, shut her up)! Hazme caso mamá (Pay attention 
to me, Mama)! That’s why I hate talking to you on the phone, all you care about is your 
new family, the family you have there in the United States . . . I hate your new family! 
Emilia: Calm down Espe . . . the baby is hungry, you know how babies get when they are 
hungry, hija. 
Esperanza: It’s always the same talking to you, you only want to talk fast and ask me 
about school, then you have to go with your kids from your new family. Nadie me quiere 





Emilia continued her attempts to calm Esperanza down with no success. Reception nearing the 
rancho got weak, until we could only hear every other syllable that came from Emilia’s side. 
Enriquieta in the back of the car told me: “It’s always like this. Esperanza thinks that Emilia and 
her children live in this beautiful house in New York and that her mother doesn’t care about her 
and about her siblings . . . but that’s not true. My daughter is a fighter.” 
 After I showed Esperanza and her siblings Yago (13) and Juan Pablo (12) pictures of her 
mother and half-siblings in New York City’s South Bronx, Yago, who had been diagnosed with 
Down Syndrome since birth, yanked Emilia’s picture from my hand and ran to his bedroom. I 
followed him and asked if everything was all right. He sat on the bed and started kissing and 
hugging the picture and repeating over and over “this is my mamá, my family.” Esperanza also 
followed us into the room and took the picture back from him. She stood up as he sat down and 
holding the picture she told him, “We are NOT part of this family [pointing at the picture]. We 
don’t belong with them Yago, they don’t even know who we are. Did you know that? They don’t 
care about us. . . . Look at them, they don’t even look like you and me.” She turned to me and 
asked, “Do you think they look like me?” I told her I thought they all had the same eyes. She 
looked at the picture for a few seconds. Then Yago got up again and yanked the picture from 
Esperanza’s hands, “it’s my mamá, my family.” Esperanza, upset, responded,  
   Maybe yours Yago, but not mine . . . . They know nothing about me. Do you know 
what a family is Gabi? A family stays together . . . they talk to each other, they know 
what is going on. What do they know? They are so busy living their life . . . together . . . 
under the same roof, like a family.  
 
I noticed Juan Pablo standing at the door watching the interaction between his siblings. I asked 
him if he had any thoughts about what Esperanza and Yago were discussing and Juan Pablo told 




rest of the family . . . I guess . . . I don’t know them. I don’t know if they would like me, but 
blood is blood, right?”  
In many regards, children in Mexico respected and appreciated their mother, but 
moments of frustration brought up really raw feelings of resentment. Children left behind 
sometimes resented siblings they largely did not know but were supposed to love, that got to live 
with their mothers. There is no denial that the opposing symbols of beneficiary as well as bearer 
of the consequence—distance—was a constant thought and struggle in the minds of children and 
youth in Mexico. As with other children and youth I interviewed, Esperanza could easily explain 
and justify the reasons for migration. However, they resented the “other family,” and the 
impossibility of reunification fed their resentment. It had been years since the three siblings had 
seen their mother.  They struggled with the idea that they were the beneficiaries of their mother’s 
sacrifice.  
 
Perceptions Grounded in ICT 
 Children in Mexico and in the U.S. wondered about how the “rest” of their family lived, 
if those family members knew who they were, and especially if they looked alike. Back in Sunset 
Park in Brooklyn at Gemma’s house, I was showing to Yazmin (10), Gemma’s daughter in New 
York, pictures of Daniella (15), her daughter in Mexico. Daniella was Yartitza’s half-sister, but 
Yazmin believed Daniella was the daughter of both her parents. When a picture of Daniella came 
up Yazmin looked puzzled. The last picture she had seen of Daniella was when Daniella was 
fairly young. Yazmin asked: “Is this my sister?” Gemma told her, “yes, hija . . . you knew that.” 
Yazmin continued, “That’s not how I imagined . . . I thought she would look like me and she 




thought she was like older and married [laughter].” When I later asked Yazmin to draw a picture 
of her family, Yazmin’s drawing did not include Daniella. Gemma asked her angrily: “Why are 
you not drawing your sister Daniella in the picture?” Yazmin seemed confused with Gemma’s 
reaction as she explained: “She never posts pictures of herself on Facebook . . . she only posts 
pictures of bands and boys. I know she can go out and do all kinds of things because she is old, 
too. . . . I never see her mamá, how am I supposed to know what she looks like? I can’t draw her 
if I don’t know her…” Yazmin’s younger brother Alejandro Jr. (10) interrupted her, “you are so 
dumb, you can see her if you click on the albums . . . I saw her party for graduation, it was so 
much bigger than mine” (Field notes, 20 September 2012).  
 Facebook is a major tool that now, more than ever, connects people around the world. It 
is no different for transnational families. Because the children in the constellations are generally 
younger in the United States, they rarely post pictures of themselves and use a parent’s Facebook 
account. In Mexico, youth constantly post revealing status such as, “I am really sad today 
because he broke with me” or “this is the worst day of my life,” and some allude to supporting 
illegal activities like consuming drugs and using firearms. For example, Agustín at 16 constantly 
posted pictures of himself holding fake guns and wearing masks. They post pictures and videos 
of bands and type portions of lyrics that sometimes are racy. Grandmothers in Mexico had no 
control over the content. In New York City children were heavily supervised, and mothers 
worried about their children in Mexico not being careful and exposing themselves.  
The perceptions Yazmin and Alejandro Jr. had of Daniella’s life were largely based on 
Facebook information. Yazmin complained that the pictures she saw from Daniella were about 
bands and boys and not of her. Yazmin knew a lot of the songs and bands that were popular in 




Daniella on Facebook, Yazmin started to question much of the story her mother had told her 
about migration and leaving Daniella in Mexico. Yazmin wanted to know why her parents could 
not travel to Mexico and what was “wrong” with the life there that they had to leave. She told 
me, “Daniella has this free life; she is always going to places. Why are my parents not allowed to 
travel? What did they do wrong? Is it because they left Daniella there that the government wants 
to put them in jail?” Gemma expended tremendous effort to frame Mexico and life in Mexico 
positively for her New York children. But constant interactions, especially through Facebook, 
had this eleven-year-old very suspicious about her parents’ country of origin. Gemma also did 
not want to tell Yazmin and Alejandro Jr. that Daniella was not their father’s daughter. She was 
afraid that the children would dismiss Daniella and deem her less important. 
 Facebook can be the source of stress and tension between families. Emilia, a mother who 
lived in South Bronx, New York City for over eight years, had a Facebook account. One of her 
friends, also in New York City, posted a picture of Emilia, her two U.S. born children Alonso 
and Alondra, and her husband Oliver. The caption of the picture was “beautiful family.” 
Thousands of miles away, in the small rural town of San Felipe in Vera Cruz, Esperanza, 
Emilia’s 17 year-old daughter saw the picture on her own Facebook account. The caption of the 
picture infuriated her. Esperanza wrote a comment under the picture that read, “There are more 
people in this family, you don’t know us!” The friend responded, “I only know the family in El 
Norte and her babies are the most beautiful ones in the neighborhood.” To which Esperanza 
replied, “don’t talk about what you don’t know, stay out of it.” Finally Emilia intervened, 
writing: “Stop fighting! We are all family.” After that back and forth, Esperanza started sending 
text messages to her mother telling her to “unfriend” or “de-friend” the woman who had posted 




In workshops I held in Puebla and Hidalgo with over 80 children and youth, and in my 
interviews with children and youth in New York City, social networks were often described as 
the source of much tension that fed into existing resentment between siblings. Henrique, 15, was 
upset with his mother Karina because she did not send him a new pair of Nikes, but he saw her 
picture with his little sister Katarina, 6, at an amusement park in New York City. Henrique 
asked, “If she doesn’t have money to give me a gift, how does she have money to take Katarina 
to the park” (Interview, 17 June 2011). In truth, there was a street fair in Sunset Park where 
many things were free and it was three blocks from Karina’s house. All Henrique got was an 
image that fed his thoughts about the divide between him and his sister and the attention and 
investments of his mother.  
Children and youth on both sides of the border with access to Facebook and computers 
(41) described “chisme” or gossip as a problem when communicating with the other side. When 
on the computer or on their phones, they were hypnotized by images and text from the other side 
and tried to decipher what it all meant. Joaquín, Maria Fernanda’s son who lived in Mexico, 
asked me when I was in Mexico: “my sister Florencia dresses up her daughter with really fancy 
clothes . . . but I know she doesn’t work and I know her boyfriend, the father of her baby, is a 
bum.” I asked him how he knew that and he replied, “She always writes on her wall on Facebook 
‘God give me patience because Marcelino is driving me crazy’ and I saw pictures of him and he 
is covered in tattoos” (Interview, 20 January 2013). Marcelino worked at a mechanics shop and 
was studying to get his GED. I offered that information to Joaquín, but he already seemed to 
have a story in his own mind.  
 Children and youth grew attached to the information they were able to find. For younger 




(2012) in their work Migration and the New Media describe transnational communication as 
asymmetrical in terms of the ratio of inbound and outbound calls, and the urban/ rural and class 
divides in Internet access. I did observe that children and youth in New York City had more 
consistent access to computers and phones, which allowed them to engage more often with social 
networking sites. In Mexico, even in the smallest most rural areas, children and youth carried 
smart phones and constantly traced places where they could use wireless internet connection. 
From 2010 to 2013 I witnessed a tremendous difference in the number of cellular phones, 
Internet cafes in small villages in Mexico, and children and youth’s knowledge of the latest 
technology. 
 
Siblings Coming Together 
“I want to be like my brother Agustín . . . I don’t want to go school. I want to stay at 
home and sleep and go out with my friends and get girls [laughter]” (Interview, Felipe, 6, New 
York City, 2 March 2011). I had known both Felipe and Agustín for over three years. Felipe at 
age four refused to talk about his brother Agustín; he would repeat, “My mother is only my 
mother, she is not his mother.” When Felipe was five years old, his mother Sara sent him to 
Mexico for a month so he could visit his grandmother and meet his brother Agustín. By age six, 
Felipe had been to Mexico twice and had become his brother’s biggest fan. He once said, 
“Agustín plays video games all day . . . it’s the best. He has stuff that I don’t have, like Xbox and 
all the new games and I decided that I don’t want to go to school anymore” (Interview, 2 March 
2011). 
Sara made sure to send Felipe with cousins to spend one to two months in Mexico every 




few of the families in my study (3 of the 20) could afford, especially when the mother herself 
was not authorized to travel. During Felipe’s first visit he was very excited about his 
grandmother’s house. It was a medium sized house that sat on a very large lot. They had sheep, 
cows, donkeys, chickens, dogs, cats, and turkeys. Felipe played all day outside with his cousins 
and brother and was in bed by 6pm because he was so tired. I was able to observe them together 
in Mexico. His second day visiting his brother, he asked Agustín if he could sleep with him in 
the same bed. Agustín, who was 12 at the time, used to sleep in the same bed as his grandmother. 
Felipe became increasingly attached to Agustín. They looked alike and both of them knew that. 
Agustín was proud to take Felipe around the village and show him to neighbors and other family 
members. Felipe asked Agustín to please come back with him to New York City. Agustín 
replied, “I can’t leave my mamá.” Felipe was puzzled. “But our mama is over there in the other 
side.” Agustín stayed quiet as Felipe kept begging him to go back with him. By the end of 
Felipe’s stay he wanted to go back to New York. He missed his mother Sara and wanted to see 
his friends. He had also gotten sick twice from the food and water, and Sara started to worry 
about him.  
On the one hand, it was incredible to watch Felipe’s first visit to Mexico and how he 
became enamored of the lifestyle his brother and grandmother had there. On the other hand, it 
was clear that Felipe did not want to stay in Mexico for the long run, especially without his 
mother. In the following years Felipe grew more independent and so did Agustín. Three years 
later when Felipe visited, Agustín just wanted to play video games and spend time with his 
girlfriend. He had dropped out of school and fought with his mother Sara on the phone every 
other day. She insisted that she would only send him money if he went back to school, and he 




And I want to join the army, handle guns and stuff,” he told her. Felipe was fascinated by his 
brother’s skills with the games that involved fighting and killing and started to ask Sara for an 
Xbox with games for him to play. Sara refused over and over, but Felipe kept pushing and saying 
“Why does Agustín have it then?”   
 Agustín also started to use Facebook strategically. He found jujitsu classes (martial arts) 
that he wanted to enroll in Pachuca, the state of Hidalgo’s capital. The classes were expensive 
and he needed his mother to send him the money. He sent his mother a group message on 
Facebook that included me. He told his mother he had spoken with me and that I had supported 
him. Both Sara and I knew that the story was not true. Felipe heard the discussions Sara had with 
Agustín about dropping out of school and, like other children and youth in this research, began to 
question his mother why he had to stay in school if his brother in Mexico did not. Agustín also 
started posting Facebook pictures of him wearing masks and making symbols with his hands that 
suggested affiliation with a group known for criminal activity in the region. Felipe, on the other 
side, started to imitate Agustín. One day at their New York apartment I was talking to Sara in the 
kitchen and Felipe showed up with a sweater wrapped around his face and toy gun in his hand. 
He looked at us and said, “Everybody down I’m a Guadalupano!” I asked him where he had 
learned about the “guadalupanos,” and he took me to the computer and showed me Agustín’s 
page. Those situations were unforeseen for mothers and caregivers. Relationships that were once 
mediated by mothers and caregivers were now directly between siblings. What did these 
interactions meant to children and youth’s perspectives on their future? In the long term, it’s hard 
to say. But in the short-term these interactions fed daily discussions about schooling, jobs, and 




Children in Mexico clung tightly to the notion of family and resented their exclusion 
from representations of the family. Kinship, which some have argued has lost its importance in 
modern societies, proved to be vital and something the participants of this study craved. In a 
legal environment that promotes and necessitates prolonged periods of separation, the emotional 
aspects of separation are extremely difficult for family members. The women I interviewed 
largely showed great resolve to affirm their maternal ties with children in Mexico, but the 
children themselves sometimes felt excluded.  
 
Conclusion: Thoughts about the Future 
 
In this chapter I showed how thoughts of inequality related to material goods as well as 
emotional support create imaginaries for children and youth on both sides. The idea of family 
never quite disappears even with distance and prolonged periods of separation. Children and 
youth take real and perceived inequalities to heart, and this complicates how they come to resent, 
idolize, love, and miss family members. Children and youth’s thoughts and impressions about 
migration, separated families, and siblings on the other side influence their ideas about inequality 
within the family and their sense of belonging. Physical resemblance was important when 
children and youth discussed their siblings, grandmothers, and mothers. In addition to these 
emotions, children and youth on both sides imagined their siblings in different time and spaces. 
They started with an economic perspective of how the “rest” of the family lived and used those 
ideas to build characters of who they are.  
Using inequality as a lens to reflect on how siblings live on the other side was a common 




in Mexico and had ideas of the country as a “harder” or “tougher” place to live. At the same 
time, there were examples of children in New York City using the situation of their siblings in 
Mexico as leverage to ask different things from their mothers. Children and youth in Mexico 
sometimes resented siblings in New York City, who they largely did not know but were 
supposed to love, and who shared the same residence as their mothers. For children and youth in 
Mexico, being the beneficiary as well as the bearer of the consequence—distance—built 
frustration and added to the confusion of how they were “supposed” to treat their siblings. Even 
though children and youth from the constellations said they did not want to move to the other 
country, in my surveys with over 225 children and youth in Puebla, those whose migrant mothers 
and siblings lived away were more inclined to want to migrate than those who did not have 
migrant parents.  
Participants in this research project held on to strong feelings of kinship across borders, 
though children and youth also wondered about their position and relevance within the family 
established on the other side. ICT was a form of mediation. The communication between 
separated siblings, the influence of social network, and the narratives parents present to children 
and youth contributed to the formation of this transnational space where ideas and kinship travel. 
What are the implications of these interactions for the future of these families? By the end of my 
fieldwork I continued to observe increasing social media interactions between siblings. There 
were signs that many of the narratives that mothers in New York and caregivers in Mexico used 













Media portrayals demonstrate implicit assumptions about children who stay behind when 
parents migrate. These portrayals refer to children of migrants who are in the home country as 
“orphans” or “abandoned” children. Generally, such portrayals assume that children who stay 
behind are vulnerable and disadvantaged by the mother’s absence. When they do admit that 
migration might be in some way positive, media portrayals generally focus solely on how 
remittances alleviate the strain on household budgets. For example, one UNICEF publication 
(2011), The impact of international migration: Children left behind in selected countries of Latin 
America and the Caribbean, maps out the “negative” effects on children: psychological, 
economic, education, safety, and health. Obviously, there are plenty of negative consequences 
for children and youth when a primary caregiver leaves to migrate. However, there are 
unforeseen experiences, related to schooling for example, that such reports rarely include. In 
order to make sense of patterns related to more complex and nuanced observations, one may 
have to spend more time with children and youth. 
The influence of parental migration and remittances on the educational attainment of 
children in migrants' countries of origin and host countries remains an important and open 
debate. Research on the education of children of immigrants in the United States is more 
established; various studies address the school performance of first and second-generation 
students (e.g., Suarez-Orozco et al., 2008), patterns of acculturation (e.g., Portes & Rumbaut, 




Bartlett & Garcia, 2011). But significant questions remain about the experience of schooling and 
education of children in their home countries.   
In this chapter I compare how Mexican maternal migration has influenced the education 
experiences of the children left behind in Mexico and their siblings living in the United States. I 
use separated siblings as a way to refer to siblings who are not in the same home and country 
and do not share the same residence. I argue that these micro-contexts where siblings live and 
how they live in Mexico and in New York City present us with a somewhat surprising picture of 
the different education experiences of separated siblings. It is inaccurate to assume that children 
left behind are automatically at a disadvantage. My analysis reveals that the contrary is possible. 
To set up my argument, I first outline research regarding children of immigrants. Next, I present 
the story of Maria Fernanda and her children to illustrate concerns about the schooling of 
separated siblings. Lastly, I draw from all other constellations involved in this study to highlight 
the major findings regarding separated siblings. 
While we often assume that the quality of education and social opportunities are better in 
the United States, data in this research suggest this is not always the case. Based on my research 
on separated siblings and schooling, I report two major patterns: 1) the emotional and financial 
stability of mothers in New York City allowed for more emotional and financial support of the 
children in Mexico, but not necessarily for the children in the U.S.; and 2) schooling experiences 
for children and youth in New York City varied a great deal depending on residential location. 
As with Chapter IV, I consider children and youth primary sources as I attempt to provide 
another split screen description of how separated siblings fare in the two countries. Ultimately, I 




always “better off”; this study exemplifies the importance of looking comparatively at the 
educational experiences of children from transnational families in different locations.  
 
Children of Immigrants in the United States 
In Mexico, as in many other countries in the world, there are a number of children with 
immigrant parents. In the United States it is estimated that 15 million immigrants entered the 
country during the 1990s (Capps, 2006). The same report indicates that immigrants from all 
countries comprise over 12 percent of the U.S. population, and their children over 20 percent. 
One in every five children of immigrants is foreign born, thus immigrant families in the United 
States are characteristically mixed-status, with children and parents who are citizens and non-
citizens. As different studies have shown (see Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2006), “mixed 
status” families affect the wellbeing of children. Socioeconomically speaking, children of 
immigrants live in lower income families than U.S. born children (Capps, 2006).  
The schooling experiences of children and youth attending schools in the South Bronx, as 
I will show below, are influenced by the waning support for bilingualism and bilingual education 
as well as by an economic context in which immigrants continue to be relegated to low-paying 
work. It is important to consider the complex interrelationships between school, community, 
history, and economy, including the ways in which social class and previous educational 
experiences set students up to pursue particular pathways through school. In addition, it is 
essential to engage a transnational perspective, as the siblings and mothers often do. 
According to Zong and Batalova (2014), Mexican immigrants accounted for 28 percent 
of the country’s 41.3 million foreign born. The Mexican population in the United States more 




large-scale immigration shapes how families organize across borders. Academically, children of 
Mexican immigrants have performed below other groups of children in New York City. In 2011 
writer Kirk Semple published a piece in the New York Times entitled “In New York, Mexicans 
Lag in Education” that referred to census data that showed that more than 40 percent of all 
Mexicans between ages 16 and 19 in the city have dropped out of school. No other major 
immigrant group has a dropout rate higher than 20 percent, and the overall rate for the city is 
below 9 percent. Among Mexican immigrants aged 19 to 23 without a college degree, only 6 
percent are enrolled in tertiary education. 
Research has shown that 36 percent of first generation and 11 percent of second 
generation Mexican Americans aged 16-24 do not have a diploma (or its equivalent) (Brick et 
al., 2011, p. 9). College enrollment rates of Mexican Latinos are lower than their peers: among 
children of Mexican migrants, 33 percent had completed only high school in 2010 (Brick et al., 
2011, p. 9). The children of Mexican immigrants face significant educational challenges: 30 
percent of Hispanic public school students report speaking only English at home, and 20 percent 
of second-generation students report speaking English with difficulty (Fry & Gonzalez, 2008, p. 
11). Further, 28 percent of Hispanic students live in poverty, compared with 16 percent of non-
Hispanic students (Fry & Gonzalez, 2008, p. 13). Indeed, the 2000 Census showed that more 
than 40 percent of foreign-born Mexican immigrants living in New York City had less than a 
12
th
 grade education, with no diploma. Given the correlation of socioeconomic status, parents’ 
education level, and English language ability with academic success, these indicators are not 
encouraging.  
The situation becomes even more challenging for mixed-status families. Suarez-Orozco 




documented and undocumented children. In some instances, the undocumented child may 
become the family’s scapegoat, while the documented child may occupy the role of “the golden 
child” (Suarez-Orozco & Suarez-Orozco, 2001, p. 35). Children in mixed-status families may 
experience tension and resentment, as well as guilt and shame. The authors state, “One of the 
most demoralizing aspects of undocumented status is its effect on the educational aspirations of 
immigrant children” (Suarez-Orozco & Suarez-Orozco, 2001, p. 34). Parents’ attitudes toward 
education are expressed to their children. The same authors found that school and getting a 
degree are high on the priority list of Latinos (Mexicans included). In my study, three families 
within the transnational care constellations studied had mixed-status siblings living in the same 
home. My observations were similar to the authors’ findings on the motivation immigrant 
children had about gaining an education. I will show in this chapter how, in one constellation 
where the family was mixed-status, the undocumented daughter in New York City suffered with 
the reality that she may not be allowed to go to college. That particular situation caused Maria 
Fernanda, her mother, to reflect on how much she would invest in her daughter’s education given 
that she could only get to high school.   
 
Children of Immigrants in Mexico 
There is reason to suspect that maternal migration has mixed effects for the education of 
the children left behind. Cohen (2004) has discussed a “culture” of migration where the act to 
migrate is associated with the desire for upward mobility. But does this upward mobility take 
place? If yes, does it travel back to Mexico? I found that financially an upward mobility 
sometimes does take place. But in order to travel back to Mexico there is a need for emotional 




the dark in terms of explanations for parental migration, this fact did not always influence their 
education experiences in a negative manner. 
The correlation between migration and remittances on families and children in the host 
country has been widely studied. Different conclusions emerge from these studies. Parental 
migration may produce economic benefits but also emotional costs. Asis & Ruiz-Marave (2013) 
argue that based on their study with young children in Philippines,  “economically better off 
families are in a better position to enhance the children’s academic performance. Should children 
need tutoring, for example, this will not pose a problem for families with more economic 
resources” (pp. 14). 
 In terms of development in an economic sense, remittances are known to benefit families 
left behind economically (Asis, 2006). However, what happens with the money and how it is 
spent leaves doubt on the real efficacy of remittances. Cortes (2007) discusses how remittances 
can create dependence on the receiver side and even contribute to children’s disinterest in school. 
Kandel and Kao (2001) found that children of migrant parents, particularly boys, may have a 
greater propensity to drop out of school than children of non-migrants. In her research Dreby 
(2007) found that over 40 percent of children interviewed in Mexico who had immigrant parents 
dropped out of school in the middle of their studies. However, Dreby and Stutz (2012) argue that 
children’s scholastic success depends on their experiences after a parent migrates and not on 
their migrant parents’ hopes and desires.  
In the field of economics, scholars have assessed the causal impacts of remittances on 
children’s education. In Mexico, remittances totaled US$21.7 billion in 2010 according to the 
National Bank of Mexico, making remittances the second largest source of foreign trade after 




research has shown (Sawyer, 2010), remittances allow families to meet expenses they otherwise 
might not be able to afford. Sawyer and Jensen (2012) point out, though, that remittances may 
actually exacerbate inequalities within families and come at the high cost of separation. 
Regarding these potential inequalities in the host society, Robert C. Smith (2005) uses the term 
“remittance bourgeoisie” to describe those who live more comfortably because of the flow of 
dollars. The flip side is the existence of a “transnational underclass” that receives no remittances. 
This “new” reality in the host society causes this underclass to participate in a “dollarized” 
society (Smith, 2005), having negative consequences for the population of towns with intense 
out-migration.  
Economic remittances represent only part of the reality of separated families. For many 
of the families in this study, income did increase when they received remittances. However, 
constant interruptions related to changes of jobs, birth and death of family members, and 
separation heavily impacted the socioeconomic status of these families. Even though there have 
been a number of studies on the impacts of remittances, none have uncovered how constant 
interruptions of financial support affect children here and there. 
Emotional consequences of maternal migration are another core concern. Children and 
youth in this research described feeling anxious and sad during periods of time since their 
parent/s departed. The psychological literature on the effects of migration has looked at “levels 
of acceptance” or tolerance of children depending on their cognitive development (Carandang, 
2007). Battistella and Conaco’s (1996) findings show that children of migrant parents experience 
higher anxiety and loneliness. Thus, children and youth do remain attached to images of their 
parents on the other side. According to Parreñas (2005a), “the strength of family relationship, 




parents as role models” (p. 11). The emotional attachment Parreñas refers to is exemplified by 
the fact that children want to follow their parents’ footsteps (60 percent of the children would 
like to work abroad). Añonuevo and Añonuevo (2002) in their study of female workers abroad 
have pointed toward a reality in terms of children’s aspirations to work like their parents. They 
conclude that children and youth feel they could get a higher salary abroad without considering 
going to school.  
As stated in the opening paragraphs of this chapter, the reality is that children and youth’s 
experiences with education and social opportunities are more nuanced and deserve a critical 
look. Building on data from previous chapters, this study uses the transnational care constellation 
to show how emotional and financial stability coupled with place of residence largely 
contributed to the type of experience separated siblings had in Mexico and in the United States. 
The literature presented above is extensive in its attempts to document the lives of children who 
have migrant parents. More often than not, these distinguish between children on each side of the 
border in attempts to quantify the impacts or effects of migration, remittance, and parents’ level 
of education on the educational attainment of children and youth. Remittances on their own don’t 
always result in higher academic performance in Mexico and studies looking at paths of upward 
or downward assimilation for the sons and daughters of migrants neglect myriad factors that 
influence and shape the experiences of children and youth in New York City. This research is 
based on the idea that ideologies of care and motherhood, schools, teachers and principals, social 
networks, and relationships hold these constellations together as their everyday interactions take 
place. 
In the next section I present the story of Maria Fernanda, Joaquín, Florencia, Mariana, 




her children in Mexico and in the United States depended on her support and on her decisions. It 
is important to keep in mind that the separated siblings had an obvious difference in age. In New 
York City, the U.S. born children’s ages varied from newborn to twelve years old; 
undocumented youth’s ages were between fifteen and eighteen; and children in Mexico were 
aged between nine and eighteen years. 
 
Maria Fernanda’s Constellation 
 
When I met her in 2012, Maria Fernanda had lived in Sunset Park, Brooklyn for almost 
11 years. She had three daughters, one son, and two grandchildren. She immigrated to this 
country without permits and had not been home to Tlaxcala, Mexico for over a decade. Maria 
Fernanda, like several other mothers in this research, revealed that she was in an abusive 
relationship in Mexico. When Maria Fernanda left Mexico she left one son, Joaquín, who at that 
time was eight, with his father and took with her a daughter, Florencia, who at that time was 
seven. According to Maria Fernanda, Joaquín remained in Mexico because he wanted to stay 
with his father. In less than a couple of months Cecilia, Maria Fernanda’s mother, insisted that 
Joaquín move in with her and the father did not oppose. After Maria Fernanda left with her 
daughter, her husband served her with court papers that alleged she had kidnapped Florencia and 
left the country. This situation, Maria Fernanda told me, prevented her from ever getting 
formally divorced and remarried and from going back to Mexico for her son and extended 
family. In addition, Maria Fernanda revealed to me that she was in financial trouble in Mexico. 
She gave money to a friend who told her she would invest her funds and start a lucrative 




Maria Fernanda to lend her the money she went into debt with a local small loan business. The 
friend took off with her money and Maria Fernanda defaulted on her payments. She explained to 
me that felt threatened and did not think she would have her family’s support since she felt she 
made a bad judgment call. The decision to migrate was fast. She thought that her mistake could 
have cost the wellbeing of her children. 
In New York City Maria Fernanda worried that her choices of where to live would 
determine what kind of work she could have, what kind of school her children could attend, and 
what kind of neighborhood her children would grow up in. In addition, her occupation in the 
United States coupled with her partner’s salary would also determine how much money she 
could send to Mexico. All these pieces of the migration puzzle had to be in place, as she 
explained to me, “in order for all children to have a fair chance at succeeding.” Centering the 
responsibility on her own shoulders, she told me, “Your children are the ones that pay for your 
errors, not you.” 
At the time of our interview, Maria Fernanda lived in a two-bedroom apartment in Sunset 
Park with her three daughters, her new partner, her granddaughter (Florencia’s baby), and her 
daughter’s boyfriend (the father of the baby). At night the living room became a third bedroom 
where Maria Fernanda slept with her husband Armando. Upon arriving in New York, Maria 
Fernanda and Florencia lived alone for almost two years until Maria Fernanda met Armando. 
They decided to get together or “juntarse.” It took Maria Fernanda a bit of time to settle and find 
a job that paid well when she first arrived to New York City. However, as soon as she could, she 
started sending Joaquín money—through her mother—every month, which supported his 
schooling. After one year with Armando, Maria Fernanda had Mariana (8 years old in 2012) and 




I met Maria Fernanda when I was volunteering at a small organization based in Sunset 
Park that ran a cooperative for domestic workers. In this cooperative a group of almost 60 
women had workshops on cardiopulmonary resuscitation, the developmental psychology of 
babies, children’s language learning, nutrition, and health. According to Maria Fernanda, she 
learned through those workshops how to be a “better” mother. I asked Maria Fernanda what it 
meant for her to be a “better” mother and Maria Fernanda explained to me: 
   I was not a good mother to Florencia when she was younger. I would get hysterical and 
I have hit her before . . . one day I slapped her in the face. I feel terrible about it . . . I 
didn’t know what I was doing, I regretted it. I would never do that with my younger 
daughters now . . . because I learned here in America, through my work at the 
cooperative. (Interview, April 2012)   
 
The co-op in Sunset Park helped Maria Fernanda secure a job as a nanny to a young 
doctor couple in Manhattan. She took care of baby Victoria. She worked eight to nine hours a 
day and was able to secure weekly payments of over five hundred dollars. At her house Maria 
Fernanda showed me the different charts she learned to make at these workshops. One, a large, 
pink, thick piece of paper, featured a reward system with chores on the left, names on the top, 
and space for stars on the right. On her refrigerator door there was a smaller piece of paper with 
rules for how to behave at home and in school copied by the girls themselves: “respect the 
teacher,” “respect mother,” “do the homework,” “study hard to be the best,” and “love school.” 
Both Mariana (2
nd
 grade) and Rosa (3
rd
 grade) were mostly meeting grade level expectations in 
school; their report cards were filled with 2s and 3s (the range is 1-4, with 1 being the lowest 
possible grade). They both struggled in math and English; one teacher asked that the daughter 
“please practice writing these words at home.” Maria Fernanda’s other daughter, Florencia, who 
at the time of our interview was the seventeen-year old mother of four-month old Graciela, had 




from high school were filled with 9s and 10s (on a 10 point scale), with teacher comments like 
“she is one of our best students” and “we are always very impressed with her passion for 
learning.” For over ten years Maria Fernanda continued to send remittances home to Mexico; for 
five years, she had regularly sent over one thousand dollars a month to her son Joaquín and her 
mother. Joaquín had just finished high school (la prepa) and been accepted into university to 
study law.  
For Maria Fernanda, as for most mothers interviewed, providing a better education for 
her children was a principal motive for migration. Maria Fernanda explained to me,  
   Do you know what a good mother does? A good mother teaches her children. A good 
mother is patient with her children and shows them that school is the best pathway. When 
I was in Mexico I could not give my kids the best education . . .  I had to leave Mexico 
because my husband was not a good man. He was violent. And I lent money to the wrong 
people in the town and ended up owing more money than I will ever have. I needed to 
make money and a clean break. I was under a lot of stress, you know? I needed to care 
[emphasis added] for my children . . . that is my role; a mother’s role [is] to care. If I 
can’t take care of them I have nothing left. With my son Joaquín I feel guilt. I left him. So 
I compensated that by putting him through school and now college. I send him money 
religiously every week . . . I pray to the Virgin and [then] send him the money. He 
deserves everything. With Florencia . . . ai . . . [tears start to come down her face] . . . I 
blamed her [referring to the hardships she faced when she first arrived in New York 
City]. She represented everything that was bad and I argued with her a lot. I hit her for no 
good reason . . . I hit her in the face once . . . I feel really bad when I think about it.  
 
With her youngest daughters, Maria Fernanda was calm, permissive, and tender. But, 
perhaps because of Maria Fernanda’s work schedule, Florencia spent a lot of time raising her 
sisters. Florencia woke them up every morning to go to school, walked them to school, went to 
parent-teacher meetings, helped them with homework, and fed them. She did a lot of the daily 
care. For example, during one of my visits, Rosa went to the bathroom. From the bathroom she 
screamed, “Florencia, I need you here to help me really quick.” Maria Fernanda looked at me, 
embarrassed, and responded to Rosa, “My baby, don’t you mean your mama?” Rosa contested, 




there [next to them] physically . . . look at Joaquín and how his life turned out. He needed my 
care, but not me [pounding on her chest].” Maria Fernanda did not hide the fact that Joaquín’s 
educational trajectory during these last 10 years had been the most rewarding part of her life. She 
thought bringing Florencia to the U.S. would give her daughter a better chance of succeeding in 
life, but in fact Florencia’s academic career was put on hold when she got pregnant at age 
sixteen. Maria Fernanda told me, “los errores no los pagas tu, pagan los niños” (you don’t pay 
for your own errors, your children do). She explained to me that as soon as she was able to find 
stability in New York City with a paying job and partner who was not abusive, she was able to 
get back on her feet. Like other mothers, it took Maria Fernanda some time to be able to start 
remitting money home and “keeping the promise” she once made to her child in Mexico. 
Economic and emotional stability were, in her opinion, the two most important aspects of her 
succeeding as a mother.  
When I visited and interviewed Joaquín in Mexico, he explained to me,  
   In the beginning I did not understand why my mother had left me, but then I understood 
that she actually respected my wishes when I told her I did not want to go to the U.S. 
with her, I wanted to stay with my father. And then, she never abandoned me. My 
grandmother raised me and now I work at my uncle’s pharmacy and soon I will start 
college. Look at everything she has given me. I wish I could have seen that when I was 
younger. (Interview, 13 August 2012) 
 
Joaquín, who was 18 at the time, already had a child and a partner. He worked to support this 
new family, but he never stopped studying because of his mother’s constant pressure and the 
financial conditions she had imposed. Joaquín was raised by his maternal grandparents, but 
mostly by his grandmother. Maria Fernanda’s mother, Cecilia, supported her daughter’s 
departure as she knew about the relationship Maria Fernanda had with her ex-husband. Maria 
Fernanda’s departure was sudden and Cecilia was quick to take Joaquín in. Cecilia was 




“When you see a mother leaving a child you know she is in pain . . . it’s not normal. Some 
people say ‘oh it’s normal’ and I say to them ‘it’s not!’” She continued, “I decided to help my 
daughter and help my grandson . . . but some people don’t take their own family in.” Cecilia 
joked, “I was probably more prepared to raise a boy than she was.” All of Maria Fernanda’s 
siblings in Tlaxcala had careers: accountant, pharmacist, and teacher. Both Maria Fernanda and 
Cecilia agreed that the family surrounding Joaquín heavily influenced him into pursuing a career.  
Florencia, on the other hand, felt she had limited options for her future. She described to 
me, “I am truly the middle child . . . I’m not there like Joaquín, or here like Rosa and Mariana.” 
Florencia wanted to take advantage of the 2012 law passed by the Obama administration that 
allows youth who had arrived to the U.S. at a young age to obtain temporary legal status. One of 
the conditions of this law was for the minor to be enrolled in school, and she was not. Her 
teachers at school wanted to help her, as they described her as a very engaged and dedicated 
student who just got “unlucky.” Florencia considered returning to Mexico, but she was nervous 
about not being very fluent in Spanish, not knowing the country, and not having friends. The 
situation was complicated by the fact that she had a daughter and a Puerto Rican partner, Marco, 
who was a U.S. citizen. They have considered getting married and applying for her permanent 
residency. However, they worried that if the government did not grant the status adjustment she 
could be deported. Undocumented youth living in the U.S. face difficult decisions with serious 
consequences that shape their aspirations. 
Rosa and Mariana, though young, were aware of their parents’ efforts to bring in money, 
save, and distribute their earnings across members of the family. Maria Fernanda always made 
sure Rosa and Mariana spoke to Joaquín over Skype and she used him as an example that her 




“Yes, me too! But I never want to leave Florencia and I don’t want her to go to Mexico,” Rosa 
said. The sisters showed me a heavy porcelain pig on the top shelf in their bedroom. They 
climbed the walls to grab it. When I shook it, I heard the noise of coins. Mariana told me, “this is 
for us to go to college . . . our parents put some money in there every week.” Rosa continued, 
“Yes, my mom says that it is the only way to guarantee she will not spend the money or send it 
to Mexico.” Rosa and Mariana enjoyed school and during the summer they participated in 
summer camps in the neighborhood. They both also had access to after-school programs and had 
many friends in the neighborhood. They loved summer because it meant block parties, comidas, 
and outings with neighborhood friends. Their school was fifteen minutes away from their house. 
Both of their teachers spoke Spanish and English. One teacher, Cassie, explained to me, “if you 
want to teach in this neighborhood you have to be familiar with Mexican culture and Spanish . . . 
there are so many Puerto Ricans and Mexicans here that we have figured out ways to 
incorporated some of their traditions in our activities” (Interview, 10 September 2012). Her 
openness to the students’ language and culture stood in stark contrast to teachers at the school I 
had observed in the South Bronx.  
One may think, after reading Maria Fernanda’s story, that there are too many factors that 
may or may not contribute to the different trajectories of separated siblings: gender of children, 
level of income, neighborhood where they lived, relationship with caregivers, and their mother’s 
and their own legal status. Maria Fernanda centralized the burden of care on her shoulders, as she 
felt responsible for the trajectories of each of her children. Maria Fernanda’s constellation faced 
adversities in terms of legality, but they were also positioned well above the average income of 
the constellations that participated in this study. Yes, having substantial income to spare allowed 




money and allowed her to save some of her earnings. Joaquín went on to university in part 
because he had his mother’s constant motivation to finish his degree. Money was also attached to 
his achievement. Legality for Florencia worked against her as she pursued a high school 
diploma, but she also became pregnant and dropped out before she could finish. Rosa and 
Mariana, who were American citizens and were fortunate to be born when their parents had more 
income and were more stable, did not spend much time with Maria Fernanda as she worked long 
hours. The point here is that a multitude of factors influence children and youth’s life 
experiences, especially education experiences. I argue, however, that the stability of mothers, 
which I define below, contributes for the constellation work and allow mothers to try to provide 
and care for all of their children, wherever they are. 
 
Stability of Mothers in New York City 
 
After two years of participant observation and interviews I found that Mexican migrant 
women in New York City were able to provide for children in Mexico and in the U.S. only if 
they were able to experience stability in their homes. As I went back and forth looking at 
women’s income numbers, occupation, and number of years living in New York City, stability 
was always associated with all of these factors. Thus, stability derived from three key factors: 
living in a secure, stable home with some physical space that was not crammed with different 
extended family; having stable occupations and financial stability that allowed them to save 
money and keep homes in the U.S. and in Mexico afloat; and finally having a supportive, non-




provided mothers with resources to be financially and emotionally present in the lives of all 
children here and there.  
 
Housing and Sharing Space 
The four transnational constellations in the South Bronx had an imminent fear of housing 
displacement. Violeta moved twice because of issues in the building such as bed bugs, drug 
trafficking, and poor construction. The structure of the building where she lived had been 
compromised by leaks and had multiple rat infestation incidents. Emilia lived with her family of 
four in a two-bedroom apartment that she shared with six other people. Her family stayed in one 
of the bedrooms while the other six people lived in the living room and second bedroom. Sharing 
the rent was paramount to making ends meet. The people who lived in the apartment generated 
stress and were a source of constant gossip. Her son Alonso had nightmares at night and 
sometimes urinated in the bed. In their living room two men alternated sleeping in a makeshift 
tent and screamed when Emilia made noises in the middle of the night or early in the morning. 
This dynamic resulted in Alonso’s bed being wet for longer periods of time and the bedroom’s 
smell bothered Emilia, her husband, Alonso, and their one-year-old daughter Alondra. Aruna, 
also a South Bronx resident, moved apartments twice because they lost their government rent 
subsidy and her family was evicted with only three hours of notice. These living arrangements 
left women and their families in a constant state of fear of being evicted or robbed by outsiders 
or by the very people with whom they shared their homes. 
Micaela, a mother in Sunset Park, lived in an apartment with her seven-year-old son Dino 
and her husband Orlando. It was a two-bedroom apartment on top of a grocery store. Dino had 




Through the department of education in the City of New York she was able to find a tutor who 
came after school to work with Dino doing his homework. Dino was happy when Kristin, his 
tutor, came to work with him. They worked in his bedroom, which had a desk and a laptop. Dino 
told me one day after Kristin left, “I like that I have my bedroom to do my work and Kristin says 
that it’s very good I have my space, right mamá? Not like my cousins . . .” I followed up with a 
question about how his cousins lived and Dino replied, “One on top of the other.” Micaela 
smiled at me and told me it was not always like that, they had lived in the South Bronx before 
with six other people and she had especially struggled with the lack of tranquility for Dino to 
sleep. She told me, “When you have a son like Dino, with autism, the teachers told us it’s better 
to have a home that is calm and spacious so the child doesn’t lose control, you know?” 
(Interview 2 December 2013). These families and women valued space and children struggled 
when they had to live with more people. 
Both Maria Fernanda and Gemma had partners who held steady jobs that paid well. Both 
households earned over three thousand dollars a month. Paying rent consumed a third of their 
joint income. Maria Fernanda was a nanny and Gemma cared for the elderly. When they had to 
work while children were out of school they could rely on neighbors and friends to look after 
their own children. These mothers’ expectations for the education future of their children were 
extremely high. Both families enrolled their children in after-school programs and summer 
camps. They found tutors for their children that the city subsidized and took advantage of any 
other program available for their children. In addition, Sunset Park has a small but organized 
public library where Gemma and Maria Fernanda took their children constantly. Gemma’s 
Yazmin (11) and Alejandro Jr. (10), and Maria Fernanda’s Mariana(8) and Rosa (6) always had 




Fernanda’s oldest daughter, Florencia also described having had an inclusive positive experience 
with peers and teachers while she was in school. Teachers spoke Spanish and were in tune with 
many of the Mexican traditions. Teachers in one school in Sunset Park organized a celebration 
for “Dia de los Muertos” (Day of the Dead) where parents were welcome to come in and tell 
stories about how the party is celebrated in their hometowns in Mexico. They allowed for 
children to write holiday or festive cards in whatever language they preferred and encouraged the 
children to share new words in their own languages. The positive outlook and positive 
experiences within the neighborhood’s schools did not mean high academic achievement. All of 
the girls mentioned performed with average grades, except for Alejandro Jr., who had to do third 
grade twice and performed below average. They all struggled to do homework as they faced 
language barriers with their parents. Maria Fernanda had the help of Florencia, who spoke 
English better than Spanish and explained instructions to her little sisters. Gemma depended 
entirely on the tutors or on me when I was doing home observations. Children in both of these 
households would speak in English with me, but as soon as their mothers entered the room they 
switched to Spanish. As Yartiza told me, “I want her to understand me . . . I need to include her . 
. . I feel bad if she doesn’t, because she feels bad.” Both Gemma and Maria Fernanda asked for 
help from neighbors and friends who could speak English and used the Center for Family 
Services as a source of help and assistance.  
In comparison with the transnational constellations that lived in Sunset Park or Jackson 
Heights, the income of families in the South Bronx was significant lower. Hispanics represent 
half of the population in both South Bronx and Sunset Park, but Sunset Park had a larger 
Mexican population, with many Mexicans from Puebla. Though the median rent in Sunset Park 




spacious in Sunset Park and less crowded. The number of reported crimes in Sunset Park was 
1,206 in 2013 compared to 1,760 in the South Bronx (NYPD Crime Statistics 2012) and the 
median household income in Sunset Park was $41,912 compared to a $20,867 in the South 
Bronx (WNYC Median Income NYC Neighborhoods 2010-2012
8
). All families in this research 
that lived in Sunset Park did not share their apartments with extended family or friends, as the 
case in the South Bronx. Children in Sunset Park experienced more quiet time when they did 
their homework and relaxed with their parents. 
 
Occupation and Financial Stability of Mothers 
In Mexico caregivers and children felt the difference when women had more stability in 
terms of housing and occupation. Caregivers described the ebbs and flows of remittances as 
worrisome for the wellbeing of their daughters and grandchildren, which corresponded directly 
to difficult moments described above. When mothers in New York City experienced financial 
stability, their top investment was to hire tutors and psychologists to help their children in 
Mexico and in the U.S. However, when faced with decisions between whom to “help” first, 
mothers struggled with their priorities. Maria Fernanda was the only participant who was always 
able to “keep the promise” to help her son, Joaquín. Other women in this research went back and 
forth, first prioritizing the children in Mexico and sending any extra money they received to their 
faraway children, then switching attention and investment to children in New York City. Their 
rationale was that in New York City, if you had absolutely no money, your children were still 
U.S. citizens and the government would assist you with food stamps, child support, and public 
schools. In Mexico, on the other hand, women worked with the assumption that their families 
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could not count on the government for assistance and guaranteeing school supplies and money 
for school fees was a requirement for children in Mexico to have a shot at an education. This 
idea was enhanced by the guilt many mothers felt. However, this strategy was in some ways 
perverse. In Mexico, even when mothers were not able to send money, most of the families were 
able to eat. Most of them had chickens, turkeys, and donkeys in their houses and knew enough 
people in their community that the children would not go hungry. Caregivers would accumulate 
debt if they needed to in order to acquire school material and uniforms. In New York City, the 
lack of financial resources affected the living arrangements of children, which in some cases 
prevented them from sleeping, feeling safe, doing homework at home, or having a place to study. 
Children and youth in the United States absorbed much of the anxiety mothers had.  
Every dollar counted toward the children. This point was driven home to me by my 
experiences with Violeta’s family, as described in my field notes below: 
   We were walking from Violeta’s house to school to pick up the children. Tatiana, 
Violeta’s mother, had called Violeta to say, “If you don’t send money your boy can’t go 
to school.” Violeta entered a lottery store and used ten dollars to buy lottery tickets. She 
held the tickets in her hands and prayed. After a few minutes she started scratching each 
ticket. As she scratched each ticket she asked for the Virgin of Guadalupe to help her. 
Finally one ticket seemed promising. Violeta won one hundred and twenty dollars. I was 
in disbelief. She turned to me and said, “Now I can feed the kids and send twenty dollars 
to Andrés so he can buy his books and enroll in school.” Violeta owed money to different 
“loan sharks” and she had to cover for her sisters who were part of the loan group but 
were not paying back the loans. (Field notes, 3 January 2012) 
 
The fact that Violeta took a chance on a lottery ticket meant that she was going after, in every 
way that she could, financial reward. Just like that, Andrés received money to buy books and pay 
enrollment fees. It was astounding to me how public schools requested so much paperwork and 
extra fees from children and youth for things such as new pictures, renewed documents, fees for 
books and uniforms, donations for classroom materials, after-school programs, etc. Even though 




newer books or uniforms that fit, or been able to go on fieldtrips. Violeta could not help but 
compare this reality with that of her children in New York City, who had all of those things and 
opportunities, which was the context for her anxiety about remitting money for Andrés’s school 
expenses. 
 
Relationship with Partners 
The second component of stability for mothers was a positive relationship with their 
partners in New York City. Financial and emotional support were interrupted or fragmented 
every time women were in a relationship that was abusive or negative in some way. Maria 
Fernanda’s partner, Armando, was the father or Mariana and Rosa. Armando described himself 
as a “functioning alcoholic.” He worked long hours at a factory and needed to drink a few beers 
in order to fall asleep. That was the case of at least five other families in this research. In the 
bedrooms “family size” bottles of beer were kept on shelves. The men in these families described 
feelings of anxiety regarding work and paying bills and thus counted on the help of alcohol to 
relax. In the case of Maria Fernanda and Armando, he was not violent or abusive. Quite the 
opposite, Armando was mellow and caring. He never opposed to Maria Fernanda’s goal of 
sending money to Joaquín and from the beginning treated Florencia like his own daughter. He 
had two other daughters from a previous marriage who lived in New Jersey. Maria Fernanda also 
got along with them and the half-siblings were always happy when their half-sisters would come 
from New Jersey for sleepovers. Even though Maria Fernanda seemed to be in a happy union 
and have stability, the situation had not always been like that. As I mentioned before, Maria 
Fernanda had tough years when she first arrived in New York City and her relationship with 




Another example, Camila, a mother in Brooklyn, was married to Ezequiel, a man she met 
after she migrated to New York City to be with her first husband. In her first two years in New 
York City Camila stayed with her first husband, Joaquín (the father of three daughters she had 
left in Mexico). Joaquín had been living with another woman already and she was pregnant. 
Camila lived with them in the same house and experienced high levels of depression and anxiety. 
Even though Joaquín was the father of her three daughters in Mexico, he did not send back any 
money to the children. At the same time it was hard for Camila to save money and send any 
money back home. The living arrangement in which Camila had to share her husband with a 
pregnant woman was incredibly tough on her and, according to Camila, part of the reason she 
could not keep a job for long. Two other mothers in this research experienced similar situations. 
Camila described those two years as “lost” for her girls in Mexico. She worried that she could 
not support them and that lack of support would impact the rest of their educational lives. Her 
older daughter did stop going to school for a year in order to help the grandmother caregiver 
selling chicken at the main plaza of the town. Ana, her daughter, eventually went back to school, 
but dropped out when she became pregnant at sixteen. Ezequiel, Camila’s second husband, 
supported her commitment of sending money to her daughters, but his priority was clearly 
making sure their three children in New York City had everything they needed. Ezequiel was 
from Guatemala. He worked eighteen to twenty hours a day from the moment he arrived in New 
York City twelve years prior. His boss, an older Jewish man in neighborhood who owned 
multiple stores, always motivated Ezequiel to start his own bodega. Ezequiel did just that with 
the money he had saved and that’s where Camila worked before and during her pregnancies. 
After she had all three children Ezequiel opened another bodega closer to their home, where 




According to Camila and her daughters, as soon as Camila got together with Ezequiel, they 
thought their mother was “breathing better” as a way of saying that she was more relaxed and 
confident about working and saving money. Ana described, “She felt balanced.”   
Eleven of the twenty mothers who were part of the core transnational constellations had 
been married at least twice in their lives. Seventeen of them reported suffering some kind of 
verbal or physical abuse from their first partners, and four of the twenty reported suffering 
sporadic abuse from their current partners. The women who had non-abusive relationships with 
their husbands tended to save more and remit more money to their children in Mexico. Seven 
women out of the twenty did not have partners. They worked longer hours, but were able to send 
less money to Mexico. The women who did not have partners had to share their apartments with 
more people on average in order to make ends meet. The four women who had only married 
once and had all their children with the same partner had fewer discussions about the importance 
of sending money to Mexico and were able to be more consistent. It is important to mention that 
the amount of money varied from US$50 per month to over US$1,500 per month. The families 
in Mexico were more concerned with the consistency of remitting money than with the amount. 
Very quickly, caregivers in Mexico started to count on the money that came in every month; 
interruptions thus represented major changes in household spending in Mexico. 
Even though all mothers in this study aimed to provide all their children with emotional 
and financial support, if they themselves did not experience stability at home, caregivers in 
Mexico would be the first to feel the difference in support. However, in interviews with them, all 
caregivers but one told me they did not share with the children the fact that their mothers would 
stop sending resources from time to time. Instead, children and youth were constantly told that 




their best not to pass along the difficulties mothers would go through in New York City, as they 
got older youth started to inquire about financial support and emotional presence in the form of 
phone calls and gifts. They wanted to know if their siblings in New York City were receiving 
more attention and care than they were. 
Caregivers in Mexico, with the exception of Aruna’s mother, tried to hide the fact that 
there were issues with remittances from time to time. Thus, even when there was financial 
instability for mothers in New York, caregivers were able to remedy the situation by selling 
animals or requesting family loans in the small Mexican pueblos. That created tensions for 
caregivers in Mexico, but that did not necessarily affect the material resources available for them 
in the house. Nonetheless, children and youth in Mexico felt a lack of emotional support and 
attention from their mothers in New York City. Families in Mexico owned their homes and had a 
network of family support. Almost all the families in Mexico were able to invest some of the 
money received into small stores and animals that guaranteed children’s livelihoods for a period 
of time. The consequences of mothers’ stability (or instability) were better seen in school related 
activities—field trips, additional books, and school supplies. The activities and materials were 
sometimes restricted because of lack of remittances, so if mothers in New York City were laid 
off from their jobs or separated from their husbands, children in Mexico felt the lack of financial 
support almost immediately. There was not much room for savings and no families in this study 







On both sides of the border the external environment where children were being raised 
either aided in or added stress to finding work and attending and/or staying in school. I argue that 
there was more variation in the quality of the education children and youth experienced in New 
York City than in the towns researched in Mexico. In this section I compare the schooling 
experiences of separated siblings in Mexico and in New York City and their expectations in 
regards to social opportunities of where they lived.  
 
Schooling in Mexico 
According to a 2012 OECD report, Mexico has achieved one of the highest enrollment 
rates of four-year-old children among OECD countries since making pre-primary education 
compulsory. The country still faces challenges such as high student-teacher ratios in early 
education. In the last decade the country watched its graduation rates at the upper secondary 
level increase by 14 percent. Still, less than half of all students are expected to graduate. Out of 
the 64 children I observed and interviewed in Mexico, 11 dropped out in high school. This 
number is high; there were only 19 high-school age youth in the sample. 
All the children and youth in Mexico who participated in this study lived in houses where 
their own mothers had grown up. These houses, most of the time, had been redone—a floor was 
added, rooms were built, bathrooms were installed in the inside of the house. The outside of 
these homes remained the same—large backyards with animals. The towns where I conducted 
research in Mexico ranged from rural to urban. There was variation in the landscape, labor 
conditions, politics, and economics within each of the states. However, the point here is to 
address how children and youth interacted with the surroundings of their hometowns as well 




migrant mothers, impacted their opportunities and experiences. In the places I worked, finishing 
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 grade was the goal of children, youth, and caregivers. “If he continues after that, what a 
blessing!” Clarisa, a grandmother caregiver, told me. In these small towns, finding a job or 
migrating to the United States sometimes seemed like a better investment of time than going to 
school. Children and youth in Mexico missed classes for reasons such as helping grandparents at 
home with the animals, going to visit family far away, or having visitors [like me] in the house. 
Sometimes they just did not want to go to school. Caregivers were permissive and did not 
enforce school attendance like mothers in New York City. There was also not much 
accountability in terms of grading homework, providing feedback, and involving parents in 
curriculum discussion. In the eight constellations I spent the most time with in Mexico I was able 
to observe children in school and at home. Their textbooks were often incomplete with the 
required answers for homework and some of the teachers did not check the books to see if the 
tasks were done. During my three years of research I never heard participants describe meeting 
with guidance counselors, attending career fairs, or receiving information about ways to get 
financial support to attend university. There was interest from the families, but the schools did 
not usually provide space or information about higher education or work opportunities.  
Schoolteachers interviewed in different schools in Mexico reported that the academic 
performance of children dropped steeply in three situations that stem from migration issues: (1) 
when there is a rupture and a parent migrates; (2) when children in Mexico hear about parents 
who are in the U.S. getting a divorce or separating and starting new families; and (3) when one 
parent returns and the children have to adapt to new realities. However, four teachers and the 
principal at one school in the state of Morelos observed a difference in children’s academic 




originally raised by a single mother. Maria Fernanda, the principal of one school, told me: “I 
don’t know how many children who have migrant mothers drop out, but what I do know is that 
the ones who have their mothers as migrants talk more about trying to cross [migrate to the 
U.S.]” (Interview, 10 July 2011).  Schoolteachers reported that children and especially boys 
between ages of 11 and 14 who had just been recently separated from their mothers could have 
two very distinct reactions: (1) “shut down” and not speak to anyone in class; or (2) “rebel,” as in 
start fights, be rude, and skip classes.  
Schoolteachers also reported that children with one or both migrant parent often exhibited 
classroom behavior that was “spacey” or “not engaged.” Teachers did not differentiate behavior 
among boys and girls, but they did note a difference in the impact of paternal and maternal 
migration. One middle school teacher described a class, “when we asked about the occupation of 
their fathers, children [with a migrant father] raised their hands and said ‘my dad is in El Norte,’ 
but when I asked about mothers’ occupation, no one from those who had migrant mothers 
wanted to talk about it” (Interview, 2 August 2011). When I inquired why this teacher thought 
children were not talking about the occupation of their mothers, he continued, “I think there is 
something to do with feeling abandoned . . . see, in this town it is normal and it has been normal 
for fathers to leave to el Norte, not for mothers, do you understand?” This insight was reinforced 
during a focus group I conducted with children who had recently experienced maternal 
separation. The majority of the children were quick to talk about their father’s occupation in the 
U.S. Some were proud to tell stories of their fathers riding bikes in streets of some big city in the 
U.S. doing delivery services. However, the tone and excitement changed when children talked 




occupation. Seven-year-old Lila told me, “the mamás are the ones who feed us, take care of us, 
hug us . . . I didn’t want her to go” (Interview, 20 August 2011).  
Teachers reported that maternal migration instigates migration aspirations among 
children. Ernestina, a teacher with 22 years of experience, seemed worried about children’s 
futures: “The problem is, children with fathers living in the U.S. already think about moving 
there . . . but then when the mamá leaves, por Dios, their desire to go be with their mothers is 
even stronger!” (Interview, 25 August 2011). Franco, a physical education teacher, also shared 
his thoughts: “It’s a combination, there is not much to aspire to be in this town and then there are 
all the stories about the North and some kids have almost all of their family members living 
there! Can you blame them [for wanting to migrate]?” (Interview, 25 August 2011). These 
quotes suggest that maternal migration provokes migration aspirations among children, with 
potential consequences for children’s investment in schooling; this possibility deserves further 
research.  
The children in Mexico also had to negotiate complex relationships with their caregivers. 
Dreby (2007) showed that migrant parents did not always perceive the caregivers in Mexico to 
be active or invested in the academic performance of children. Even though I have found 
parents’ perspective in New York City to corroborate Dreby’s findings, my research suggested 
that each relationship had its own dynamic. Some grandmothers required children to attend 
school, reminding them of their mother’s sacrifice; however, working grandmothers had little 
time to support the children academically and non-working grandmothers often lacked the 
cultural and social capital to feel comfortable doing it. A schoolteacher told me, “We don’t know 




but when they go home they have no support, especially if the grandparents run a farm or have a 
job where they are all day” (Interview, Puebla Middle School, 23 June 2011). 
Indeed, in my study, most of the caregivers had full- or part-time jobs, which limited their 
ability to take care of the children. Another teacher complained, “not only do they not do their 
homework, but they come to school wearing filthy uniforms, their nails are dirty, their feet are 
dirty . . . that’s when you see the impact of the mother’s absence (como hace falta la mama)!” 
(Interview, Puebla Middle School, 23 June 2011). It is interesting that the teacher blamed the 
absence of mothers rather than the lack of funds for multiple shirts, dirt floors in the homes, or 
the dirt road leading to the school.   
Tensions between students and teachers in Mexico did seem intense when children’s 
caregivers were older grandparents who worked all day, did not read or write, and felt 
intimidated going to school and talking to teachers and principals. Principals and teachers 
seemed to have very little patience and willingness to help. They would set up appointments with 
grandparents, who were the caregivers, but not see them or offer no help filling out papers and 
forms. There was a perception that grandparents lacked “education” to comprehend the demands 
of youth and children in school. 
 
Schooling in New York City 
The varied socioeconomic and educational backgrounds of immigrant families can affect 
a child’s opportunities and experiences in different ways. Parents with more resources can settle 
in more affluent and integrated neighborhoods that typically offer better schools for their 
children. Conversely, parents of more limited means will tend to gravitate to poorer 




of children of immigrants in many ways. Concentrated poverty is associated with chronic 
underemployment or unemployment and youth must look for work somewhere else. Other 
factors, however, play important roles. Even though I did research in four boroughs in New York 
City, I will focus on the experiences children and youth had in preschools and kindergarten 
through fifth grade schools in Sunset Park, Brooklyn and in the South Bronx.  
Schools and space. In different interviews with community members of Sunset Park the 
word revival came up multiple times. Even though it was hard for members of the community to 
pinpoint when this revival started, other government documents suggest that it was in the 1970s. 
It is estimated that about half of Sunset Park’s one hundred thousand residents are Hispanic 
(Natrella, 2013). They include a large number of Dominicans, as well as Ecuadorians, 
Nicaraguans, and Puerto Ricans, and, recently, many Mexicans from the state of Puebla. I spent 
time at the Center for Family Services in Sunset Park, which provides assistance to immigrants, 
regardless of their legal status, on job placement, filing taxes, and making school choices. 
According to the New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development, Sunset 
Park is bounded by 65
th
 Street to the south, Prospect Expressway to the north, Eighth Avenue 
and Greenwood Cemetery on the east, and New York Bay on the west.  
Sunset Park was where Maria Fernanda lived. Her daughters went to a public elementary 
school close to their homes and she had a very positive outlook on their schooling experiences. 
Both Mariana and Rosa woke up excited to go to school, had pictures with their teachers on the 
refrigerator, and looked forward to attending school functions. Gemma’s children Yazmin and 
Alejandro Jr., who also went to school in Sunset Park, had great relationships with teachers and 
school staff and participated in weekend activities. Gemma served as field visit chaperone, 




The families in this research who resided in the South Bronx had a very different reality 
from the families in Sunset Park. Emilia, Violeta, and Aruna, among other South Bronx based 
families, struggled not only with housing, work, and safety in their neighborhood, but also with 
overcrowded schools with limited resources and teachers who most of the time did not seem to 
care about the learning process of the children. None of these three women had a steady job. 
During the time of my research they swapped jobs a few times and ended up depending on 
selling Herbalife products or Mary Kay makeup on a door-to-door basis. This type of business 
required acquiring debt in the beginning in order to buy the products. These women tried to host 
“meetings” in their homes so that they would not need to travel with the merchandise and their 
children in the subway. They also tried to time their sales when their children were in school. A 
common place to be in the afternoon was the Herbalife office. Dozens of women gathered with 
their children as they consumed the company’s products and sold other products to one another. 
Children would do school work in this office. During a normal day moving from home to school 
to the Herbalife offices and then back home was part of the routine. Children and youth 
complained about feeling “locked in,” as Ramiro (12) described:  
   I am not allowed to go to the park because there is violence and my mom will slap me 
if she finds out I went. In the house my father decides what is on TV and I don’t like the 
movies. In school . . . there is some time to play, but the P.E. teacher is always angry and 
cuts our time short. Sometimes I just want to run out, because I am always locked in.  
 
Bartlett and Garcia (2011) observed similar phenomenon with Dominican youth in 
Washington Heights. The students in their study described their perceived limitations in terms of 
public space, time, interpersonal trust, personal mobility, and safety with the expression of 
“tranca’o” meaning trancado—“locked up.” Even though U.S. born children and youth were 
not “missing” the freedom they once had (because this reality was all they remembered), they 




looking out and begging their mothers and fathers to be allowed to go out. For the families in the 
South Bronx, the answer was always no. Emilia explained to me,  
   One day I told Alonso he could go up and down the stairs of our apartment because he 
was driving me crazy. One of the neighbors got angry at his noise and screamed at him. 
He started crying so loud . . . I tell you it was so loud I didn’t know what to do . . . next 
thing I know there is a police officer in the building . . . I froze. I thought: “They are 
going to take him from me.” The police wanted to know why this child was screaming 
and if I was mistreating him. They gave me a warning! I didn’t understand anything. 
(Interview, 12 April 2012) 
 
This situation was a common complaint of mothers in the South Bronx, Violeta told me: 
“If you leave your children in the care of others the cops will show up and take them from you.” 
Lack of trust in neighbors and fears about safety outside kept children and youth inside crowded 
apartments.  
During one year I accompanied mothers and their children on their trips to and from their 
schools. Parents sometimes used those moments at dismissal to ask the teachers a question and 
check in. In the two schools I visited during my fieldwork there was a clear divide between 
migrant mothers and teachers. One day I went with Aruna, Pablo (four-month-old baby) and 
Santino (4) to pick up Carlito (7). As we approached, we saw Carlito running toward us, crying 
and upset. Aruna rolled her eyes and made a comment, “This boy, again.” I asked Carlito what 
had happened in school and he told me he had gotten into a fight with another boy and the 
teacher blamed him for starting the fight. For a multitude of reasons it was hard to understand 
who had started the fight and the teacher’s position. Aruna approached the teacher to ask her 
what had happened and the teacher, who was Puerto Rican, said, “Ai mami, you know, 
everything is a problem with this boy . . . he is so dramatic and cries for no good reason.” Carlito 
was indeed very sensitive and he absorbed much of the stress he witnessed from his parents. The 




bathroom and then they locked me in there and turned the lights off . . . I was in the dark, I was 
left there in the dark [tears coming down his cheeks].” Another boy approached us and said, “We 
were all playing, we always play like that, he wasn’t alone!” As we started walking home, I 
asked Carlito if he thought he was alone in the bathroom and he told me, “My mom says that if I 
do something wrong she will give me to the police and I will never see her again . . .” Aruna then 
turned to him and said, “It’s true, if you don’t do well in school and behave yourself I’ll call the 
police and you know what they do with you here . . . they take you. Maybe then you will stop 
complaining about being locked in and start studying.”  
This situation illustrates a lack of trust in the school, teachers, police officers, and family. 
The idea of a “threat” was a constant trope in the lives of children and youth of these three 
families in the South Bronx. At the dinner table conversations involved children and youth 
asking about news they had heard of people being stabbed locally and stories of violence in 
Mexico. Violeta, Aruna, and Emilia complained about the prejudice they felt, especially from 
African-Americans. Children and youth contributed to the portrait presented by mothers by 
telling stories about school peers are were Black and “mean.” As I explained in Chapter III, the 
context is paramount in order to understand why these narratives of prejudice were present in the 
lives of these families in the South Bronx. Families had witnessed violence between Latinos and 
African-Americans in the playgrounds, streets, bars, and grocery stores. Out of the seven 
constellations that lived in the South Bronx, six reported some sort of negative interaction with 
an African-American neighbor, teacher, boss, or unknown people in the streets. These 
interactions were discussed at length at home and children were involved in these conversations. 
Finally, even though families in Sunset Park and the South Bronx faced similar issues in 




and money, mothers in the South Bronx were unable to consistently enroll their children in after-
school programs. Even though the city government assigned free tutors, these professionals did 
not show up, stayed for a shorter number of hours, and ultimately did not help children with 
homework. One day I called the tutor from a company called Champion Learning Center and 
told him that Aruna’s family had been waiting for him for four days in a row and he did not call 
to say he was not coming. The tutor profusely apologized to me and promised that it would never 
happen again. He told me he thought the parents did not care so it made him not care. Obviously 
that response aggravated me, since this man was just not doing his job. Aruna did not know if the 
man could speak Spanish so she did not call him. She also said, “I don’t want to cause problems 
or bring attention to my family, you know?” Teachers were constantly asking parents to be more 
involved in children’s homework, especially in the English language, but offered little to no 
assistance in terms of how to go about doing it. The South Bronx has great centers and 
organizations, but these families simply do not get around to find them. Mothers reported that 
schools did not help them with referrals. I asked teachers about referrals and they told me they 
had given mothers plenty of lists.  
Mothers also learned to use the welfare system in order to qualify for child support, even 
though they all lived with their partners. Before social services came to check on the accuracy of 
the information, mothers told their children to tell the social service person that they did not have 
a father and that they were starving every day. Because children were U.S. citizens they had 
social security numbers and qualified for food stamps and subsidy for rent from the government. 
This situation was a reality for almost all families I interviewed in the South Bronx. In Sunset 
Park the situation was different. Mothers reported not wanting to seek help from the government 




work ethic you go far.” Micaela also told me, “the people that rely on government help make us 
look bad and give us the reputation of being bums and lazy” (Interview, 10 February 2013). 
Instead of government help, constellations based in Sunset Park used non-governmental 
organizations and church based organizations to assist them with finding work and caring for 
their children. In addition, families were actively working with pro-bono and paid lawyers to 
attempt to regularize their undocumented situation. Gemma’s husband told me: “I’m not afraid, I 
paid taxes, I paid bills, I’m not afraid.” 
The Center for Family Life based in Sunset Park provided families in the neighborhood 
with a range of social services. They were set up in away where they had cooperatives led by 
women who were nannies, cleaning ladies, or assisted the elderly. They provided them with 
training and reference letters so they could get hired. During my fieldwork in Sunset Park I 
accompanied women to pediatrician appointments, school, work, grocery shopping, and 
cooperative meetings. Their daily interactions with other members from the neighborhood were 
constant. Women who were part of the cooperatives housed by the Center for Family Life 
offered to cook food for each other when someone in the family was ill, helped care for children, 
and made leisure plans like lunch after church or play dates. Sunset Park showed me a distinct 





Who is better off in their education trajectories—Joaquín, in Mexico; Florencia, 




question. What is clear is that neighborhoods and schools, gender, family income at different 
phases, and stability influence the kind of educational trajectory children and youth have. In fact, 
Maria Fernanda’s constellation shows us that equating left behind children with abandonment is 
not always the case, though the three sets of children in her constellation face completely 
different options for their future.  
Micro-contexts of reception documented throughout this ethnography make a qualitative 
contribution to community studies and census data available in each neighborhood. This 
sustained and close ethnography shows the importance of using a transnational lens and long-
term research to better understand the paths families go through. While larger sociological 
studies are helpful to identify general patterns of adaptation of immigrants in the United States, 
they fail to focus on the local micro-context these families experience every day. In addition, 
responses and reactions from the other side of the border are just as important when parents 
make decisions about how to prioritize children and youth’s education involvement. 
Transnational care constellation structures matter when children and youth go through schooling 
experiences. Financial and emotional stability of mothers is important to the type of assistance 
and help children and youth receive in schools both in New York City and in Mexico. Thus, to 
focus solely on the lives of the so-called “first,” “one and a half,” and/or “second generation” is 
to ignore a much larger familial structure that works across borders and shapes the social and 
education trajectories of separated siblings. If we focus on Maria Fernanda’s story in New York 
City without knowing of her family needs in Mexico and how her partner, neighbors, and local 
schools have assisted her, what can we say about the path of assimilation she went through? Did 




integrated? Maybe, but this analysis does not help us understand why that has happened and how 
it influences Florencia, Rosa, and Mariana’s lives and choices. 
To summarize, Mexican migrant women in New York City were able to provide for 
children in Mexico and in the U.S. only if they were able to experience stability in their homes. 
Children and youth in New York City had much more varied experiences regarding schooling 
experiences than their siblings in Mexico. Teachers and schools in the Mexican pueblos where I 
did research are not equipped with many books and suffer from lack of resources and lack of 
teacher training. In New York City, families in the South Bronx experienced crowded schools 
where they felt there was very little space for parents to participate. 
Interlude: Camila and Stella 
 
Camila lived with her partner Esteban in Sunset Park, Brooklyn. Esteban was from 
Guatemala. As previously mentioned, they owned a grocery store in the neighborhood and lived 
in a two-bedroom house with their three children. Camila also had three daughters, Ana (18), 
Lilly (16), and Stella (14) left in Mexico when she migrated to New York in 2000. Camila 
described herself as a “friendless” person and told me she did not trust people easily. She wanted 
to talk about her story nonetheless. During my first interview with Camila I asked her to tell me 
why she left Mexico 12 years before. Camila had a tough life. Her husband, 20 years her senior, 
left her with the three girls in Mexico and came to the United States. A few years later he sent 
enough money for her to cross into the United States. He promised her they would go back in a 
year to be with their three daughters. However, when she arrived in New York City he already 
had a new partner and asked Camila if the three of them could live together. Camila said she felt 




stay there until she had enough money to go back to Mexico. It was not the first time her 
husband had been disloyal with her. He had an affair with Camila’s mother when they lived in 
the same house in Mexico. Camila told me she had forgiven them both. What she worried about 
was the shame of returning home “with nothing.” Camila explained to me, “I could not take the 
shame of not being able to send money back home . . . after leaving my children with my mother 
. . . can you imagine coming back with nothing: no husband, no money?” (Interview, 7 April 
2012).  
Camila worked as a cleaning lady and at a laundry services shop; she also became part of 
a cooperative at the Center for Family Life in Sunset Park. Through a friend Camila met her 
husband Esteban and together they have had three children, Antonio (10), Natalia (7), and Nina 
(5). The three children attended school and Antonio was in the process of applying for a private 
school because of his strong grades. Camila, like other mothers in Sunset Park, was able to 
secure private tutoring for her children and she was an active participant in school related 
activities. Antonio told me his mom was always watching him and he thought that if he did not 
do well in school he would get in trouble. Natalia told me that she wanted to be like her big 
brother and earn good grades. Antonio was promised a new video game if he got into the private 
school he was applying to. Even though Antonio did well in school, Camila did not feel she 
helped him with homework or to even be a better student. The three children spoke English to 
each other in the home. Camila constantly interrupted them and said, “no te entiendo” (I don’t 
understand you) when they spoke in English to her. Like in other households, children spoke to 
each other purely in English and mothers felt excluded from conversations.  
The academic achievement of her daughters in Mexico was very important to Camila. 




and capable of so much. “The problem,” she told me, “is that I can’t be there to enforce and 
discipline them.” Camila blamed herself for everything that went wrong in her daughters’ lives 
back in Vera Cruz. Her 18-year-old daughter Ana had two children already and from different 
fathers. Ana was a great student but since she had her first baby she was no longer attending 
school. Her other daughter Lilly was pregnant but had a scholarship for high school at a private 
school in Jalapa, the main city in Vera Cruz. Camila worried about Lilly dropping out of school, 
but above all she worried her daughters in Mexico did not love her anymore. She told me:   
   I have love reserved for my daughters in Mexico. I feel guilty to give all my love to the 
children here, so I save some for the kids there. I know deep down that my children there 
don’t love me as much . . . yo no puedo reclamar es mi culpa, yo fui quien las deje  . . . 
no es culpa de ellas (I can’t complain, it’s my fault, I was the one that left them, it’s not 
their fault). Camila continued, “They say to me, you left us, abandoned us, and then I 
stop them and I explain to them that I am helping them and they say ‘I want to be like 
you’ mamá, someone that works hard.” 
 
Camila has had dreams about reuniting with her daughters. She said that in her dreams 
she cried and hugged each one of them and they talked for long hours. It was almost a last piece 
of hope she hung on to. One day Camila told me she was going to try to bring her daughter Stella 
to the United States. Camila worried that Stella would also fall in the path of finding a boyfriend 
and becoming pregnant. She told me she needed to act fast. A few months later Camila sent me a 
text message telling me that Stella was indeed en route to New York City. She hired a “coyote” 
that a friend of hers knew well and paid him half of the total price, US$2,500 in the beginning of 
Stella’s journey. It took Stella three weeks to cross into the United States and another week to 
arrive in New York City. Stella took a bus from her town in Vera Cruz to the border of 
Tamaulipas and Texas and attempted to cross several times. She was caught by border patrol 
twice, but because she was a minor she was not charged with any criminal activity. Stella was 




release. Camila was on the edge of her seat for these weeks as Stella tried to cross. She worried 
that she had put her daughter in potential danger and she told me, “If anything happens to her I 
will never be able to live with myself.” Stella eventually succeeded in crossing and Camila paid 
the rest of the money to the coyote. Stella was put in a van that brought her to New York City.  
“When I saw her I cried and cried and hugged her and thanked the Lord for her safety. I 
was so happy to see my baby girl” (Interview, 20 May 2013). Stella told me that day, “I was 
happy to see my mamá, but I’m so tired and it was so tough.” The day they were reunited I 
attended a small party at Camila’s house. Stella stood in the corner and asked her mother several 
times if she could just go to sleep. Camila was disappointed from the start and was upset that 
Stella was not into the party she had arranged. Antonio, Natalia, and Nina were fascinated by 
Stella and wanted to talk to her, play with her, and show her things. Stella struggled with 
English, but her siblings made an effort to speak in Spanish. 
A month later I visited them again. Even though I had wrapped up my fieldwork at that 
point Camila told me she needed to talk. Since her daughter Stella arrived in New York, her 
husband was having privacy issues and had essentially moved out the week before. Camila felt 
pretty strongly about her children coming first. “If he tells me it’s my daughter or him I will take 
my daughter no question.” I asked if he had asked given her that choice. She responded, “No, but 
I am ready. I can sense in his actions that’s what he means. She [Stella] feels really bad and she 
cries. But I tell her not to cry, it’s not her fault.” 
Stella was working at the grocery store Camila opened and was dating one of the boys 
who worked there. Esteban was not pleased with the fact that Stella was dating another 
employee. She also did not speak any English yet and could barely communicate with her 




prevented her from breathing from time to time. She wanted to go back to Mexico. Stella said 
that because she felt good in the home where she grew up she didn’t really focus on why her 
mother left. Her sisters, on the other hand, “siempre quejavanse porque la mama no esta” 
(always complained about their mother’s absence). Camila interrupted her and said, “I have 
given more financially to them in Mexico than to the kids here! I always gave them money for 
birthday, school, dia de los ninos, there are many women that come here and don’t send money 
to their children. I wasn’t one of them.” 
Months went by and school started in September. Camila did not enroll Stella in school, 
she told me, because of a vaccine requirement. After speaking to Camila again it became clear 
she didn’t have the patience to help Stella and felt that school would not be good for her, since 
she was undocumented. Camila told me,  
   You know that saying we make plans and God laughs? I think that’s what is happening 
. . . I got Stella out of Mexico so she could be someone and have opportunities, then she 
gets here doesn’t go to school . . . she told me she can’t find her papers from school in 
Mexico, so I can’t enroll her . . . and she has a boyfriend, she put an earring on her 
eyebrow. Maybe she was better off in Mexico! This is very confusing to me. I try to talk 
to her about taking care of herself sexually, I want to be her friend.  
 
Stella told me she felt intimidated by school and worried about not having papers. She liked 
school in Mexico, she said:  
   I was a good student there, I was doing well and I was going to do prepa (high school) 
at the best school in Jalapa. Since I got here my step-father is always leaving because of 
me, my mamá cries a lot, my siblings speak English among themselves, and I feel like I 
have no future because I don’t have papers. I really like my boyfriend. I was promised a 
better school, a better life, better education here. I decided to come because they told me 












In this chapter I explore why, within my research, girls left in Mexico performed better 
academically when compared with boys left in Mexico and their siblings in the United States. By 
“performing better academically” I mean a combination of academic performance indicated by 
grades, homework completion, in-class behavior, and the overall educational experience that 
feeds aspirations for the future. Ethnographic data for this chapter stems from interviews with 30 
children in Mexico whose mothers were in New York and part of the 20 transnational 
constellations I followed in-depth over a period of 18 months. Half of them were female; their 
age ranged from seven to eighteen years old. In New York I observed and interviewed over 37 
children who were sons and daughters of migrant Mexican mothers in three New York City 
neighborhoods. Twenty were girls and seventeen were boys; their age ranged from four months 
to seventeen years old, though I only interviewed children age three and up.  
The fifteen girls observed and interviewed in Mexico had consistently better grades—
they averaged above the 90
th
 percentile within their class—when compared to the boys, who 
averaged a little above the 60
th
 percentile of their class. These percentiles were obtained through 
interviews with teachers who talked to me about these children’s performance within the two 
previous years and disclosed grades for my analysis. The grades I obtained were from the 
2011/2012 academic year only. In comparison, in New York City there was much more 




Nonetheless, the girls in Mexico consistently outperformed the boys in Mexico and all the 
children in New York.  
Isolating the impact of maternal migration on the migration aspirations of children left 
behind is a hard task to do in a country with such longstanding migration ties to the U.S. as 
Mexico. To find out how maternal migration affects school experience as well as education 
aspirations of boys and girls in Mexico I carried out surveys with 225 children and youth 
between the ages of seven and sixteen in four schools in the municipality of Tlapanalá in the 
state of Puebla, Mexico. Surveys were conducted in three secundária or junior high schools (185 
students) and one primária or elementary school (40 students) in the month of June 2012. Out of 
the 225 surveys administered, 131 respondents were female versus 94 (42 percent) male. An 
overwhelming majority of participants reported having at least one family member living in the 
United States (93 percent). In addition, 33 percent of the children and youth reported having one 
or more parent/s living in the United States. In a state like Puebla with longstanding ties to the 
U.S., male migration has always been the norm. Thus, even though most of participants had a 
father migrant, the percentage of participants who had only a mother migrant represents the trend 
of feminization of migration: 18 percent of respondents had a mother who migrated within the 
last decade.  
The two factors I use to look at education experience are homework completion and a 
desire to continue studying in the future. During my extensive ethnographic research in Puebla I 
found children and youth’s education aspirations to be influenced by parental migration. 
Children and youth took pride into showing me pieces of their homework and showing 
homework assignments to parents who were away, as well. In order to assess education 




about homework completion. The results showed a gendered finding: 81 percent of girls with 
migrant mothers reported always doing their homework, compared to 23.8 percent of girls with 
mothers at home. Boys reported not finishing their homework regardless of their mothers being 
migrants or not (9 percent with mothers at home and 12.5 percent with migrant mothers did 
homework regularly).  
Why do girls in Mexico outperform the other groups of children in this research? Even 
though I found both boys and girls to experience feelings of resentment and love for their 
mothers, they responded differently when the issue at stake was academic performance and 
schooling experiences. However, previous studies have discussed the links between gender and 
schooling. Holland and Skinner (1996) stated that getting an education has “gendered 
dimensions.” Bartlett’s work with literacy (2003) discussed the narrative that exists in young 
women’s minds regarding education as a space for liberation. Similarly, Murphy-Graham (2012) 
argued that the participation of women in a secondary education program in Honduras increased 
women’s gender consciousness, which in turn heightened their desire for change in the domestic 
sphere. She found that in many instances women were able to negotiate a new sharing of 
responsibilities with their spouses. Based on ethnographic research in a secondary school in 
Amman, Adely (2012) posited that young women in Jordan saw education as making them more 
marriageable, thus enhancing their future prospects. In addition, the literature on gender 
inequality regarding educational achievement has found that boys under-perform relative to girls 
in schools (Legewie & DiPrete, 2012). As described by Legewie and DiPrete (2012),  
   Some see the gender gap as largely biological in origin. Others blame schools for an 
allegedly de-masculinized learning environment and a tendency to evaluate boys 
negatively for fitting into this environment less well than girls. Yet, the true impact of 
school context on the size of the gender gap in academic performance remains 





To this complex discussion I add the analytical layer of the consequences of maternal migration 
on the educational trajectories of girls and boys.   
In Mexico national statistics show that girls outperform boys in academic achievement. It 
is useful to consider that four out of every ten working-age Mexican immigrants in the United 
States have less than 10 years of formal education, according to the Pew Hispanic Report (2012): 
 Mexican-born immigrants on average are less educated than other immigrants.  
Among Mexican-born immigrants ages 25 and older, 60% have less than a high school 
education, compared with a fifth (21%) of other immigrants. Only 5% of  
the Mexican born hold a college degree, compared with more than a third (36%)  
of other immigrants (Passel et al. 2012) 
 
In Mexico, 36 percent of adults aged 25 to 64 have earned the equivalent of a high school 
degree (OECD, 2012). According to statistics from the same 2012 OECD report, girls 
outperformed boys in the whole country. The OECD report states that in the last 50 years there 
was a tenfold increase in the number of enrolled students in Mexico, from 3 million to 30 
million, which means that almost every child between the ages of 5 and 14 is enrolled in school. 
As a comparison, in the year 2000 a little over 40 percent of the student population finished high 
school.  
In the context of this research I argue that girls’ superior educational performance is 
linked to the following narratives: 1) education attainment as a path to reunification with 
mothers; 2) overachieving in school in order to live up to the expectations of mothers and hoping 
that academic performance would bring them together; 3) performing well in school with the 
expectations of receiving material gifts; and 4) school as a space to forget about problems. It is 
important to mention that these narratives are not mutually exclusive, as they are fluid and 
sometimes overlap. I also address the realities girls face in their homes in terms of gender role 




housework, and school performance. I argue that maternal expectations and gender role 
expectations sometimes complicate notions of performing well in school, thus creating different 
experiences for boys and girls. In order to have a more complete picture of how and why girls in 
Mexico are performing better in school I will use examples of boys in Mexico and also compare 
children in Mexico and the children born in or living in the United States. 
 
Education Expectations for Children “Here” and “There” 
 
   My mom left three years ago. I remember crying a lot because I am the one that is the 
closest to her. I did everything with her . . . so I miss her. Did she ask about me? Did she 
talk about me to you? Did she say I do very well in school? I do it for her, for my mother. 
(Interview, Ailyn, 12, daughter of Brianna, San Lucas Mexico, 2012)  
 
All I want to know is if she is doing well in school and thinking about her future. 
(Interview, Gemma, 37, Sunset Park Brooklyn, 2011) 
 
The expectations mothers and caregivers have are a combination of their expectations 
regarding gender roles and their expectations regarding their desires “for a better life” for their 
children. Ideologies of gender sometimes change expectations. Mothers reported that the main 
reason for leaving their children back home is their hope for “mejores oportunidades” (better 
opportunities). Sara, a mother of two told me, “I came to this country so I could provide better 
opportunities for him [son]” (Interview, 21 March 2010). When I inquired what “better 
opportunities” were, all mothers gave me the same initial answer “para la escuela” (for school) 
or “por la educación” (for education). Mothers emphasized schooling and linked education with 
the hope of a better life, placing tremendous expectations on their children left behind. Horton 
(2008) found similar narratives in her study with Salvadorans and Mexican families in 




 Parents often used the popular idiomatic expression, "para que salgan adelante," to explain their 
motivations in settling in the United States. Some mothers used even more powerful language to 
emphasize the forceful "pushing" required to propel and sustain their children's forward 
momentum, employing the phrase, para sacar los niños adelante" (literally, "to pushthem 
forward.") (pp.930).  
 
Caregivers in Mexico generally reinforced these ideas, conveying to the children their 
mothers’ expectations. Almost all caregivers interviewed were maternal grandmothers. At times, 
however, caregivers of boys had a harder time disciplining them and conveying the value of 
education and schooling.  
In contrast to mothers’ and caregivers’ education expectations, the boys I interviewed in 
Mexico expressed challenges associated with schooling, whereas girls seemed to be 
academically engaged with school. Grades and school behavior were better among girls, and 
girls often explained that they worked hard so they could find better jobs, receive gifts, and 
please their mothers. In contrast, boys reported not necessarily seeing school or a degree as a 
pathway to better jobs. I observed boys cutting school and asking their caregivers if they could 
stay home many mornings. As a result, at times there was significant mismatch between maternal 
expectations and male children’s experiences. The expectations mothers in New York placed on 
their U.S. born children differed as well. As I explained in Chapters III and V, mothers in New 
York City were less involved in the academic lives of U.S. born children and had generally lower 
education expectations of sons and daughters they brought to the U.S. who were undocumented. 
Boys did not respond to pressure to stay in school. Agustín, Clarisa, and Sara were part of 
a constellation I observed and got to know for over three years. From ages 13 to 16, when I 
observed him, Agustín showed respect and love for his grandmother Clarisa. He used to call her 
mama when I first met him at age 13, but then he switched to abuela. Clarisa tried to do what she 




to enforce school attendance, and she had him working at their corner store and feeding the 
animals early in the morning. Agustín did all the work his grandmother asked him to do, but he 
dropped out of school. Clarisa told me,  
   I wish he would stay in school, but his mother calls and talks to him and all they do is 
yell at each other. They fight all the time because she doesn’t know him . . . she doesn’t 
know his plans and his priorities. I understand him. He asks me, abuela estudiar para 
que? (study for what?) And I know that even with a degree it is hard to find work . . . but 
I tell him, if you want to go to El Norte you are better off with a high school diploma! 
(Interview, 5 June 2012) 
 
Agustín had little motivation to study; he did not feel it would provide more economic 
opportunities, nor would his degree be respected if he chose to migrate to the U.S. 
On the other hand, mothers’ expectations with children and youth in New York City 
proved to be different. As discussed in previous chapters, mothers in New York City understood 
the education of their children to be taken care of by society and the government. Guillermina, 
mother of Heloisa (5) and Yessenia (3), who were both born in New York City, explained to me,  
   Here in America your children go to school. There is no arguing, no questioning, no 
option, no excuse that it is too far . . . they go, there are buses! I know I don’t have to 
worry about enforcing that, because it’s just like living and breathing. If they [children] 
don’t want to do well in school, then it’s their loss. But in Mexico we have to impose, 
otherwise they [children] think they can choose (Interview, 1 December 2013) 
  
Guillermina continued by stating that her daughter Pilar (13) in Mexico did well in school in part 
because she kept her in check. Weekly interactions with Pilar were about grades and school 
related activities. Guillermina was proud to say that she was the one who made sure Pilar was 
making a life for herself. Pilar, on the other side, tried to match her mother’s expectations, but 
was curious as to whether Guillermina was as “strict” with her sisters Heloisa and Yessenia. Her 
curiosity was not unfounded. Guillermina explained to me,  
   My children in Mexico have to deal with the fact that I am not there every day. They 




here have no idea what hard work is, so I can’t expect them to work as hard. They just 
have a different life. (Interview, 17 October 2012) 
 
In addition, as explained in other chapters, mothers felt they had little power or 
knowledge of school policies, English language, and homework content in New York and felt 
that their influence in the academic lives of their U.S. born children was minimal. An interesting 
fact also arose from all 20 transnational mothers’ interviews. They explained that children in 
Mexico were “left” there, thus mothers expected children in Mexico to know what suffering and 
sacrifice felt like and have it in them to thrive because of that sacrifice. In New York City 
children were born and raised already exposed to heightened consumerism and large schools, 
without the “trauma” of ever being left behind. Gemma, a mother from Puebla who lived in 
Sunset Park, explained to me how much she loved school and wanted to be in school when she 
was young. The condition her mother gave her was you may stay in school, but you cannot find a 
boyfriend. She met her first husband in nursing school. All she ever wanted growing up was to 
be free, “estar libre . . . until Satan [ex-husband] crossed my path.” She was going to do her 
residence in Puebla, but they did not have space at the hospital and she ended up getting pulled 
back to the smaller town of Izúcar de Matamoros, where she met him. She told me about her two 
U.S. born children:  
   Alejandro Jr. and Yazmin are spoiled rotten, they have everything exactly how they 
want. I loved going to school, because staying at home meant housework and I never 
once said NO to my mom, so I hated doing housework. But they [Alejandro Jr. and 
Yazmin] don’t have housework and they go to school, so they don’t care, they can’t see 
the value of school. They want to watch TV. (Interview, 16 March 2012)  
 
Aruna echoed similar sentiments:  
   My sons are not being taught to do housework because we don’t live like I lived in 
Mexico, having to do so much physical work. They did not learn that discipline of 
working. So what happens now, they take everything for granted. My daughters in 
Mexico have to do work at home and go to school, they have responsibilities they learned 





Gender ideologies shape much of the interactions between caregivers and children at 
home. For example, in many transnational maternal-child relationships, conversations with both 
sons and daughters often center on schooling and education. Mothers’ first questions to 
caregivers and children were always “how is s/he doing in school” or “is s/he obeying you and 
doing homework?” I found this to be true across gender of children and length of separation. As 
Karina, a mother in New York told me, “It has to be worth it” (Interview, 2 September 2010). 
For these mothers, the expected returns on migration for their children were: good academic 
performance, willingness to do well in school, and ambition to stay in school and pursue a 
college degree. The irony, however, is that in some cases the very expectations that motivated 
mothers to depart (providing better schooling and education) are the one boys left behind had 
most trouble with. The stronger school performance of girls was consistently motivated by their 
desire to not disappoint their absent mothers. 
I address the realities girls face in their homes in terms of gender role expectations using 
the concepts of “mujercitas” and “hombrecitos” to explain how maternal expectations and 
gender role expectations sometimes complicate notions of performing well in school, thus 
creating different experiences for boys and girls. I start the following section with a detailed 
story of the Osorio constellation. With this story I show how even though education expectations 
of mothers in New York and gender role expectations of caregivers in Mexico complicate 
children and youth’s experiences of education, females in Mexico managed to have better grades 





The Osorio Constellation 
At the time of our interview in 2012, Brianna had been in Jackson Heights, New York 
City for three years. Brianna left three daughters Fernanda (14), Ashley (12), and Tina (8) in San 
Lucas Colucan, Puebla when she moved to New York. Ronald, her husband, had been going 
back and forth between Puebla and New York for 15 years. Ronald was undocumented, so 
crossing the border was always costly and dangerous. For this reason, in his first 11 years he 
went back to Mexico to see his wife three times. Each of the times Ronald went to Mexico, 
Brianna became pregnant with one of their three daughters. During her first pregnancy Ronald 
brought Brianna to the U.S. to establish their family in California. Fernanda, the oldest daughter, 
was born in the United States but at five months Brianna took her back to Mexico where 
Fernanda lived until her fifteenth birthday. Brianna decided she needed support from her 
extended family to raise her daughter since Ronald was working all day. Ten years and two 
pregnancies later, Brianna returned to the U.S. again, this time leaving their three daughters to be 
with Ronald in New York City. Brianna described her life since she migrated to the U.S. as 
“lonely” and “without a main purpose.” When I asked her what the main purpose of her life was 
she said, “Raising my children, taking care of them, making sure they have an education.”  
Though I found these responses to be somewhat normative and part of an “appropriate 
narrative,” they had an effect on the dynamics between mother and child. Prior to migrating she 
lived in San Lucas Colucan, Puebla, with her mother Leila, her sister Leti, her niece Lesley, her 
sister-in-law Marta, and Marta’s daughter Chelsea. Brianna explained to me,  
   I only left San Lucas because Ronald and I thought that we had to try to live as husband 
and wife . . . it’s so hard being apart for so long and since the buildings fell [September 
11 terrorist attack] Ronald kept saying that it would only get harder for us to see each 
other. So we thought, I will go for one or two years and then come back for my children. 
You know . . . a strong marriage is very important to children’s development as well. 





Brianna’s daughters all went to the local public school in their pueblo. Fernanda went to the 
High School in the village about 15 minutes walking distance from her home and Ashley and 
Tina walked about five minutes to their elementary school. The three daughters have grades that 
correspond to being at the top 20
th
 percentile or higher in the United States. While the girls in 
this constellation performed well in school, it did not come without pressure from their families. 
During many meals at their home in Puebla, Leila told the girls how “shameful” it would be if 
they were not good students. “Your parents are there, and especially your mother, to provide for 
you, to dress you, to buy you books and shoes for you to go to school. Remember that when you 
are being difficult and annoying” (Field notes, Mexico, May 2012). The sisters rolled their eyes, 
complained, and fought with each other as they felt they were being “lectured” by their 
grandmother. At the same time, they understood the pressure of performing well in school 
because teachers and principals acknowledged their grades and efforts. Their motivations and 
experiences with education, however, were very different, and will be described in subsequent 
sections of this chapter.   
 
Gendered Education Expectations for Children in Mexico 
 
Girls between the ages of 13 and 18 had different ideas regarding the purpose of doing 
well in school but a pattern emerged that they saw education as a pathway for reunification with 
their mothers and as a possibility to find better opportunities elsewhere, as illustrated with the 
case of Brianna’s daughter Fernanda. Fernanda was disengaged in school and she was waiting 
for her parents to arrange her trip to the U.S. Fernanda, who was actually born in the U.S. but 




came back she watched television for hours as she battled her own sleepy eyes. When on the 
phone with Brianna (her mother), Fernanda only responded “yes” or “no” and repeatedly asked 
the question: “When are you going to take me to New York? You only make promises . . . stop 
making promises you can’t keep. I do EVERYTHING you ask me.” Fernanda’s grades in Mexico 
were good even though she showed little enthusiasm for school, except for English classes. She 
had downloaded all of Justin Bieber’s songs onto her smart phone and practiced saying the 
words and translating the meaning from English to Spanish. I interviewed her teachers and 
principal and they commented on how much potential Fernanda had and how her writing abilities 
were among the strongest in her class. Fernanda told me that her main goal was to keep her 
grades up so her parents would take her to the U.S. faster. For Fernanda, doing well in school 
was a condition for her parents to take her to New York City. One of the teachers explained to 
me, “she is that kind of student who is very cooperative and easy to get along with. She is kind 
and follows rules. However, she has no interest in going beyond that and becoming the best 
student in her class. She is content with being good” (Interview, Mauro, Mexico, June 2012). 
The principal of Fernanda’s school described youth who had parents living in the U.S. as 
“spacey” and said they lived in “a limbo” where a person physically lives in one place, but 
daydreams about being elsewhere. That comment aptly described Fernanda. 
Other girls interviewed showed the same approach toward education. Girls responded 
that they expected to apply for a student visa or a work visa in the U.S. in order to reunite with 
mothers as soon as they finished la prepa. One of them explained: “I know that they [U.S. 




all my documents in order”
9
 (Interview, Itzel, 17, July 2012). Camila’s daughter Stella, who was 
in Mexico, also discussed the fact that she “would not be able to get a good job” in Mexico City 
or in the U.S. if she did not earn a high school degree. She was preoccupied with “ending up” 
like so many people in her own pueblo. The group of girls interviewed saw education and 
schooling and above all good performance as a “way out” of the lives they were living in their 
hometown. Ultimately, they also discussed the idea of education as a way out as part of what 
their mothers wanted for them. In many cases, girls wanted to migrate to the U.S. since parents 
had promised they would help them only if they did well in school; in other cases girls discussed 
the job market and the fact that, in order to be successful nurses and teachers, a person “needs to 
go to school and the person needs to do well” (Interview, Mia, 13, Puebla, May 2011). Their 
narratives matched their mothers’ narratives in terms of equating finishing high school with good 
grades and a better future. However, responses from the girls described schooling as a “way out” 
and possibly going to the United States. Different from boys, girls had no interest in going to the 
U.S. illegally; they had expectations that with their degree they would be better candidates for 
legal entry into America. 
The boys I interviewed did not have the same understanding of education as a way out; in 
fact it was precisely the opposite. Dropping out of high school and becoming unemployed were 
common phenomena among the older male teenagers in this research. In San Nicolas in Hidalgo 
the principal estimated that as many as 70 percent of all boys in Grade 9 would not return to 
finish high school. Among the participants in my study, only one boy in Hidalgo, Agustín (16), 
had dropped out of school while still in obligatory schooling. The other boys were enrolled in 
middle school but were not performing as well as the girls. Joaquín, Maria Fernanda’s son, 
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finished high school and was about to start university. Andrés, who was in Grade 8, performed 
well in school—in the 70
th
 percentile. The other 12 boys of the transnational care constellations 




 percentile in their classes.
10
  
Girls seemed to be more amenable to their mothers’ education expectations and most 
sought to nurture their relationships with their migrant mothers by making them proud of their 
educational achievements. 9-year-old Emilia, who described her conversations with her mother 
in the U.S. as being about how well she was doing in school. Emilia said, “I always tell my mom 
that I am doing really well in school. She likes it” (Interview, 10 June 2010). Before her mother’s 
departure, Emilia had a complicated relationship with her mother. Her grandmother caregiver 
reported that when Emilia was only three years old, her mother would try to force-feed her and 
was aggressive toward her. Emilia knew about this story and as her grandmother finishing telling 
it to me, Emilia said, “I don’t want her to get mad at me ever again, so when I say I’m good 
student, she gets happy, she asks more questions, we talk longer on the phone, it’s fun” 
(Interview, 10 June 2010). Ashley’s story was similar. She was the best student in her class, won 
prizes, taught math and science to children who were older, and she was calm and respectful in 
class. She explained to me: “If I do well in school my mother gets happy and I think oh maybe 
now she will come back, you know? Because she is proud of me.” Of Brianna’s three daughters, 
Ashley was the one with whom establishing a relationship based on trust took the longest. She 
told me: “I’m sorry I didn’t talk to you in the beginning when you got here . . . I don’t like the 
idea that people come and go . . . and I am always here” (Interview, Mexico, August 2012). 
Ashley did not say that she wanted to go to school and do well in order to “leave” her pueblo. 
Quite the opposite. She explained to me that her effort was based on the premise that her mother 
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would come back to see her graduate and maybe decide to stay. Ashley was the one who spoke 
on the phone the longest with Brianna and gave her detailed information about her routine in 
school. Brianna, in return, felt more invested in Ashley’s educational future, as shown when 
Brianna interfered by moving her daughter to a different classroom (see Chapter III). 
According to Dreby (2006), aside from reported behavioral problems, a more widespread 
difficulty for families with migrant parents was in-school performance. In her research she found 
that over 40 percent of children interviewed dropped out of school in the middle of their studies. 
Dreby (2006) found that the pattern of problems contradicts the expectations of most parents 
who have migrated. Similarly, I found that that the expectations of migrant mothers do not 
always match with the actual performance of male children in Mexico. However, the 
expectations mothers have for their sons were more flexible than the expectations they had for 
their daughters. As Sara said of her son Agustín, “Of course my priority for him to go to school 
and finish his studies, but he is also a man that has to be able to make his own choices, there is 
very little I can do” (Interview, April 2010). On the other hand, Camila explained to me while 
referring to her three daughters she left in Mexico, “the problem is that if my girls drop out of 
school I know it’s because of a man . . . pregnancy, moving to another town for a man, to serve 
him . . . and I think they are too young for that” (Interview, February 2011). 
In the cases shown here, girls understand that getting formal education may provide a 
way out of the reality they live in. In many interviews girls alluded to the idea that they did not 
want to “end up” being dependent on a husband and they needed to be able to support 
themselves. In part this thinking is the result of analysis the children and the mothers do of the 
labor market. These claims were usually followed by ideas of a stable and happy marriage and 




future aspirations looked like. They knew what they did not want, though, and that usually meant 
not having a “violent, drunk husband” who would not take care of them. Mothers and caregivers 
used their academic expectations to control and “keep an eye” on girls and prevent them from 
making decisions they thought to be bad; in this way, mothers created a narrative that gave the 
impression that if their daughters performed well academically, their chances of going to the 
U.S. to find good jobs and their prospects for a good life would increase. 
Much of the conversation that happened on the phone and via Skype between mothers in 
New York and their daughters in Mexico started with comments much like the those offered by 
Gemma to Daniella in one conversation I witnessed: “Hija, you need to make a life for yourself, 
you need to do things that I wasn’t able to do” (Field notes,  New York City, November 2012). 
When mothers talked to their sons on the phone the conversation was slightly different and had 
more to do with ideas about being a hombrecito, a “good” and “respectable man.” Grandmothers 
in Mexico were raising all of the boys in this study, and mothers in New York worried about 
what Sara expressed as, “the lack of a male figure to teach him the value of work” (Interview, 
March 2010). Mothers also regularly instructed their sons not to impregnate their girlfriends. 
Mothers were concerned with alcoholism and with the idea that their sons would end up having a 
child or children in their teenage years.   
 
Gender Role Expectations for Children in Mexico 
 
Girls in this research discussed the difficulties of arriving home and having to clean, 
cook, and wash their uniforms before dinner every day. They complained about the lack of time 




found girls did better in school, the girls accumulated more housework because the mothers were 
gone, which impacted their academic performance. They spent less time doing homework and 
finishing assignments. Other scholars have explored the idea of the double burden for girls. 
Results from the survey administered in three schools in Puebla show that trend as well: on 
average girls have 1.8 jobs at home and boys have 1.2. Housework included in the survey 
included cooking, cleaning, taking care of siblings, feeding the family, helping with homework, 
and feeding the animals. These tasks were chosen after two pilot surveys on housework division 
and qualitative interviews with over 60 participants where people described what the primary 
jobs within a household entailed. For male respondents in this research, housework increased 
significantly only when both parents were gone (3.3 jobs versus a little over 1 job when mothers 
were home). Even though the number of chores also grew for female respondents when both 
parents migrated, girls performed significantly more chores even when only the mother had 
gone. My observations show that girls take over many of the roles of their mothers when a 
mother leaves home and there are changes in the division of household chores.  
The household arrangements of the children in Mexico and the tasks that come along are 
important indicators of how their lives are shaped by the migration of their mothers. All 20 
caregivers interviewed reported that girls take over the tasks their mothers would be responsible 
for if they were home. Gloria, Pilar’s grandmother explained to me, “Ever since Guillermina left 
I tell Pilar (13), ‘Listen (Pilar) you will have to do your Mamá’s job, do you understand that?’” 
They did not mention boys taking up any of the tasks of mothers who left. Gloria continued, “I 
tell Pilar every day, hija your Mamá is gone, you better grow fast into a mujercita and do her 




female in these households in Mexico: lavar, limpiar y cocinar (to wash, clean, and cook). Pilar 
told me, 
   Well, all the Mamás, the ones that stay-at-home, say household duties never, never end. 
Because you might clean one place and then it gets dirty, because the kids came in all 
dirty, and you need to clean again. And the dishes that we use to eat, you need to wash 
again and again . . . like every time you eat, because you can’t end without plates to eat. 
Then you have to wash your uniform before you go to school . . . then if there is someone 
visiting—an uncle or another señor—you  have to prepare him food and then clean. They 
say “you need to work a lot to have this place clean.”  
 
The caregivers interviewed told me that boys do little in the house. As Agustina (52) said, 
“there is not much for boys to do,” regardless of having a migrant mother. According to 
Agustina, Brian’s grandmother, girls need to be mujercitas (little woman) from as early as seven 
years old, when they start making tortillas, cleaning the house, and washing clothes. I observed 
girls as young as three years of age helping to cook by slicing tomatoes, onions, and avocados 
using knives. Girls in Mexico learn to care for others from a young age: they learn to serve their 
brothers, fathers, and uncles or to help their mothers and grandmothers. 
Fifty-six percent of the girls reported cleaning the house as their primary responsibility 
within the household, whereas boys reported feeding the animals (48 percent) as their primary 
duty. The only housework boys overwhelmingly reported not doing was cooking. Thus, there is a 
gendered division of labor within the house. Many girls were having trouble completing and 
finishing their homework assignments. Alondra told me “if I had as much time as some of these 
other boys have I would be the best in school!” (Interview, 1 August 2010). Boys were, however, 
involved in extra-curricular activities: swimming lessons, martial arts, and soccer were part of 
their afternoon routines. Andrés, 13, was taking swimming lessons at a nearby community pool. 




It is also possible that the discipline and responsibilities girls assume at home influence 
their school achievement. Mirna, a caregiver and grandmother, told me, “learning to be a 
mujercita, you know, a good girl, is about obeying rules . . . is about obedience. I think Carolina 
[her granddaughter] obeys me, her teacher, her mother . . . she is a good girl” (Interview, 5 
August 2010). During my observations it became apparent that girls were indeed obeying their 
caregivers more regularly than boys. However, the girls explained that obedience was coming, in 
part, from a place of appreciation of the caregiver. In many instances, girls said that the one 
person who took care of them, helped them, took them out, and fed them was their grandmother 
caregiver, therefore girls felt that “the right thing to do” was to take care of their grandmother.  
In contrast, none of the boys strived to excel in their academic pursuits. They were 
interested in going to school if that meant that they could play sports. This is not to say that they 
necessarily underperformed, but to illustrate how even though mothers had expectations of all 
their children being successful in school, it was acceptable for boys not to perform well. 
Levinson (1997) found that, in Mexico, dominant norms of masculinity stipulated modest 
involvement with academics, and excessive attention to studies was occasionally stigmatized as 
effeminate, mainly because of the assumption that to do lots of after-school “tarea” meant 
spending more time in the domestic, feminine space of the home (p. 10).  
Transnational gossip and stigmatization, a phenomenon observed by scholars like Joanna 
Dreby and Robert C. Smith, influenced children’s schooling experiences in this research. Seven-
year-old Brian was disinterested in school. He reported being teased by peers about being raised 
by his grandmother or as he described, “having many mothers” (Interview, 15 June 2010). 
Brian’s grandmother caregiver Agustina reported that, one day on returning from school, Brian 




to comfort him and, as she told me, to show him love and protect him from the “ugly truth” 
(Interview, 18 June 2010). When she talked to me about enforcing school attendance, Agustina 
expressed feeling “guilty” and being willing to let Brian stay home from school to avoid being 
hurt:  
   If he doesn’t want to go to school, he won’t go to school. The poor baby already went 
through so much with his mother leaving him and he doesn’t like it when other children 
make fun of him for having two mothers, I feel guilty. (Interview, 20 June 2010)  
 
Avoiding discussions that were difficult (where he came from) and situations that were hard 
(peers at school teasing him) seemed to be Agustina’s way of dealing with Brian’s emotional 
reactions to his mother’s absence. Though Agustina wanted to defend her daughter and justify 
her departure to Brian, she did not want Brian to feel that he was the reason his mother left. 
Agustina explained, “it’s hard for my daughter, I know . . . but it is harder for Brian, so I might 
change the story to him a little bit, but it is out of love” (Interview, 21 June 2010). Brian’s 
mother did not know about any of these challenges. She told me she had not called Brian in a 
while because she was embarrassed she had not been able to send money for uniforms and 
books, which were at the top of her priority list when sending money home. Brian’s grandmother 
worked hard to provide for him. With her own husband incarcerated in Texas accused of human 
trafficking, she took a job selling peanuts and corn in order to make ends meet. She was also 
going through their savings to support her own two daughters and Brian.  
 
School Performance Incentives: Gifts from the U.S. 
 
Tina, the youngest of the sisters in the Osorio constellation, loved to dance and she had 




Her interest in dance and performance accrued costs for Brianna and Ronald, as Tina needed new 
tutus, skirts, and entire outfits depending on the dance she was going to perform in school that 
week. Tina had no problem picking up the phone and calling Brianna or sending her text 
messages to ask for costumes for plays and school performances. Brianna on the other side of the 
line told Tina multiple times: “hija, I will send you clothes, but you know what I need from you, 
right?” Tina rolled her eyes and said “Si, si . . . I know . . . but my reports are good mamá.” Tina 
took pride in going to school wearing her bright pink Dora the Explorer T-shirt and her matching 
backpack. Other children in her class asked her how she was always so well dressed and had the 
best costumes for the dance performances in school. Tina answered, “I have a rich mamá that 
sends me gifts all the time.” A girl asked her “really, you don’t need to do anything for her to 
give you all these gifts, with my mama here I have to clean the entire house!” Tina replied, “I tell 
her about my grades and how the professors here love me . . . right maestro Felipe, don’t you 
think I am a good student and deserve all the gifts and more?” The teacher looked at me and 
whispered under his breath, “That’s not the way to bring up your daughter.”  
Brianna and Ronald worked hard to be able to provide financial stability for their children 
and a sign of that was sending gifts and money. The three sisters grew used to receiving gifts. 
The last time I visited them, I brought with me a suitcase with tennis shoes, t-shirts, dresses, and 
toys from their parents. The three sisters went through the suitcase and picked out the things they 
liked and the things they did not like. After a few minutes looking at all the gifts they started 
arguing with each other: 
Tina: My mother told me she sent me an orange shirt, she told me that just yesterday on 
the phone. 
Ashley: This orange shirt doesn’t even fit you; it’s for older girls not a baby like you. 
Tina: I don’t care! I go to school and I need the clothes to dance at my next performance. 





Tina ended up with the orange shirt and as she sobbed and sat on her grandmother’s lap she said:  
   I don’t understand mamá Leila (grandmother), my mamá Brianna promised me that if I 
went to school and was a good student she would give me everything . . . does that mean 
that she won’t give me the doll house? Yo hice tanta tarea, mamá Leila, tanta (I did so 
much homework, so much). 
  
There was anxiety on Tina’s part to know whether or not her “efforts” would be 
compensated. Tina was only seven years old and she was focused on the almost weekly reward 
she would receive because she was a “good” student. On the other side of the border I 
accompanied Brianna many times as she rushed through streets to find what Tina had asked her 
for. Brianna’s worry was clear, “she will not trust me anymore and worse than that she will use it 
[not receiving gifts] to blackmail me and she will start missing school, because her grandmother 
feels bad about forcing her!” 
                   
Picture 8. Tina, Fernanda, and their cousin Chelsea opening gifts sent by Brianna and Ronald 
 Boys were also materially compensated for performance, but the effect was not 
necessarily as positive, as illustrated by the case of Agustín. Then 14-year-old Agustín lived with 




lived in New York City with her 4-year-old son, Felipe, and worked as a nanny, as previously 
described. Sara left Agustín in 2002, when he was six years old. After four years she returned to 
Hidalgo for six months. She then left Agustín behind once again. Agustín lived in a big 
renovated house built by his mother and her siblings, who continued to maintain it through 
monthly remittances. One day, as I was visiting, Agustín locked himself in his room in the 
morning and said he did not want to go school. From the other side of the door, his grandmother 
told him “Hijo, how can you waste your future like this? Don’t you want to make your mother 
proud? Remember, hijo, that’s why she left” (Field notes, 2 July 2010). Minutes later Agustín 
opened the door in his uniform and was ready to go. As we got to the school his teacher, who 
was also the principal, called him into her office. She told him that he was going to fail 8
th
 grade. 
Agustín turned to his teacher and asked her, “How am I going to explain this to my mother?” 
(Field notes, 2 July 2010). Later during a meal Agustín told me, “She [Sara] doesn’t know me. I 
want to stay home and watch movies. She is not here . . . she only wants to know about school” 
(Field notes, 2 July 2010). Indeed, school performance was Agustín’s currency with his mother. 
To discipline him, Sara withheld gifts like tennis shoes, video games, DVDs, etc. Therefore, 
upon talking to the principal, Agustín quickly thought about how his mother would be 
disappointed in him and also about how he would not receive the gifts he looked forward to. 
Though Sara threatened to withhold gifts from Agustín, she ended up sending him all of them 
regardless of school performance. Sara’s expectations of school achievement were pushed back 
by her “idea” of what a young man should be able to do.  
In the cases of Tina and Agustín, school performance was rewarded with gifts sent from 
the United States. Tina was frustrated because she felt that she did what was asked in terms of 




Sara would send the gifts even if he did not do well in school, something that Tina was not sure 
about—perhaps because of her younger age. Also, a pattern emerged through the different stories 
of Brian and Agustín. Though they were different ages and had different relationships with their 
mothers, their mothers wanted them to be successful at school. However, these boys were aware 
of their power within the relationship with their mothers and grandmothers and knew they could 
“get away” with not doing well in school.  
 
Positive Schooling Experiences in Mexico: Daniella and Carolina 
 
According to a 2006 UNICEF report about Latin America and the Caribbean, boys 
generally have higher repetition rates and lower academic achievement levels than girls, and in 
some countries, a higher rate of absenteeism. Some have argued that girls, even in their most 
vulnerable situations, tend to perform better academically since the school functions as a space 
for liberation, as illustrated by Daniella’s case. At the time of our interview, she was 15, had 
been separated from her mother for over a decade, and had a difficult relationship with her 
grandfather, who was reported to be an alcoholic. Daniella told me that in the past he had hit her 
and her grandmother. I asked Daniella if she had ever tried to speak to Gemma, her biological 
mother in New York, about the incidents. Daniella replied to me, “Yes, she calls and talks to him 
about it and then has to change topics because he starts to say ugly things to her . . . like . . . ‘who 
do you think you are? You left the father of your daughter and now you live far away’” 
(Interview, Mexico, July 2012). Daniella described her last few years and put emphasis on how 
school helped her “forget” about her feelings of abandonment and rejection: “it feels good to be 




my mind off of thinking about bad things” (Interview, May 2012). I asked Daniella what those 
bad things were: 
G: What do you mean by “bad things”? 
D: I was really depressed when I was 11 years old. I couldn’t even bathe myself . . . I felt 
worthless. I know my grandmother was thinking about putting me in a place for crazy 
people. 
G: Why do you say that? 
D: Because I heard her talking to Gemma on the phone and telling her that I didn’t do 
anything around the house, that I wasn’t independent. So I thought my mamá . . . I mean 
Gemma also did not want me. 
G: How did you feel then? 
D: I was very confused and I reached out and started talking to my biological father and 
his family . . . I wanted to go live with him. I wanted to be with one of my parents and my 
own mother was so far away with a different family and different husband . . . I felt very 
depressed. I don’t . . . I mean I didn’t understand why my mother would leave and not 
want me. 
G: Do you understand now why she left? 
D: Now I kind of do . . . she is busy there in El Norte. She works, works, works all the 
time. I know she doesn’t have an easy life and she helps me a lot with school stuff. 
 
A few minutes later Daniella told me,  
   I finally feel like . . . like I am worth something. I like that if I put effort into something 
I do well . . . and I know Gemma and my mamá are proud of me, they talk about it all the 
time. And when I am reading books and learning English I think about all the things I 
want to do in my life and when I’m in school even though girls gossip so much and talk 
about me not having a real father and mother I get to think about me. (Interview, May 
2012) 
 
Fifteen-year-old Carolina (who lived in Puebla), daughter of Lucia (who lived in South 
Bronx), resisted going with her mother to the United States because she wanted to stay in 
Mexico and at least finish 8
th
 grade. Carolina told me her mother wanted her to go to the U.S. 
because her mother believed that schools were better there. She said, “She doesn’t understand 
that I like school here. I like to study, I like math, social studies. I get good grades too. Ask my 
aunt!” (Interview, 2 June 2010). In this case there was a match in the educational expectation 
between mother and daughter, although there was a difference in opinion regarding the best 







The expectations mothers in New York City impose on their children in Mexico are a 
direct result of their migration. In their minds, they migrated to provide for their children and to 
give them better lives. On the other hand, once they have children here they understand the 
system and the ways things work in the United States to “take care” of the education of their 
children. They do not expect high achievement from children in the United States because, 
according to them, they do not have to perform extremely well in order to succeed in life. They 
already have the chance of success since they live here and are citizens. 
 Different motivations informed the educational expectations held by mothers and 
grandmothers. Mothers in New York wanted their daughters to excel not only because of their 
justification of why they left Mexico in the first place, but also so they could experience a life 
that they themselves did not have.  
   When I was growing up I had to beg my father to let me go to school, he did not let me. 
I don’t know how to read and write. Since my daughter went to the United States she 
talks more about making sure my granddaughter Daniella not only finishes school, but go 
on to college . . . I think she sees how in El Norte there is a lot more money and I think 
it’s because people go to school. (Interview, Lupe, 20 May 2012) 
 
Though grandmothers reinforced the message conveyed by mothers, they did so in order to show 
allegiance and loyalty to their own daughters in New York. As I have mentioned before, all but 
one caregiver did not compete with biological mothers for the post of central decision makers in 
the lives of children and youth. Grandmothers used school and education also as a way to “keep 




The education and schooling expectations of mothers in New York City were gendered in 
regards to their children in Mexico, but not in regards to their children in the U.S. Caregivers in 
Mexico held on to gender ideologies: they believed in a specific division of labor in the house 
and they believed that there was a difference in the physical freedom boys and girls should 
enjoy, but in all cases grandmothers protected their grandsons while enforcing a curfew and 
mobility rules for their granddaughters. Caregivers and grandmothers were extremely careful 
with girls. Curfews were enforced and there were clear boundaries regarding boyfriends. 
Mothers constantly warned against pregnancy; as one grandmother explained, “People already 
think she will find a boyfriend in school and get pregnant and drop out. Not on my watch!” 
(Interview, Ester, Vera Cruz, 23 July 2012). 
 Such issues have been discussed in the literature on gender and schooling. In many ways 
mothers and grandmothers vouch for schooling as a direct stepping stone to find “better 
opportunities” or jobs that will eventually pay their children more than what they themselves 
have earned. There is a mixed effect of the different ideas discussed in this chapter: gender 
ideologies associated with what is masculine and what is feminine, expectations from migrant 
mothers fueled by their motivation behind their departure in the first place, and the ideology 
behind what is “good” and “advanced” related to finishing high school and hopefully moving on 
to college. 
Girls interacted with their migrant mothers on a daily and weekly basis and the fact that 
they belonged to a care constellation that is structurally organized across a transnational terrain 
contributed to their efforts and motivations related to school achievement. Adely (2012) shows in 
her work that education is central to the narratives of young women. Even though in Jordan 




schooling experience for young women is less attached to economic benefits and more aligned 
with ideas about living a pious life and appropriate and respectful gender roles. Bartlett (2003) 
describes education for young women as a space of deliberation in their lives, as part and parcel 
of the national and local ideals of a developed woman, and as a project with substantial material 
implications. Murphy-Graham (2012) explains that education, for women, can be a way of 
recognizing one’s own worth and the importance of the individual. According to Murphy-
Graham (2012), this process of empowerment make women believe they have the ability to 
contribute to personal and social betterment.  
Most of the girls in this research had intense domestic work chores, so the fact that 
mothers in New York placed such expectations on their academic performance gave them 
something tangible to work for and provided caregivers and mothers with the constant subject of 
academic achievement; this context made a difference in terms of the academic achievement of 
girls in Mexico. I observed conversations between mothers and daughters via Skype, telephone, 
Facebook, and text messages that would always start and end with discussions about school. It is 
also true that conversations between mothers and their sons included topics related to school 
performance, however, the effect that school performance expectations had on girls and on boys 
were different. Differences also existed across age groups, with teenagers being keen on finding 
ways “out” of the small pueblo they lived in and younger girls wanting their mother’s approval 
and support.  
Measuring academic performance of girls and boys around the world has been the 
mission of different international agencies as well as local and federal governments. Much of 
education policy comes from the type of “hard data” produced by elaborate regressions, large 




not pick up on: the particularities of these constellations and how relationships across borders 
have consequences on how boys and girls not only experience schooling, but also fare 
academically. My choices of having a child- or youth-centered approach and focusing on the 
narratives that girls and boys use to describe their education experiences was not by chance. 
Educational attainment helps to bond (for better or for worse) the pieces of the constellation. If 
care is what holds a constellation together in their everyday lives, education and schooling are 
the topics of conversation that give mothers, caregivers, and children hope for a future together.  





Interlude: Letter to Carlitos 
 
During my very first fieldwork visit to Mexico in the summer of 2010, I arrived at the 
house where I would be staying in the suburbs of the city of Puebla and shared my first meal 
with my “host” family. I described what I wanted to study in Mexico. In addition, I told them I 
wanted to look into the role of caregivers and the relationship of these children with their 
mothers. Julio, my host, went to his library and came back with a letter, dated 1972, from his 
sister to her son, then a 5-year-old boy. His sister Yuli, 24 at the time, was part of the student 
revolutionary movement that had begun in 1968 in Mexico. This revolutionary movement was 
still fighting against the government army in 1972 and Yuli left her son, Carlitos, to participate in 
the armed fight that year. Reading this letter on my first day of fieldwork in Mexico, I noticed 
how similar this mother’s narrative was to my initial research findings about caregiving and 
school expectations. 
The letter read (translated from Spanish to English): 
Dear Carlitos, 
 
It will make me very happy if you receive this letter and if with this letter you can feel 
how much I love you. Always remember that while I’m alive wherever I am I think of 
you. And if I’m not with you right now, please know that it makes me sad. I want you to 
live in a different environment from what exists right now, where all people are good and 
love one another. I want you to be happy and surrounded by happy people, and to achieve 
this for you and for other kids I need to be working far away from you. 
 
My hijito (little boy) I know that you may suffer sometimes because you are not with me, 
but always remember this: Tere and Julio are my parents, they took care of me when I 
was a little girl and now they are taking care of you, my son, and because of that you 
must love them like you love me. Be obedient to them, don’t do bad things, don’t be 
rude. Please be a good boy and you will see how everybody is going to love you, because 
everyone likes the good boys and you are a very good boy. 
 
When people fool you and tell you that you are a bad kid, don’t believe them because you 




than of other kids. And this should make you a hombrecito (little man). I know you love 
me a lot, and because of this love you should pay attention to what I tell you. I also want 
you to be the best in your class. I know you can because you are very intelligent and it 
won’t be hard for you. Just put a little effort every day and do your homework. Be neat 
with your notebooks, ask your grandparents to cut your fingernails and toe nails. Be 
organized and you will see how your teachers will appreciate you more and you will like 
school every day more. For me is extremely important that you study. For you to come 
work with me you need to be a very good student. 
 
I don’t want you to be a troublemaker or selfish, but at the same time don’t ever let 
people treat you unjustly. Don’t let the older kids treat you bad and at the same time don’t 
ever treat the young ones bad. 
 
Always remember that you are the person that I love the most in my life, you are my 
treasure and I wish you all the best. It hurts me too to be away from you, but we don’t 
always have the life we want, sometimes you have to fulfill duties and right now our 
country needs people working to make this society a new one, and just like you there are 
many little boys that have their parents away and some of them don’t even have the 
grandparents and they are sad. Think that you are OK because you have Julio and Tere, 
you have my sisters that I know are always going to be there for you. 
 
Be really good in school so that one day you can write me telling me about how you are 
doing and even if I don’t receive these letters know that every day that I live is dedicated 
to you. You will see that your mother will never lie to you and one day you will clearly 
understand why it is worth for us to be separated now. 
 
I send you a lot of kisses and a big, long hug. 
 
Tu Mamá,  








 Millions of people in the world today live as part of transnational care constellations. I 
have argued that in order to understand children and youth’s care and education experiences in 
Mexico and in the United States, researchers must look at them as part of these transnational care 
constellations. If children have difficulty learning or speaking the host country’s language, if 
parents or caregivers don’t seem enthusiastic about children’s school, or if children with 
immigrant parents are performing well in school, teachers, researchers and policy makers must 
ask themselves – who is involved in the care of these children and youth? Who is making the 
decisions regarding their education trajectories? And how does the other side, where part of the 
family is, influence behavior, decisions and experiences? I have posited that immigrant Mexican 
women with children in Mexico and in the United States remain a part of their offspring’s lives 
especially in regards to education and schooling. As a central figure in these constellations 
mothers along with caregivers link separated siblings and the different realities in a way that 
makes children and youth interact with the other side. In a world where people are constantly on 
the move we have yet a lot to learn from how communication across borders take place and what 
kind of influence these distant realities have on one another.  
 The popular African proverb “It takes a whole village to raise a child” (also used by 
Hilary Rodham Clinton as a title for one her books) becomes blurred and borderless when we try 
to understand who is involved in not only raising a child, but also educating the child. Where is 
the village in a transnational perspective? The village becomes the transnational care 




where migration and the narratives that come with it are a latent topic in children’s everyday 
lives and contributes to how they perceive their schools, their homes and their families.  
 
This research has explored the ways maternal migration shapes the lives of children who 
are part of transnational care constellations divided between Mexico and the United States. I 
focused on the reconfiguration of family relationships in the wake of maternal migration; each 
chapter describes how these changes have shaped children’s lives on both sides of the border. 
Levitt and Glick-Schiller (2004) have argued that central to the project of transnational migration 
studies and to the scholarship on other transnational phenomena is a reformulation of the concept 
of society:  
   Our analytical lens must necessarily broaden and deepen because migrants are often 
embedded in multi-layered, multi-sited transnational social fields, encompassing those 
who move and those who stay behind. As a result, basic assumptions about social 
institutions such as the family, citizenship, and nation-states need to be revisited. (p. 4)  
  
Through the use of transnational care constellations I tried to “broaden” and “deepen” my 
analytical lens on migration. I broaden in a sense that I looked at both sides of the border where 
families are, and I deepened as I focused on who is involved in the micro-contexts of caring for 
the children here and there. This study aimed to revisit assumptions of motherhood, caregiving, 
and family structure by looking at how transnational practices shape and influence the lives of 
children. 
I first argued that the influence of migration cannot be understood by looking at only one 
side of the border, which led to my use of a methodological approach that entailed transnational 
multi-sited fieldwork with participants who inhabit the different spaces across borders. Second, 
children’s lives and experiences are an important, yet often overlooked, part of migration 




migration shape and influence children’s experiences of education and schooling. Mothers’ 
expectations and educational investments varied according to children’s location and mothers’ 
financial and emotional stability. In addition, the gender of the child played an important role in 
how expectations of education and schooling unfolded. Fourth, I argued that academic 
achievement and education experiences differ for separated siblings in Mexico and in New York 
City and that assumptions of “better” schooling systems are complicated when we look at the 
micro-interactions and everyday practices of the families in this study. By focusing on the lived 
and relational dimensions of maternal migration as experienced by members of what I refer to as 
a “transnational care constellation,” this research contributes to the existing migration 
scholarship through an analysis of how transnational migration and people’s mobility shape the 
lives of children and youth “left behind,” “brought over,” and “born here.” By arguing for the 
importance of attending to children’s lived experiences of familial separation and participation in 
care constellations, this research provides a nuanced analysis of migration’s many facets. 
 I focused on micro-contexts “here” and “there” in order to show how everyday realities 
are shaped by these transnational relationships. For example, economic and sociological 
explanations tend to take for granted a generalized view of why people migrate and leave out 
important distinctions that are not just anecdotes or caveats, they are the reality in which millions 
of people live and organize their family structure—transnational care constellations. 
Transnational families face many of the same challenges as immigrant families: adapting to a 
new culture, learning a new language, locating suitable affordable housing, seeking jobs, and 
adjusting to the educational and larger societal systems. In addition, transnational families have 
to face physical separation accompanied by communication facilitated by technology. As 




Although transnational families are not a new phenomenon, there are critical differences between 
the transnational families of the late 20th and early 21st centuries and earlier forms. 
Contemporary transnational families survive in a world in which communication and 
transportation technology makes it easier for families to stay connected (p.1318).  
 
Transnational care constellations are unique in a sense that separation exists, but the desire to 
maintain family ties through this system also exists. Part of the definition of transnational 
motherhood is the idea that women have of “being here” and “being there” simultaneously. 
Mothers in this research showed how they operated outside the here/there dichotomy by crossing 
the border with their care, fully acknowledging their positions within the care constellation, and 
using ICTs to fulfill their roles. Migrant mothers were constantly faced with challenges regarding 
how to negotiate care and educational investments for all of their children. They understood 
children in Mexico to be the beneficiaries of their sacrifice and thus focused on expecting more 
from them. 
 
Ideas and Practices of Transnational Motherhood 
 
 Chapter II showed that women borrow emblems and ideas of motherhood from Mexico, 
their home country, as they become transnational mothers in New York City. The idea of 
motherhood, as others have noticed, is deeply associated with ideas of sacrifice for one’s 
children. I showed, however, that women have other desires and motivations to migrate that 
appeared to be hiding behind the justification considered legitimate by family members and 
themselves: providing for the children. 
  In a review of the literature of migration it becomes clear that the primary reported 
motivation for people to leave their homes and go to a different country is economic: migration 




separation. Even though from a rational choice perspective this may be a feasible explanation, 
migrant mothers not only had particular economic reasons for migration, but also focused on 
being able to provide to further the education of their children. As I demonstrated in Chapter II, 
the economic explanation does not fully account for the stories of migrants who are women and 
mothers who have children on both sides of the border. The economic explanation does not 
question the motivation of this group of individuals and consequently how mothers’ mobility 
shapes the lives of children and youth on both sides (beyond the impact of remittances for those 
who stay and being first or second generation for those who are here). I focused on how 
intergenerational relationships between women have contributed to constructions of the ideals 
behind caregiving and thus transnational motherhood. The ideas of “the good mother” influenced 
how women in this study took care of their children. Justifying migration with the idea of 
sacrifice provided a comforting explanation for many women. Personal desires fed motivations 
to migrate; however, they were quickly suppressed by the perceived duty of how a mother should 
care for a child. Women were not contradicting ideas of motherhood learned from their mothers 
in Mexico; they were using those concepts to create new forms of mothering from afar. 
One of the ways parenting from a distance comes through relates to education and 
schooling related decisions. Chapter III documented how migrant mothers have taken the role of 
decision makers in school related decisions for their children “here” and there.” I argued that—in 
almost parallel experiences—caregivers on one side and mothers on the other side struggled to 
participate in the lives of children they physically cared for. Chapter III builds on the idea that 
women, even when separated from their children for a number of years, continue their mission to 
provide for them and keep their bond alive. I also showed the difficulties migrant women had 




  Many women considered themselves less capable of assisting children in schools in New 
York City, and thus their presence in parent-teacher conferences and school events was small. 
Transnational motherhood, a term coined by Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila (1997), is more a 
more complex and nuanced practice than just having children here and there. Transnational 
mothers are constantly making decisions and choices that affect the lives of their children in 
Mexico, their children in New York City, and  caregivers in Mexico. On the other side, in 
Mexico, caregivers struggled with similar issues. Feeling not competent to assist their 
grandchildren with homework and school, grandmothers described not knowing much about how 
school worked and did not think they could improve children´s performance or help them in any 
way. Co-presence of caregivers and children in the same country, city, and home did not mean 
automatically that more support would be given. Thus, Chapter III shows how and when women 
borrowed from ideas of what a mother “should” do and put them into practice regardless of 
distance. 
 
Children and Youth Perspectives: A Transnational Comparative Lens 
 
A major task of this research was to address the experiences of children and youth in 
migration contexts. Coe et al. (2011) have described children and youth as under theorized “key 
players” in globalization and transnational processes. Few scholars (see Dreby, 2010) have been 
able to overcome the barriers of doing research with children who are affected by the migration 
of their parents. There is little documentation on the communication between separated siblings 
and how their experiences do or do not differ in transnational contexts. In this research project, I 




how children and youth relate to one another. Focusing on siblings allowed me to understand 
how kinship travels and crosses borders and how these relationships are formed and questioned. 
 Children and youth used a transnational comparative lens to form their thoughts and 
impressions about migration, separated families and their siblings on the other side, inequality 
within the family, and sense of belonging in the family. Physical resemblance was important 
when children and youth discussed their siblings, grandmothers, and mothers. In addition to 
these emotions, children and youth on both sides of the border imagined their siblings in 
different time and spaces, almost as if they were “stuck” in these imaginaries. Describing the 
other side, children and youth started with an economic perspective of how the “rest” of the 
family lived and used those ideas to build character concepts of who these family members are 
and how they live. Using inequality as a lens to analyze how siblings lived on the other side was 
a common practice among children in this study. Siblings in New York City worried about the 
wellbeing of their siblings in Mexico and had ideas of Mexico as a “harder” or “tougher” place 
to live. At the same time, there were examples of children in New York City who questioned the 
situation of their siblings in Mexico as leverage to demand more material gifts from their 
mothers.  
 
Siblings Separated by Migration 
 I argued in Chapter V that members of the transnational constellation have also come to 
expect mothers to assist them with remittances, material gifts, and emotional support. Mexican 
migrant women in New York City were able to provide for children in Mexico and in the U.S. 
only if they were able to experience stability in their home. Children and youth in New York 




Mexico. The varied socioeconomic and educational backgrounds of immigrant families can 
affect the child’s opportunities and experiences in different ways. Migrant mothers with more 
resources may find ways to settle in more affluent neighborhoods with better schools. Migrant 
mothers with fewer resources may have to settle where housing is cheaper and schools are often 
overcrowded and low quality.  
 Mothers often justified migration by saying it would lead to better opportunities. 
However, as I showed, boys and girls in Mexico reacted differently to the educational 
expectations of their mothers. There was a mismatch in terms of expectations when it came to 
mothers and their sons, as boys tended to underperform academically and drop out in the middle 
of their studies. Children born in the U.S. were heavily influenced by the quality of the school 
they attended. Even though mothers in Sunset Park and the South Bronx faced similar issues in 
regards to not being able to assist their children with homework and feeling the pressure of work 
and money, children in the South Bronx had a harder time at school. Mothers in the South Bronx 
felt that there was very little space for them to participate in their children´s schooling lives and 
the living situation in the neighborhood contributed to the lack of trust mothers had on teachers 
at the school and vice-versa. Further, mothers in the South Bronx were consistently unable to 
enroll their children in after-school programs and felt that there was little help from principals or 
school staff regarding opportunities for their children. Even though the city government assigned 
free tutors, the professionals did not show up, stayed for a shorter number of hours, and 
ultimately did not help the children with homework. Also, families in the South Bronx relied on 
government assistance like food stamps and child support. They made substantially less money 




large, supportive Mexican population, whereas families in the South Bronx experienced 
challenges with violence, racial/ethnic tension, and poor housing. 
The narrative of struggle and sacrifice is present in the lives of transnational mothers, but 
I observed them working on building different types of practices in order to remain present in 
their children’s lives in Mexico. The childrearing practices in New York City varied 
significantly, depending on where these mothers were and their financial situation. The pressure 
of being the provider when women owed money to loan sharks, had unstable partners, or lived in 
cramped, small apartments had enormous influence on how they treated their U.S. born children. 
Violence and poverty exacerbated the situations of women who worried about their legal status 
and lack of English knowledge.  
 
Gender, Migration, and Education 
 
In Chapter VI I discussed girls’ superior educational performance as linked to narratives 
of possible reunification with mothers and hopes that academic performance would bring them 
together. Girls also discussed the expectations of receiving material gifts. In addition, “doing 
well” in school allowed girls to use school as a space to forget about problems. It is important to 
mention that these ideas are not mutually exclusive; they are fluid and overlap at times. I also 
addressed the realities girls face in their homes in terms of gender role expectations, thus the 
correlations between transnational gossip, gendered division of housework, and school 
performance. I have argued that maternal expectations and gender role expectations sometimes 
complicate notions of performing well in school, thus creating different experiences for boys and 




better in school I used examples of boys in Mexico and also compared children in Mexico with 
children born in or living in the United States. 
Different motivations informed the educational expectations of mothers and 
grandmothers. On the one hand, mothers in New York wanted their daughters to excel not only 
because of their justification of why they left Mexico in the first place, but also so they could 
experience a life that they themselves did not have. On the other hand, even though 
grandmothers reinforced the message conveyed by mothers, they did so in order to show 
allegiance and loyalty to their own daughters in New York. As I mentioned, only one caregiver 
in this study did try to compete with the biological mother for the role of central decision maker 
with the children in her care. A final gendered pattern that emerged was that grandmothers used 
school and education also as a way to “keep an eye” on girls and have more control of girls’ 
whereabouts.   
 
Policy and Practice 
 
 From a policy perspective this work shines light on the complex issue of school 
performance and education experience of Latinos, especially Mexicans. The list of education-
related outcomes on which Latinos, but especially Mexicans, trail other ethnic groups is striking. 
The list includes achievement test performance at age five and earlier; performance in reading 
and math at Grades 4, 8, and 12; high school grade point average; and rates of high school 
graduation, college attendance, and college degree completion. I designed this research in such 
way that I was able to move from homes to schools in both countries and understand the 




children and youth coming home after school in a small village in Puebla and finding their 
grandparents unable to help them with homework, while their U.S. born siblings experienced 
similar difficulties as their mothers were not able to understand English to help them with 
homework. Teachers on both sides of the border described the relationships at home as an issue 
for the academic achievement of children and youth. I found girls in Mexico to have four times 
more housework than boys, leaving them little time to do homework and readings. Grandmothers 
explained to me that since the girls’ mothers had immigrated their daughters had to “step up” and 
take on their mothers’ “jobs.” 
In addition, this ethnography also contributes to the development of a research agenda and topics 
to be explored in regards to larger immigration reform. Migration has been constantly associated 
with development (Glick Schiller, 2012). This nexus needs to be untangled, as we assess not only 
who the participants are in migration movements, but also with who they remain connected to. I 
expect this research to contribute to debates on immigration, education, and gender and play an 
important role in shaping debates on how the United States and Mexico deal with the effects of a 




 It is perhaps fitting to close this dissertation by discussing an instance of family 
reunification. By 2013, Brianna and Fernanda, who had been apart for over three years, were 
finally sharing the same apartment in Jackson Heights, New York City. Based on the longing I 
knew each had for the other, when I arrived at their apartment two months after Fernanda had 




expectations, I found both women wanting to vent about the experiences of living together. 
Brianna had lost a lot of weight, and when I asked her what she was doing differently, she told 
me, “Zumba!” I distinctively remember Brianna while she was pregnant and after she gave birth. 
She had no energy and told me she felt extremely depressed and missed her daughters in Mexico. 
She complained that while she was pregnant she had no energy to go exercise. She also 
developed type II diabetes during her pregnancy. After enduring a traumatic birthing experience, 
she had experienced postpartum depression. “Now,” she explained to me, “I have her [pointing 
to Fernanda] . . . she helps me with everything . . . I mean she helps me when she is not upset and 
complaining. That is all she does, complains and gets sad . . . I don’t know why. Do you?” I did 
not have an answer for Brianna; I had one too many guesses.   
 Fernanda told me how her crossing went. Fernanda was originally born in the U.S. so she 
did not have to worry about her legal status when she was crossing into the United States. Ronald 
and Brianna did not have enough money to buy her a flight, so they trusted friends to bring 
Fernanda in a car from Puebla all the way to New York City. It took almost two weeks for 
Fernanda to arrive in New York, as they went to Chicago first. She told me she slept in the car 
every day and developed a chronic pain in her neck. Fernanda was still upset as she walked me 
through her journey. In the end of her story she had tears in her eyes and asked me, “Why did 
they bring me here?” Brianna overheard Fernanda saying that and quickly responded: “Your 
sisters would die to be here in your place, don’t be so ungrateful.”   
 Eventually, Fernanda grew fond of her new American school in Jackson Heights. As an 
English Language Learner student, she picked up English faster than other students in her class 
and showed tremendous versatility and adaptation when using slang and new vocabulary while 




online social networks. She was already a good student in Mexico, but she was even better after 
she moved to New York City. Her grades were consistently in the 90
th
 percentile and she was 
proud to show me her assignments when I came to see her. Like the transnational students 
described by Hamann et al. (2008) from their study in Nuevo León, Fernanda seemed to have 
figured out how to move between the two systems.  
 Fernanda and Brianna’s relationship continued to be challenging. Fernanda was left with 
her baby brother for hours every day as his babysitter. Brianna was working again, making 
decorations for parties in the neighborhood, and Ronald continued to work seven days a week, 
almost 18 hours a day. Fernanda sent me text messages asking me to visit when I had a chance. 
She told me that because of her baby brother she could not get out of the house much and hang 
out with her friends. During one of my visits, I asked Fernanda what was her favorite thing about 
being in the United States and she told me: “School, I love school here. We use computers all the 
time, the teachers are nice, and I am making new friends. I really like learning English, but I 
wish I had more time.” When I asked Fernanda what she meant by that she said, “My mother 
treats me like her little slave . . . not even mamá Leila [her grandmother caregiver] did that to 
me. It’s almost like I have chores here and my mamá is trying to teach me a lesson or something. 
. . . Doesn’t she know I already cleaned a lot in my life?” (Interview, 18 December 2013). 
 This reunification story represented yet another facet in the transnational care 
constellation. After being separated for a few years, what happens to mothers and their children 
when they reunite? I noticed that Brianna continued to have high expectations in terms of 
academic achievement for her daughter. Brianna constantly asked Fernanda if she had done 
homework and how well was she learning English; she pressured Fernanda to want to stay in the 




to be in Mexico for my quincenera (equivalent of Sweet Sixteenth), you promised.” All of her 
previous thoughts on reunification with her family were no longer prevalent in her responses. 
Fernanda reportedly felt “split” between Mexico and the U.S. She loved her new friends and 
school in Queens, but she felt that she was accumulating more household tasks in her new home. 
Brianna, on the other hand, developed a new narrative of sacrifice; she said to Fernanda more 
than once, “I brought you here, I saved all this money to bring you here and give you more 
opportunities and this is how you react? I’m tired of the complaining” (Field notes, 20 January 
2014).  
 The chain reactions unleashed by transnational migration are bigger than what we know. 
The story of reunification between Brianna and Fernanda only begins to scratch the surface of all 
the findings within transnational research. How is Fernanda going to fare in school in the future? 
Will she eventually want to go back to Mexico? And now that Brianna’s romanticized ideas of 
reunification have not played out, will she want to return to Mexico or bring her other daughters 
to New York City? Brianna’s son will be two in 2014. When she was pregnant, she told me over 
and over that as soon as he was born and was allowed to travel, she would pack her bags and go 
back to Mexico to be with her daughters and help her mother. In my last formal interview with 
Brianna (1 March 2014), she told me she did not know if it was a good idea to be in the same 
physical space as all her other daughters, because they have grown used to the distance. She also 
wondered aloud, “What if they start hating me . . . like Fernanda? . . . Isn’t it better for us to stay 
like this? I send them money and gifts and they need [emphasis added] me. If I’m there are they 
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Occupation Description of Children (name, 
age, gender and location) 
Caregiver in 
Mexico 






Puebla Elderly care Daniella, 15, female, Mexico           
Yazmin, 11, female, NYC             











Puebla Nanny Joaquín 18, male, Mexico                         
Florencia, 17, female, NYC             
Mariana, 8, female, NYC                  




Level 3 Violeta 
Mora 
Married South Bronx Mexico Cook Andrés, 13, male, Mexico              
Ramiro, 10, male, NYC            
Leah, 8, female, NYC                 
Nicole, 6, female, NYC                













Esperanza, 17, female, Mexico    
Yago, 13, male, Mexico               
Juan Pablo, 12, male, Mexico     
Alonso, 4, male, NYC              








South Bronx Morelos Sells 
Herbalife 
products 
Kaia, 10, female, Mexico           
Elvira, 9, female, Mexico        
Carlito, 6, male, NYC             
Santino, 4, male, NYC                    
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Level 3 Sara Blanco Single (2 
previous 
marriages) 
East Harlem Hidalgo Nanny/ 
Cleaning 
lady 
Agustín, 15, male, Mexico                 

















Ana, 18, female, Mexico              
Lilly, 16, female, Mexico               
Stella, 14, female, Mexico/NYC 
Antonio, 10, male, NYC                 
Natalia, 7, female, NYC                    









Puebla Stays at 
home 
Fernanda, 14, female, 
Mexico/NYC Ashley, 12, 
female, Mexico             Tina, 8, 
female, Mexico                Ronald 









South Bronx Puebla Cleaning 
lady 
Carlos, 16, male, Mexico             









South Bronx Puebla Cleaning 
lady 
Yenny, 16, female, Mexico          
Jean, 10, female, NYC                













Marcos, 12, male, Mexico           
Anthony, 6, male, NYC                




Level 2 Mayra 
Consuelo 




Rodrigo, 14, male, Mexico           
Ruiz, 9, male, NYC                          









East Harlem Puebla Salesperson 
at jewelry 
store 
Brian, 7, male, Mexico                  
Andina, 4, female, NYC                











Puebla Cook Mia, 13, female, Mexico  José, 
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Puebla Nanny Yuri, 15, male, Mexico                 
Regina, 12, female, Mexico         














Marta, 16, female, Mexico           
Chelsea, 6, female, NYC               











Esteban, 17, male, Mexico         
Mickey, 16, male, Mexico           














Pilar, 13, female, Mexico             
Heloisa, 5, female, NYC                










South Bronx Puebla 
Cleaning 
lady 
Carolina, 15, female, Mexico      
Keanu, 12, male, Mexico             














Henrique, 15, male, Mexico      
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Appendix B 
Schooling Systems Here and There 
 
  Mexico United States 







Jardin de los niños (kindergarten): ages 3-5 
Pre-school: Not mandatory; operated by independent 
organizations and not part of the state education system.  
Primária: grades 1-6, ages 6-14, compulsory. Students 
older than 15 who have not finished their primary 
education may attend primary school classes for adults. 
Primary or Elementary school is comprised of seven 
levels/grades (kindergarten to Grade 6) for children aged 5 
to 12.  
Secundária: Grades 7-9, compulsory since 1993, it is 
designed for students age 12 to 16 and takes three years 
to complete. Secondary education also provides 
learning opportunities for students older than 16 and 
working adults. Completing this level of education is 
required for students who want to advance to 
Preparatória. 
Middle or Junior High School: Depending on the 
organization of the school district, the next level of 
education is called either “middle school” or “junior high.” 
These schools are composed of two or three school years 
for children aged 12 to 15. Students must finish elementary 
school before advancing to middle school. Completion of 
this level of education is mandatory.  
Telesecundaria: can be found in rural areas and is 
equivalent to Grades 7-9 in Junior High Schools in the 
U.S. Every hour the students are given 15 minute 
televised lessons followed by 45 minutes to complete 
assignments in their national text book with support of 
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Preparatória: Students in preparatory school have three 
educational options. They can take general education 
classes, complete technical or vocational training 
(Bachillerato), or obtain a degree that prepares them for 
higher education.  
High school includes four years of courses and is required 
for students between ages 14 and 18. Students are prepared 
to transition to various types of subsequent education or 
training. Upon completion of high school, students receive 
a diploma and can then enter into technical training or 
university. A high school diploma is required for most jobs 
in the United States. 
Hours and 
schedules 
Until Preparatoria or bachillerato there two shifts: one 
in the morning and one in the afternoon 
 Usually from morning to afternoon. 
Grading 
practices 
Number system: "10" is the best grade, "6" passing 
poorly,"5" failed course/subject 
Letter system: “A” is the best grade, “D” passing poorly, 
“F” failed course/subject 
Types of 
schools 




Parents are not part of the governing boards of schools; 
legal mandates don't require parental participation.  
Parents are invited to school with the expectation of 
monetary or in-kind support. Parents are expected to 
help in physical aspects of the school (painting, 
building, etc.) They are also expected to attend parties 
and celebrations. 
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Appendix C 




Entidad federativa Total Men Women 
Estados Unidos Mexicanos 1,112,273 832,441 279,832 
Aguascalientes 17,057 12,239 4,818 
Baja California 18,432 10,912 7,520 
Baja California Sur 2,966 1,477 1,489 
Campeche 2,155 1,450 705 
Coahuila de Zaragoza 14,795 10,459 4,336 
Colima 7,118 4,522 2,596 
Chiapas 21,797 18,115 3,682 
Chihuahua 30,313 18,941 11,372 
Distrito Federal 50,281 32,556 17,725 
Durango 18,808 13,171 5,637 
Guanajuato 119,706 100,952 18,754 
Guerrero 43,111 31,173 11,938 
Hidalgo 40,659 33,992 6,667 
Jalisco 86,152 60,641 25,511 
Mexico 75,694 57,995 17,699 
Michoacan de Ocampo 85,175 65,207 19,968 
Morelos 20,898 14,984 5,914 
NaYazmint 15,585 11,654 3,931 
Nuevo Leon 16,448 9,839 6,609 
Oaxaca 58,913 45,975 12,938 
Puebla 73,458 57,898 15,560 
Querétaro 26,424 22,546 3,878 
Quintana Roo 4,401 2,961 1,440 
San Luis Potos 34,044 26,594 7,450 
Sinaloa 15,427 10,565 4,862 
Sonora 18,243 10,068 8,175 
Tabasco 5,807 4,557 1,250 
Tamaulipas 21,671 14,882 6,789 
Tlaxcala 12,947 10,441 2,506 
Veracruz de Ignacio de la Llave 62,720 50,488 12,232 
Yucatan 6,909 5,300 1,609 
Zacatecas 31,205 24,615 6,590 
No especificado 52,954 35,272 17,682 
                                                 
11
 Notes: Migracion segun lugar de residencia cinco a_os antes, between June 2005 and June 2010. Cifras correspondientes al 12 















































Queens    
Jackson Heights 20.1 25,919 14.31% 
Western Astoria 12 2,343 11.61% 
Long Island City 18.5 749 14.04% 
    
Brooklyn    
Bushwick 29.9 8,975 13.45% 
Brighton Beach 25.7 3,095 15.81% 
Sunset Park 24.5 13,000 14.00% 
    
Manhattan    
East Harlem 33.6 6,239 12.45% 
    
Bronx    
Long-Wood-Stock 44.2 1,659 9.78% 
Mid-South Bronx 35.3 1,974 12.07% 
South Bronx 44.8 2,846 10.84% 
Belmont 43.7 3,095 15.81% 
South West Bronx 41.8 3,017 11.49% 
    
Staten Island    
North East Staten Island 25.1 681 4.36% 
North West Staten Island 15.5 2,758 11.56% 
    
Rest of the City 16.9 101,833 1.33% 
